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Abstract 

Seeing is Believing? Historical Connections Between the Pictured Landscape 

and Tourism in the High Eastern Arctic 

Jeralyne Karen Manweiler 

Images, whether landscape paintings or photographs, affect southern Canadians' 

cultural and political perceptions about the high eastem Arctic. Landscape 

imagery cf the region has influenced the popcllar media's imagination so much 

that a critical eye is rarely applied to historical and contemporary images. 

Perceptions of the Arctic landscape are derived from many influences. 

Landscape theory, theories of nationalism, as well as ideas about nature and 

wildemess refiect how the landsmpe can be interpreted. Direct links c m  be 

demonstrated between historic landscape paintings, the revolutionizing effect of 

photography, the impact of members of the Group of Seven on images of 

Canadian nationalism, and conternporary tourism advertising. Images of the high 

eastem Arctic landscape combine to f om a collective mernory involving a 

cultural and ideological hybridization of ideas that privileges a romantic 

perception. The purpose of this thesis is to acknowledge the romantic perception 

as wnstnicted and reinforced and not pnvilege it to Vie exclusion of others. 
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Introduction 

The Arctic is a vast region of Canada which for many people is associated 

with paradoxica! perceptions and images. The Arctic holds a unique place in 

southem Canadian nationalism. It is included in the framework of the country's 

identity, yet most Canadians have little or no experience of the region. 

Apparently. this fact matters little when diswssing the idea of land in nationalist 

sentiment. For some the Arctic is charactenzed by blowing snow. polar bears. 

Inuit. dramatic stories of explorers caught in ice floes, men committing 

cannibalism out of desperation, or images of the whaling industry. Others 

understand the Arctic as a place to cross over or from which to extract non- 

renewable resources. Some people consider the Arctic a beautiful, "pristine" 

place with unique wildlife, complex cultures, and wonderful landscapes. 

How is it possible that so many diverse ideas or perceptions of the Arctic 

exrst7 Perhaps the question should be: are these perceptions inherently drfferent 

or 1s it posstble that they can CO-exist in the rninds of southem Canadians? 1s 

one perception more dominant than another? Even more importantly, how did 

t hese perceptions develop? 

Percepttons of the Arctic. and particularly the landscape of the Arctic. 

derive from many sources and influences. These influences, bath historical and 

contemporary combine to strengthen the importance of the land in the Canadian 

ethos and emphasize how this ethos is utilized to seIl the Arctic to potential 

visitors The Arctic figures prominently in nationalist sentiment. Because it 

remains unfamiliar most Canadians would attest that it imparts a unique quality to 
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the nation's character. Some dominant perceptions of the Arctic have become 

so pervasive in Canadian history and culture they are seldom questioned. 

The approach taken in this research is that for most Canadians, 

perceptions of the Arcîic are foned by popular discourse, whether textual or 

visual, because a landscape and its history must be placed within the parameters 

of natural and cultural history if it is to be fully understood (Baker 2). In lan 

Angus's more theoretical assessrnent. foms of expression such as visual 

irnagery, in which a society "externalizes itself," are of particular interest (21 ). 

Popular discourse works within the confines of previously established 

conventions which are famiiiar to the pubfic. As the literary critic and writer John 

Moss states. "[fjor those who have never been to the Arctic this is the only 

northern reality they know. this world gleaned in fragments from narrative 

accounts of explorers and adventurers. scientists, and artists.. . " (Moss 28). The 

imagery of the Arctic provided through the popular media involve perceptions. 

institutions. and thought (Angus 51 ) Most people will never have the chance to 

go ta the Arctic to form different perceptions. and if they do go. the presence of 

mediated knowledge guiding them to the familiar remains. 

It was the unique qualities of the Arctic that attracted me to this research. 

My interest was sparked by classes on the Canadian North. Canadian intelledual 

traditions. and Arctic exploration literature These classes dernonstrated that the 

Arctic represents not only a unique quality in the nation's character. but also how 

cultural. political, and economic influences from other places in the world affected 

the history of the region. I was also intrtgued why I associated certain 

stereotypes with the region. In the search to study something truly Canadian I 
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found the Arctic - only to discover that there was much more to understand than 

simply Canadian history. 

To study the Arctic is to invite a great interdisciplinary joumey. Sonie of 

the areas of research fer the Ardic are exploration literature, indigenous cultures 

and Me, natural science, history, or politics. In each of these areas of study 

images play a role. 

Reading and analyzing exploration literature is a journey in itself. In an 

expedition journal one discovers the world of the explorer. the region in which the 

explorer was travelling, the cultural and political perceptions of the time which 

influenced how he experienced a new land, the people he came in contact with. 

issues of irnperialism and nationalism, and how what he experienced and wrote 

eventually came to affect the histoncal memory of a country. 

Exploration joumals often include illustrations, sketches, and paintings as 

a complernent to the text. The illustrations provide insight into how explorers 

viewed and interpreted the landscape. In addition. illustrations reveal the popular 

conventions of the tirne. These images are then viewed by others and they 

influence perceptions about the Arctic. 

However. the picturing of the Arctic, particularly the high eastem Arctic 

does not end with exploration journals. There is a long history of Arctic irnagery. 

This history not only reflects how the Arctic is perceived in images. but also 

reflects how one relates to national cultural and political issues. In an 

increasingly visual and technical world. how a region is presented in both 

historical and contemporary imagery affects how it is perceived on every other 

level. 
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Often, images are studied as disconnected or discrete documents. They 

are analyzed for the content inside their borders and often not for the cultural 

context beyond. Images of the Arctic need to be placed within mariy frames of 

reference. Two of the most important frames of reference applicable to the study 

of Arctic landscape imagery in Canada are theones of nationalism and 

landscape. How the landscape is perceived and how it influences Canadian 

nationalism is apparent when one places Arctic landscape imagery within the 

context of western civilization's appreciation of nature. lnnerent in the 

appreciation of nature is also the flexible definition of wilderness. These frames 

of reference are reproduced through images of the region. 

Canada is a young nation. As a result of this a great deal of its history has 

been recorded visually in photographs. The photograph also changed the world 

of visual irnagery. Creating images was no longer exclusively the prerogative of 

artists using canvas and paint. After the invention of celluloïd film and the Kodak 

camera. with the rtght equipment anyone could take a photograph. The 

photograph mtroduced to the world a popular medium. Soon. famous images 

were used and reused, reducing certain places to stereotypes. 

Photography did not replace art in representations of the Arctic. A.Y. 

Jackson and Lawren Harris of the Group of Seven identified the high eastem 

Arctic landscape as essential to the definition of Canadian nationalism. 60th 

travelled to Bamn Island to experience and paint the landscape firsthand and to 

transcribe their own interpretations of the Canadian north. However. both men 

were working within previously established context and perceptions of the Arctic. 

landscape, and nature.-. 
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The development of photography, and more importantly amateur 

photography, also paralleled the slow and steady increase of tourism. More and 

more people had the facility to travel to new places and they brought theiï 

cameras dong with them. Famous places were visited and recorded for 

posterity. Tourism in Canada increased greatly after World War Two but it was 

not until the 1980's that the Arctic witnessed much tourist adivity. However, this 

fact allows us to examine the representation of the high eastem Arctic in tounsrn 

publicity and trace the origin of certain artistic conventions and stereotypes that 

reveal a romantic conception of the region. It is this romantic conception that 

entices people to travel and experience the awe-inspiring beauty of the northern 

landscape. 

After considering the historical and theoretical context of high eastem 

Arctic landscape imagery and the acknowledgement of the power of photography 

over perception of place. I wondeted a romantic representation of the region 

dominates The question was, how could this be determined. The answer would 

be to demonstrate a link between historical and contemporary imagery in tourism 

advertisements Moreover. this link would demonstrate that images cannot be 

considered only as disconnected or discrete documents. They are connected far 

beyond the borders of a page whether in an exploration journal. a photo essay 

book. a magazine article. or an advertisement. The challenge would be to 

demonstrate the connections within a context. 

A very real aspect of this research involves peoples' perceptions of 

landscape. However tempting it might have been to complete a study based 

alrnost entirely on secondary sources, 1 recognized the importance of asking 



tourists in the high eastem Arctic about their perceptions. The assumption is, 

after all, that the collective memory bank of images of the Arctic that we hold of 

the Arctic would somehow influence what tourists expect when visiting the 

region. In addition, it was also important for me to experience the landscape 

and to record my reactions as, I too, would be a f int time visitor. 

W~th visitors' perceptions, experience, and expectations of the landscape 

recorded, a stronger case is made for the connection between images of the past 

and present. Contemporary tourism advertisements from Canadian Geoaraphic, 

Eouinox, and Up Here were also analyzed to demonstrate the use of the sublime 

and the piduresque to influence travel decisions. I found some interesting 

images that exemplrfy the paradoxical and stereotypical perceptions of the high 

eastern Arctic heid by Canadians. 

Some obsenrations made during the examination of the three magazines 

were ,lot expected. For example, I noticed that certain photographers were 

supplying photographs to each of the publications. Sometimes these landscape 

photographs in each publication were the same or sirnilar. As might also be 

expected. many of the images contained elements of the sublime andlor 

stereotypical perceptions of the region. The repetition of these images 

strengthens my argument. People who rnay or may not be interested in travelling 

to the high eastern Arctic are presented with similar images of the region. The 

argument is that one always has the option of turning the page, but the paucity of 

other types of images. including images by the Inuit who cal1 the Arctic home. 

will lead the viewer back to the original romantic perception. 
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At first glance European and Euro-Canadian imagery of the high eastem 

Arctic itself would seern discrete. People travel there, they experience the 

landsczpe, thw write about it, and they create images, whether by painting the 

landscape or taking a photograph. It is not that simple. When people travel they 

bring with them ideas, values, and assumptions which are then applied to their 

înterpretations of new places and landscapes. These ideas, values, and 

assumptions can be viewed through various cultural productions such as 

literature and imagery. 

The study of European and Euro-Canadian imagery of the high eastern 

Arctic provides a window on conceptions of nature and wilderness, imperialism. 

nationalism. sense of place. and the impetus for travel. It is hoped that this study 

will help to prove that the "unbelievable land" is believable, and that we sirnply 

need to look for metaphors beyond the physical borders of images to realîze this. 



Chapter One -Theory and Methodology 

Theory forces one to examine a subject on a variety of levels, none of 

which may present clear and structured ârguments. What theop does do is to 

present a set of pnnciples whkh enables the researcher to compare observable 

phenomena about a subject. Therefore, theory is essential to most serious 

research. Much of the theory required in this study will appear as part of the 

narrative in the following chapters. These chapters analyze the thesis of this 

research that there is an historical continuity involving cultural and ideological 

hybridization in the picturing of the high eastern Arctic. and furthermore. that this 

pictorial tradition contributes to misconceptions, distortions and illusions, while 

simultaneously serving to attract tourists. David Lowenthal States convincingly 

that. 'We see things simultaneously as they are and as we viewed them before: 

previous experience suffuses all present perception" (Lowenthal, Past Time 6). 

For southem eyes and hearts, the beauty of the high eastem Arctic derives both 

from the place rtself and frorn representatrons of it through historical landscape 

painting and conternporary popular photography. 

The theoretical approaches used in this study are linked by the wmmon 

elements attached to the land in Canadian history and identity: sense of place. 

the impact of imagery in popular culture. nationalism. and tourism. Moreover. the 

theoretical approaches employed in the study indicate the validity of a humanist 

approach in a field of study where often the soc~al sciences and physical and 

natural sciences dominate (Coates and Morrison 14). Theories of landscape and 

nationalism are particularly relevant to the second and third chapters of the 

thesis. and theories of tourisrn apply directly to the fourth chapter. As a result of 
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the interdisciptinary nature of this research, it is necessary to process and 

analyze infomation, often from different perspectives. to fully grasp the 

importance of visual imagery as a f o m  of cultural production. Theory provides a 

vehicle to contextualize and the rnethodology allows for the interpretation of the 

infomation gathered. 

The first section of this chapter will examine the qualitative methodologies 

employed in the study. the parameters set for the research, and the time frame of 

the histoncal inquiry. The second sedion will address the theoretical approaches 

employed in the study. 

Methodology 

At the outset of this research, it seemed that a survey of secondary 

sources would provide the largest amount of information. The literature survey 

revealed the connection between historical and contemporary images. This 

connection also indicated the distinct contemporary component of the research 

involving tourism and the impetus behind travel. The literature suwey also 

refleded both the geographic parameters and the time frame set for the study. 

Primary research and data collection were necessary to complement the 

Ilterature sumey to display the links between historical imagery. contemporary 

imagery. and tourism in the high eastem Arctiz region. 

Methodology is the proœss of obtaining the information to test one's 

hypothesis. More specifically, it is a body of procedures, working concepts. or 

rules used to determine answers to research problerns. Methodology involves 

theory (the principles used to examine a subject) and ideology (a co-ordinated 

body of ideas or concepts on a particular topic) as complementary forms of 
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knowledge. Wth this description in mind it is dear that how you research the 

world is inextricably linked to how you 'see' the world. 

The methods refiect the qualitative character of the research as well as 

their capacity to generate the most useful conclusions. One of the first decisions 

to be made regarding the basic methodology of the study was to define the 

geographic parameters (boundary or limit) and the time frame. This posed a 

distinct challenge as even in contemporary northem scholarship, definitions of 

"North" and Arctic remain a contenttous debate. However, if a specific 

geographic region were not selected the project would be too large. The high 

eastern Arctic was chosen partly because of its well dowmented history and also 

to reflect the continuation of certain conventions and tropes of representation in 

imagery.' Parameters for the high eastem Arctic were defined as the North Pole. 

Ellesmere Island. to the southern tip of Baffin Island, west at approximately the 

62"' parallel (Rankin Inlet) induding Southampton and Coates Islands. to 

approximately 1 10 degrees latitude and then North through most of Victoria 

Island returning to the North Pole (Figure 1). 

The time frarne was not difficult to establish. Previous scholarship on 

exploration history. the whaling industry. and landscape representations of the 

regton provided a guideline The conventions of the sublime and the 

picturesque. with their connections to greater historical and art movements in 

Although the parameters of the study were defined as the high eastern Arctic. the titles 
of some Amencan and European landscape art from the major exploration period do not 
specifically indicate the high eastem Arctic. However. they are wnsidered representative pieces 
and for some it is known that the artist had expenence or second hand knowledge of expioration 
in the high eastem Ardic. 
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Europe and North America, also acted as dividing points in the research. Early 

British representations, covering the period approximately 181 8 to 1884. 

comprise the first section of histoncal imâges. This section identifies the 

influences of the age of Romanticisrn, Arctic exploration, and imperialism. 

Representations of the Arctic from 1884 to the 1960s. include sublime images in 

the race for the North Pole, the political uses of photography for the purposes of 

establishing Canadian sovereignty in the Ardic, and works by memben of the 

Group of Seven. These images advanced the importance of the Arctic 

landscape in the interests of Canadian nationalisrn. Finally, the contemporary 

section of the thesis reflects the infiuence of tourism as a popular twentieth - 

century activity and how the Arctic is pictured in advertisementsfpublicity 

intended to attract visitors to the region. 

Also involved in the secondary source analysis is the assessrnent of 

images used for illustration. Different categories of image were assessed: 

images resulting from expeditions. coffee table books about the region. magazine 

Stones. and tourism advertisements. For the most part. Arctic landscape 

paintings and tourism publicity photographs were chosen for their direct 

connection to the region. A subsequent consideration was the presence of 

sublime or picturesque conventions in the image. In addition, tourism publicity 

photos were analyzed with reference to what they were trying to sell. Moving 

images were not considered. 

A crucial part of methodology is making decisions about why one chooses 

particular methods. abandons othen, and how one arranges to obtain 

information. Although it would be possible to wrnplete this research by using 



mostly secondary sources, those sources would not provide a well rounded view 

of why people are attraded to travel to the region and what type of imagery, if 

any, influenced their deusions. To obtain such information it was necessary to 

talk to tourists visiting the region. The interviews, participant observations. 

personal observations of the researcher, and the questionnaires provide a very 

' real' aspect to the research, and, in addition, dernonstrate that qualitative, 

humanities- based research can have practical applications to business as well 

as support the theoretical discussions which surround Canadian nationalism and 

ident ity. 

Interviews were conducted on an Adventure Canada trip, an eco- 

adventure tour company, to Baffin Island between June 16th and 23* 1997 A 

questionnaire was distributed following the trip to obtain additional information 

from the participants. In combination with information provided by Nunavut 

Tourism, a very simple content analysis was completed on Arctic advertising 

images ln the periodicals of Canadian Geoaraohic, Eauinox. and UP Here for the 

period from 1985 to 1 997.2 Categories for the content analysis were chosen to 

(1 ) reflect the time period examined and frequency of images in the magazines. 

(2) delineate the type of image used for illustration or publicity purposes. (3) 

identtfy the frequency of advertisements and stories, (4) name the specific 

regions of the Arctic featured, (5) name the author(s) and photographer(s) for 

- - 

Advertising images were defined very broadly for the purposes of ttiis research. Any 
story. actual advertisement. whether paid for by a private company or the temtorial or federal 
governments. was considered to have influential value in affecting tourist decisions to travel to the 
region. 



cross referencing, and finally, (6) relate an image to historical imagery andlor 

stereotypes. 

To complete the interviews, participant obsewations, and personal 

observations, a trip with Adventure Canada was arranged. The trip originated in 

Pond Inlet, Baffin Island, and proceeded to the floe edge approxirnately two and 

a half hours by sm~mobile from the northern village. The travellers included 

eight people. including myself. The trip provided an exemplary opportunity to ask 

people. in intimate circumstances. why they decided to undertake such an 

adventure and if they remembered or regarded visual images as an impetus for 

their travel. The alternative to this arrangement would have been to interview 

tourists as they entered and exited the ~egion.~ Although this option was 

considered. its impersonal aspect was deemed a negative factor. In addition. the 

costs of such an option would be have been demanding. In the leisured setting 

of a small cohesive group. more detailed information wuld be gathered. 

However it was not appropriate to conduct formal interviews; rather, a participant 

observation format involving informal discussions was ~ s e d . ~  The participant 

observation method allows me to be a participant during the data gathering 

process (Kirby and McKenna 76)' In actual pradice, the formal interview 

. -- - 

To suppiement the group infonation obtained on the Adventure Canada tour. exit 
wrveys and analysis were supplied by Nunavut Tounsm. 

Piease see Appendices Two and Four for transcribed conversations and relevant 
matenal from the field diary. 

Kirby and McKenna in their book Experience. Research. Soaal Chanqe: Methods from 
the Mamins. define the participant observation rnethod as a means of 'wmbin[ing] ways of data 
gathenng such as suweys, personal accountslnarratives, life histories/chronides, unobtrusive 
measures (fiiming. recording), or document analysis wÏth dired observation to give a full account 
of how individuals make sense of their experiences" ( 76). 
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questions developed prior to the trip were meraly used in a more informa1 

manner. Soma of the discussions were taped with participants1 permission and 

üthers were recorded in a field dia$ 

The interviews and questionnaires completed for this study do not 

represent a definitive sample of tourists in the Arctic today. Tourism in the Arctic 

is diverse and includes visitors who engage in many activities such as canoeing, 

kayaking. polar bear watching. fishing, hunting. hiking. and even taking a cruise 

to the North pole.' However, to obtain information from some. if not all. of the 

different groups of tourists in the high eastem Arctic would have been diffiwlt. 

The opportunity to be part of a specific trip provided a micro analysis of a few 

tourists. 

Personal observations of the researcher were also integral to this study. 

The researcher. as a first time visitor to the region, also had relevant and 

important contributions to make to the research. Impressions regarding 

landscape. history. the tourist experience. and culture are important from any 

member of the tour experiencing what the region has to offer. Personal 

observations were recorded in a field diary and will be cited later in the thesis! 

Before discussions. paflicipants were given an infomed consent f o m  to complete 
wfiich detailed how the infornation they related could be used and if there were any restrictions. 
For example. some participants did not want their names used. Please see Appendix Two for a 
wpy of the infomed consent f o n .  the Trent University Commrttee on Human Research 
approval. as well as the Nunavut Research Institute research license issued for the research 
conducted in Iqaluit and Pond Inlet . M. 

Trips to the North Pole on a ship as well as canoeing or kayakinc vacations are 
becoming extrernely popular. The Wanapitei Canoe and Northwinds Company regularly run tnps 
to Baffin Island for kayaking m d  wttitewater canoeing 

' Please see Appendix Three for relevant sect~ons of the field diary 
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Although personal observations are integral to this study, they are, of 

course, subjective. It would be have been impossible for me to travel to the 

region and immediately forget al1 I hâd leamed prior to goin9 there. What the 

personal observations did illuminate, however, is the knowledge of Arctic history 

and culture that many tourists hold prior to their adventures in the region. As I 

have a strong background in Arctic history and culture, I was in a position to 

determine the extent of tour participants' knowledge. 

Finally. an additional questionnaire was distributed to members of the 

Adventure Canada group. This questionnaire provided supplernentary detail to 

the participant observations and informal interviews. Seven questionnaires were 

distributed by mail, and five were retumed completed. The questionnaires 

consisted of the previously developed interview questions so as to wnform to the 

protocols of Trent University's Committee on Human ~esearch.' Questions 

posed in the survey included the participants' residence, age, level of education. 

main factors that led to their trips. knowledge of Arctic history. sources of 

information on the region, presence of visual imagery in the infornation, effect of 

the visual imagery on travel decisions. trends or conventions in the imagery. 

knowledge or familiarity with historic or contemporary Arctic imagery. 

expectations of the trip, and purpose of the trip. 

An interesting additional methodology presented itself during and after the 

Adventure Canada tour. Participants decided to trade especially good 

photographs from the trip with each other. Although unsoliuted on the 

researcher's part. this allowed some analysis of what images members of the 

Please see Appendix One. 
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tour found cornpelling and if it could be detennined whether their judgement was 

affected by historic and contemporary Arctic imagery. Studies including the 

exchange of participant photos have generaily been more ernpirically based. For 

example, Kevin Markwell published a study of the dimensions of photography in 

a nature based tour. In addition to using participants' photographie collections. 

Markwell drew from interviews, dianes, and a personal narrative of the nature- 

based tour." All are similar methods to those employed in this research. 

Although the methodology used for this research projsct remained simple. 

it illuminated the importance of linking theoretical and historical discussion :O 

contemporary events as well as primary information. The insights provided by 

members of the Adventure Canada tour demonstrate both the impetus behind 

travel to the region and the impact of tourism publicity on travel decisions. The 

primary information from the research complernents the analysis of theoretical 

secondary literature to reflect critically on the social context of tourism in the high 

eastern Arctic region. Overall. the qualitative analysis used has emphasized the 

process. meaning, and experience of communication and has shown how 

qualitative methods can be sensitive to cultural and historical contexts (Nelson 

161) 

LandscapeTheory 

Theories of the landscape have a long and established tradition of 

examining and contextualizing natural scenery. land surfaces. and urbanitation. 

When considering Arctic landscape imagery. one must necessarily account for 

theones of landscape which have helped to shape perceptions of nature. 

'' See Kevin Markwell. nDimensions of Photography in a Nature-Based Tour.' Annals of 
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aesthetics, and landscape appreciation for generations. Theofles of landscape 

provide a convenient, although not an exclusive, entry point to the study of Arctic 

landscape irnagery as it reflects history, politics, and culture. 

Landscape has two or more distinct meanings; it can either denote artistic 

and literary representations of the visible world, or it can mean the integration of 

natural and human phenornena that can be verified and analyzed scientifically 

(Osborne l c o n ~ r a ~ h v  9). Attached to particular usages of landscape theory is 

cultural symbolism: '[elvery modern nation has its symbolic landscapes": "[they 

are] a cultural image, a pictorial way of representing, structuring or symbolizing 

surroundings" (Daniels and Cosgrove Introduction 1 ). In essence, landscapes are 

cultural productions waiting to be explained; they are inherently invested with 

symbolism. 

Landscape theory offers the possibility of understanding humanistic 

perspectives and behavioural tools which in tum foster an understanding of 

sense of place within regional and national identity (Dearden and Sadler 4) . 

Although landscape brings to mind an idyllic, piduresque scene, it must not be 

forgotten that the word can also denote social landscapes. Indeed, at times 

landscapes may be invested with both physical aspects and particularly 

significant soccal issues. The 'social" aspects of the landscape are as significant 

as the physical 'land" because without people the landscape, in whatever form, 

could not be appreciated: "Landscape. whether in the physical environment or in 

the form of a painting. does not exist without an observer." Although the land 

exists "the scape is a projection of human consciousness. an image received" 

Tourism Research. 24.1 (1 997): 131 -1 55. 
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(Porteous 4). Or, as Nelson describes it, "Landscape refers not so much to the 

features of the environment, but to histoncally grounded ideas that influence how 

people perceive and appropriate the world" (Nelson 40,41). The social and 

physical aspects of landscape in the high eastem Arctic have been considered in 

tandem - each as significant as the other. Landscape painting and photography 

help us to understand the history of how we 'see'. 

Authors have witten scores of books and articles addressing the 

importance of landscape theory in contemporary society. Most agree that 

"Iandscape is a way of seeing that has its own history, but a history that can be 

understood only as a part of a wider history of economy and society; . . . [it) has its 

own techniques of expression, but techniques which it shares with other areas of 

cultural practice" (Cosgrove 1 ). One example of how landscape is studied with 

reference to cultural practices and productions is through agriculture. For 

centuries. humans have been rnanipulating the landscape to achieve certain 

purposes Agriculture has effected dominant changes in the landscape. often to 

the point where it has been long forgotten what the "originaln landscape was. 

Yet. as Osborne points out, changes in the landscape were not only physical and 

economic in nature. they also signified the way in which people thought about 

themselves and their relationships with the world around them (Cosgrove 6). 

Neil Evernden suggests that "tacit understandings of 'nature' figure prominently 

in many aspects of social discourse' (Evernden 19). Landscape study inherently 

involves and reflects debates conceming society and culture. 

Equally as important as any landscape are the boundaries placed around 

it: the frame of reference which connects landscapes to cultural debates. Gina 



Crandell states: "mhe process by which the landscape has been given 

boundaries has been neither an isolated nor an accidental one. Instead, it has 

proceeded in tandem with the development of a set of artistic conventions" 

(Crandell6). Notions of value are inherently related to how we 'see' the 

landscape, because we see thern in a pictarial manner (Crandell6). Or as Berger 

describes it, everyone has assumptions about landscape and art: these 

assumptions may be concemed with beauty, truth, genius, civilization. form. 

status, or taste (Berger Wavs 11). National landscapes. in particular, are highly 

symbolic and encapsulate ideas of progress and uniqueness. 

Landscape painting is an integral elernent in the theory of landscapes. It 

provides a more accessible means of examining the impact and significance of 

landscapes whether urban, rural, or natural. As a cultural production emerging 

from landscape appreciation, landscape painting is more intellectually and 

physically accessible because it has the ability to reach a great number of people 

and transmit specific messages about the landscape itself. Indeed, painting a 

iandscape is an onginal way to express the physical and :social relationships of 

iandscaw described above: "[Ain analysis of landscape painting thus provides 

US with an entry point into how a society sees its relationship to.. . landscape" 

197) 

Artists who choose or chose to portray the landscape surrounding them. 

enlarge interpretations of culture and identity. The relationship between the 

Iandscape of place and the landscape of the imagination can range from simple 

data - gathering to personal identification (Porteous 104). Landscape painting 

reflects a personal identification with landscape; it provides visual access to 



tangible and intangible elernents of our experience: some forgotten, some 

remembered, and some simply longed for. Mostly, landscape painting allows the 

possibility of 'ordering" the landscape to convey ideas of our human relationship 

to it. 

The tradition of landscape painting is not ancient. Pnor to the 

establishment of a "landscape schwl", nature was merely used to situate or 

provide background in paintings. Between the fifieenth and nineteenth centuries. 

first in ltaly and Flanders and then throughout western Europe the idea of 
landscape came to denote the artistic and literary representations of the 
visible world, the scenery ... which is viewed by a spectator. It implied a 
particular sensibility, a way of experiencing and expressing feelings 
towards the extemal world. natural and man-made, an articulation of a 
human relationship with it. (Cosgrove 9) 

Historically, landscape painting was reduced in the hierarchy of the art world. but 

by the 1 800's it "was rising dramaticall y in importanceJt (Galassi 21 ) The reason 

for this increasing significance was the idea that the "unembellished landscape 

possessed intrinsic value" 

The association of landscape with wilderness or "untouched nature rs 

relat~vely recent implying rejection of human action on the landscape (Osborne 

konoara~hy 14) The idea of landscape as attached to wilderness or 

'untouchedm nature has become somewhat ritualized through landscape painting. 

There are two major historical responses to wilderness: 'the classical' which 

emphasizes human action. and 'the romantic' which stresses 'untouched" places 

(Short 6 )  lndeed the concept of wilderness as a place bereft of civilization was 

imported to North Arnerica by Europeans in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
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centuries (Grant Arctic Wildemess 29). In the romantic conception, wildemess 

andlor nature can be a place of the imagination and a social construction. 

Through viewing painting and photography many people try vicariously to 

understand the intense penonal connection artists feel in their relationship with 

the landscape. As with exploration and travel literature, landscape painting and 

photography continue the tradition of separating the spectator from the 

landscape itself (Davis 22). But landscape painting did not develop in the Arctic. 

As stated previously, it belongs to a long and established tradition of exploration. 

travel. and aesthetic appreciation. The history of the Canadian Arctic regions 

must be considered wtthin the context of western society if we are to gain a full 

understanding of the significance of its visual representation by non-Native 

people. 

The study of landscape inherently involves human activity, whether it 

directly or indirectly affects the landscape. Humans have made their imprint on 

the Arctic landscape in a number of ways. For the rnost part, however. unlike 

the Inuit for whom the Arctic is home. "for most of the last four hundred years of 

Arctic encounter the whites have not wanted land there at all." "They want 

nothing except lrquid water so they c m  get past the land because they do not 

want to stop in the Arctic at all: they rnerely want it [the Arctic] to be a convenient 

passage to another place altogethet' (Wiebe 77). When non-Native peoples do 

arrive. they bring with them ideas and values which have an impact teaching far 

beyond the landscape and the geographical region (Wiebe 77) Tuan notes that 

attitudes to unsuitable settlement areas are 

complex and deeply ambivalent: we find instances of indifference or 



deliberate neglect, or, at the other extreme, keen interest as potential 
economic resource and base of political power; we find desert and ice 
viewed as threatening presences to be conquered in the name of national 
pride and manhood, or as challenge to the prowess of science; and last. 
though certainly not least, we find worshipful admiration tinged by fear. 
(Tuan Desert and icê 139) 

The visual images from Arctic expeditions recorded not only events. but also 

power relations and social assumptions (New 22). 

When Arctic explorers realized that the land was there and there was no 

simple way to get around it to reach Cathay, ideas began to change. In the 

beginning. as with most strange and new places, the Arctic regions instilled fear 

and terror." With increasing knowledge and the development of technology, 

more expeditions to the 'frozen reaches' were undertaken; after the Napoleonic 

Wars. the British Admiralty had more freedom and time to devote to exploration. 

Explorers, and the nations they represented, most notably Britain. began to lay 

daim to the newly "discovered" territory. It is important to remernber that they 

taid daim to this territory on their terms: 

Those who daim to have done the 'discovering' presume authority over 
place. other persons. and value. Then they translate what they have 
'found' tnto their own terms.. . : European explorers consequently moved 
through the world with a sense of their potential authority over it. (New 29) 

. . 
For example. in Thomas James' journal of his expedition to James Bay. Stranrre and 

Danaerous Vovacte, the language used to describe the landscape is almost exclusively in ternis 
of religion and supplication to a higher power. James was certain that if he did flot display the 
requisite subrnission to the natural elements that God controlled, he and his men would surely 
pensh. As W.H. New notes in his book Land Slidina: Imaainin~ Snace. Presence. and Power in 
Canadian Wnting (Toronto: Toronto UP. 1997). exploration joumals such as that of Thomas 
James used cultural noms for the penod and thus the joumals represent an apprehension of 
beauty beyond the prevailing European system (58). 



The art that grew from this period of Arctic exploration and 'diswvery' can be 

placed alongside social and artistic developrnents in the western world, rnost 

significantly those in Britain and in the United states.12 

Arctic exploration journals provide a unique insight into both the social and 

the cultural aspects of the times. Indeed, through them changes in attitudes and 

perceptions toward landscapes and landscape appreciation can be traced. As 

W. H. New aptly notes: 

The European explorers' joumals.. . are not straightforward, nor are their 
versions of documentary 'objective'; indeed, they rely on spiritual code. 
covertly (or at least unthinkingly), to define a cultural connection with the 
land and they rely on the political expectations of their time (and on 
editorial shaping to such political ends). . . (New 54) 

When contemplating a journal or some of the artistic representations related to 

the expeditions, one must consider many factors. Of paramount importance is 

the time of the expedition. political developments that may have affected the 

author or artist, popular trends and conventions in society, as well as issues of 

editing For example. editors of exploration joumals often altered passages to 

enhance the sense of adventure, sometimes implying that the explorers "went 

Native" l 3  

Many of the previously discussed ideas about landscape have not 

changed for hundreds of years. The landscape continues to be the centre of the 

. - 
" This rdea wilf be cavered in greater detaii in Chapters Two and Three which trace the 

significance and developrnent of Arctic imagery. 

'' Aîthough not related directiy to Arctic exploration. the pubfished joumals of Thomas 
Heame afford pnrne examples of editors changing certain passages in the interests of general 
readershrp. lan MacLaren and Heather Rollason have both provided exwllent scholarship on the 
issues of editing and representation in Hearne's journais. 



're-presentation'; it is still a measure of how societies reflect culture through 

social dismurse and cultural produ~tions.'~ 

Theories of Nationalism 

Arctic exploration was not the only major activity occumng in and around 

the North Arnerican continent. By the mid-nineteenth century, the North 

American continent was in the process of being spanned and settled. Artists on 

the North American continent were well connected with the art world: "American 

landscapes were being moulded into categories advanced by Burke. Gilpin. and 

Ruskin. and their representation was increasingl y distorted by the arti stic 

conventions developed in English landscape painting" (Osborne lconoaraohv 

163) Paralleiing the imperialist and nationalist British images. was the 

emergence of Canadian nationalist images. 

It was also during the nineteenth œntury that ideas of nationalism created 

at the end of the eighteenth century started to gain power as more and more 

nation-states formed around the world.15 There are many different interpretations 

and definitions of nationalism. Benedict Anderson defines a nation as "an 

imagined political community - and imagined as both inherently limited and 

sovereign" (Anderson 15). He considers nations 'imagined' because most 

rnembers of a nation will never know each other; a nation is 'lirnited' because it 

has finite boundaries; the concept of a sovereign nation "was born in an age in 

which Enlightenment and Revolution were destroying the legitimacy of the 

- - - 

Please note that a much more detailed discussion of landscape and photography will 
be induded in Chapter Four. 

" See Anderson lmaained Communitîes: Refections on the Ori~in and Spread of 
Nationalism (London, England: Verso Editions. 1983) 66. 



divinely-ordained, hierarchical dynastic realmn. Finally, a nation is a wmmunity 

because a 'deep comradeship" pemeates the fabric of people within it 

(Anderson 16). 

How does one place the development of the Dominion of Canada within 

the development of nationalism? Actually, very easily. The facility to place 

Canada within the development and popularization of nationalism rnay sirnply be 

because "[N]ationalism is the reigning passion of our times" (qtd. Zelinsky in 

Osborne Intemreting 250). Through Confederation nationalism and a growing 

pride in an independent Canadian identity ernerged in the Dominion. As historian 

Carl Berger states, this new sense of nationality was "grounded upon a definite 

conception of Canada's past. her national character, and her mission in the 

future. and at its heart was a yearning for significance and desire to obliterate the 

stigma of colonialism" (Berger The Sense of Power 259). Although nationalism 

developed at a slower Pace in the new country, it would eventually become an 

tmponant element of English Canadian culture. 

To undentand how the development of nationalism changed how people 

looked at the world, one only needs to look at symbols. Indeed, "every 

discussion of nationalism includes a survey of the various factors that may 

becme symbolic of national identity. Most often mentioned are ethnicity, blood. 

race religion language. cultural values. history, geography, and psychology" 

(Angus 1 3) Cultural productions. particularly visual representations, often act as 

a window to changing ideas as well as reflections of cultures in a s ~ c i e t ~ . ' ~  

fc 

Anderson notes reliefs and stained g l a s  windows of rnediaeval churches. or the 
paintings of eariy Italian and Fiernish rnasters (28). 



Whatever their original purpose or meaning. some images are indelibly part of 

national identity and some even central to it (Osborne Iconoora~hy 162). 

Prior to the spread of nationalism. Liberalism and the Enlightenment 

provided the ideas to critiuze the ancien regime and to view the world in a 

completely different manner: 

Beneath the decline of sacred communities, languages and lineages, a 
fundamental change was taking place in modes of apprehending the 
world. which, more than anything else, made it possible to 'think' the 
nation. (Anderson 28) 

Developing ideas of nationalism were reflected in cultural prod~ctions.'~ 

Landscape representations gained much greater importance and attention. 

Indeed. landscapes became invested with signifiant national pride as they often 

represented the uniqueness of nations. Mountains. deserts. or pastoral farming 

communities gained new symbolic rneaning through nationalism. The modern 

nation-state began to promote nationalism 'to solidify its power intemally and 

sometimes in order to enlist support for external territorial expansion" (Angus 74) 

Obviously, particular credence 1s given in this research to the refiection of 

nationahsm through landscape painttng or photography. A cornmon result of the 

expression of nationalism through painting and photography is the 'framing' of 

nature by taking what we consider the best examples of it (Crandell 3). At this 

point one could almost enter a *chicken and egg" debate regarding framed 

landscapes. Did the landscape or land corne first purely because of its 

. - 
'mhe foms of expression in which a society extemalizes its self-understanding are of 

particular interest. T hese may include conventiorialiy 'cuitural' phenornena such as art foms. but 
shoufd be understood in a wider. more anthropological sense of cuiture to indude everyday 
activities 'in their characteristic style'. which compnse a 'structure of feeling' that is lived as a 
'form of life'" (Angus 21). 
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existence, or was the landscape created by its appreciation? As Crandell notes. 

'This means that what we think of as nature has been mediated by pictonal 

adivities such as appropriation, framing, and re-presentationn (Crandell 4). A 

landsmpe painting or photograph is a mediated and dynamic representation for 

individual appreciation or appropriation (Cosgrove 26). But does the appreciation 

or appropriation of an image add to the meaning of the pidured landscape or 

does it merely interpret it on another level? 

For an image to becorne an "artistic icon" of nation, as Osborne would 

cal1 it. it must be revered by a signifiant proportion of the populace (Osborne 

Icono~raohv 172). Most nations have used nationalism combined with rhetoric. 

writing. music. and art to establish symbols and ideologies (Osborne lnterpretinq 

250). Osborne argues further that fine art. "has little opportunity to become part 

of the nationalist imagination" as long as it is shown only in art galleries and other 

such institutions. This may hold true for much of fine art. but what of the images 

that are reproduced in the popular media? Even more importantly, what about 

photography . which has given the almost effortless ability of 're-presentation" to 

the amateur? When images are reproduced in the popular media, such as 

through advertisements for tourism, do they then somehow become the "people's 

art" or in some way a forrn of propaganda? Brown notes that. 'mravel not only 

had [has] the potential to draw nations closer together, it also had [has] the 

power to strengthen one's own country and national character" (Brown 58).18 

The land and the "North" have k e n  taken up as the "causes célèbres" to 

define what it is to be Canadian because, according to Ramsay Cook, the nation 

'' A smlar conclusion is reached by Pat Jasen in her book Wild Thinas: Nature. Culture, 
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does not share, as other nations do, a cornmon language, history. or religion 'out 

of which to formulate a national mythology and idedogyn (263). Scores of 

papers, addresses, and books have been written about this topic in the grand. 

and what some consider heroic, search to define Canadian identity. In the 

nationalistic Canadian produced images and literature of the Arctic from 

approximately 1890 to 1930 "northem society and landscape have been 

presented in stereotypical ternis. by people who have gone north to 'discovef 

things. quite often themselves. or to identrfy the 'essence' of Canada" (Coates 

and Morrison 5). Indeed, images of the Arctic helped accentuate Canada as a 

"northem" nation while reinforcing Ardic sovereignty. 

Historian Ramsay Cook remarks that Canadians generally use two basic 

modes to define national identity. The first mode is a method of contrast in which 

people search for those characteristics that distinguish Canadian national life, 

and the second is by the definition of the land: 'those elements in the 

environment which coutd be used to explain the real or imagined uniqueness of 

nations" (Cook 263). In Angus's terms, the polity must reach inside itself to find 

what is commonly shared and whjch will aid it in deterrnining its future (Angus 6). 

However. conceptions of "North" often Vary from the provincial norths. to the 

most northern Arctic island - Ellesmere. It is in pursuit of this idea of "North." or 

in the hope of experiencing the distinctiveness of Canada on the North Amefican 

continent. that many people travel in the country to experience the "land. 

Scholars differ on what constitutes "the North". Sorne, like Louis-Emond 

Hamelin. use a number of points to wnfirm ' Nordicité". Historian Morris Zaslow 

and Tounsm in Ontario 1790-1 91 4 (Toronto: Toronto UP. 1995) 152. 



considers the Northem frontier a moving line reflecting activities and assumptions 

of the incoming newcomer population. And W.L. Morton argues that the North 

begins at the end of the commercial line of agriculture. However, the most 

influential description of North often involves a psychological component: 

"[Nlorth. .. is a state of mind as well as certain material conditions. Central to this 

revised notion of nordicty is the concept of wilderness." "The North is not found 

along a line. It is a space with depth.. . * (Hodgins and Hobbs. 1-2). Apparently. 

this invisible line constituting North holds great appeal for many as they travel to 

the Arctic to connect with their history and culture. 

When studying "the land" and Canadian nationalism, most contemporary 

scholars work within the rubric of post colonialism "in recognition that it [post- 

colonialism]. . . represents a particular set of attitudes toward, as well as a history 

about space: exclusionary, hieraràiical, abstract, totalized, [and] appropriative" 

(Cavell Theorizinq 92). Canadian scholars and authors use many metaphors to 

try to explain the relationship between land and nationalism. lan Angus uses the 

metaphor of the border which he considers a line of separation between 

humanity and nature (Angus 47). When considering Arctic scholarship this 

border 1s always apparent; most research of the region has occurred "from the 

outside in " In the words of Kenneth Coates. a leading Northern histonan: 

mhe North. land of legend. mystery and misconception, remarns very 
much a conceptual wasteland. After decades of scholarship, much of it 
excellent. insightful and methodologically important. the vast circumpolar 
region rs still typically explained within the mnceptual ftameworks and 
intellectual paradigms of the Southem or 'outsiden. (Coates and Morrison 
Writinq North 5) 
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The realization of this exclusionary aspect of Northem scholarship reveals the 

power structures which often aid the construction of a popular visual discourse. 

Images of the Arctic, for the most part. reflect experiences of British and 

American explorers or of southem visitors and researchers. 

Theories of Tourism and Its Connection to Advertising 

Tourism. at first glance, would seem to be a fairly straightforward subject: 

people work. they eam vacation tirne, and they travel to different places. Yet has 

this always been the definition of toudsm? Has toutisrn and the activities related 

to it changed in the last century? What is the impetus behind travel? What 

attracts people to certain places and not others? What type of considerations are 

involved when people make decisions about where they would like to travel? 

Questions such as these are what researchers attempt to address. 

Tourism research is relatively new, having been considered suspect as a 

legitimate academic subject as a result of its interdisciplinary nature (Leiper 392). 

It is particularl y because of the interdisciplinary nature of toufism research as well 

as because of its relevance to the high eastern Arctic, nationalism, and popular 

visual culture. that it is used in this research. The study of tourism in a specific 

regton. for example the high eastern Arctic. helps us bring sophisticated 

quest~ons to the analysis of advertising. market trends. and visitor studies. 

Tourism is not new. For centuries people have been travelling to 

experience new places. For example. S. L. Smith. in his book Tourism Analvsis: 

A Guidebook. notes that Herodotus collected ethnographies of foreign peoples 

and Augustine emphasized the educational value of travel (Smith Tounsm 1 3).19 

" See also David T. Herbert ed. Hentaae. Tourism. and Soaety (New York: Mansell. 



It is mass tourism that has increased astronomically 

Tourism 13). As incomes and leisure time increase, 
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since World War Two (Smith 

so does the amount of 

tourism in the world. Many authon cite industrialization as one explanation for 

increases in touristic adivity (Smith 13). Denison Nash examines the idea of 

imperialism in toutism activity. He outlines the factors associated with the 

appearance and development of tourism as: (1 ) increased productivity that 

creates leisure, (2) psydiological mobility associated with broadened horizons. 

and (3) improved transport and communication facilities (Nash. Tourism 37). 

For general purposes, a tourist "is a temporarily leisured person who 

voluntarily visits a place away from home for the purpose of experiencing a 

change" (Smith 3). Some even define toufism as a special sort of play involving 

travel or just simply "getting away" (Graburn 18). Moreover, there are different 

types of toufism including ethnic tourism, cultural tourism, historical tourism, 

environmentai tourism. and recreational tourism (Smith 2,3)? There is also 

variability in types of tourists. ranging from the "exploret' to the "chartei' tourist2' 

- - - -  - 

1995, wno notes that tourism was know in Imperia1 Rome (6). 

in his book Tourism Analysis: A Handbook (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1989). 
Smnn defines somewhat negatively and critically. different types of tourism as follows: 
Ethnc rounsm -1s marketed to the pubiic in ternis of the 'quaintn customs of indigenous and often 
exotic peopies - 
Culfural founsm 'indudes the 'piduresque" or *local colour," a vestige of a vanishing Iife-style 
ihat lies wthin numan memory with its 'old style" houses, homespun fabrics. horse or oxdrawn 
cans and plows and hand rather than machine-made crafls." 
Hrstoncal tounsm '1s the Museum-Cathedra1 circurt that stresses the glories of the Past - Le. 
Rome Egypt. and the Inca." 
Env~ronmerital tounsm: *is oflen ancillary to ethnic tourism. attrading a tourist elite to remote 
areas such as Antarctica to experience a truly alien scene." 
Recreatronal Tounsm: '1s often sand, sea. and sex - promoted by beautiful colour pictures that 
make you want to be Yhere" - on the ski slopes, the palmfringed beaches. the championship golf 
courses. or sunning in a deck chair" (2.3). 

. . - 
Smith also defines the vanous tourist types: 

Explorer Tounsts are on a 'quest for discovery and new knowledge but in a shrinking planet ... ; 
by definrtton they are not tourists and traditionally are alrnost akin to anthropologists living as 



In more recent scholarship, the definition of tourism has also been debated as 

not only commercial activities, but "also an ideological framing of history. nature 

and tradition; a framing that has the power to reshape culture and nature to its 

own needs (MacCannell 1 )." 

lntegral to the undentanding of tourism is the idea of leisure. Many 

scholars argue that the idea of leisure is a relatively modern one, resulting for the 

most part, from changes in work practices following the industrial revolution 

(Herbert 2). As with tourism, there are many interpretations and theories of 

leisure. Most researchers recognize that leisure must involve choices in 

activities? Age. gender, social class, income, and education are significant 

factors in assessing leisure activities (Herbert 3). Leisure activities. like tourist 

activities. may also be classitied, they may take the form of household. or family 

oriented activities. 

In addition to the various tourist and leisure classifications there is also the 

debate concerning the difference between a 'tourist' and a Vaveller' Buzard has 

traced the word 'tourist' "to the late eighteenth century when it was used as a 

synonyrn for 'traveller'" (qtd. in Herbert 6) Herbert notes that the difference in 

active participant-obsewers among 'their people '" 
ElRe Tounsts: 'are few in number and usually include individuals who have been 'almost 
everywhere' and who now, for example. choose to spend SI500 U.S. for a week. to travel by 
dugout canoe. with a single guide. on the Danen Rnter in Panama." 
Off-beat Tounsts: 'includes those who cutrently visR Toraja Regency to see the funerals. 7rek" in 
Nepal. or go alone to Point Hope as part of an Alaskan tour. They seek either to (1) get away 
from the tounst crowds. or (2) heighten the excrtement of their vacation by doing something 
beyond the n o m . "  
Unusual Tourisf Visits South Amenca on an organrzed tour. and buys an optional one-day 
package tour to visit the Cuna Indians. as an alternate to a day of shopping in duty-free Panama." 
Incipient Mass Tounst ' usually travel as indivlduals or in small groups" (9.10). 

-1 

" Please note David T. Herbert for more a more detaileâ list of leisure theones (2.3) 



connotation between these two words took on more significance when tourist 

activities were no longer exclusively within the purview of the wealthier classes 

(Herbert 6). Today, the implied difference between a tourist and a traveller is 

length of time spent on a planned trip from home and the type of activities in 

which the tourist and the traveller engage. 

Tourism involves what Jasen would cal1 the 'romantic sensibility to the 

culture. economics, and politics of the tourist industry" (Jasen 4).24 Uny uses a 

classification similar to that of Jasen, but defines tourists as those who are more 

aware of historical significance: an elite group who can 'appreciate magnificent 

scenery. who value solitude and have the cultural capital to draw rneanings from 

places" (Urry 45). The opposite of Urry's classification is the 'collective gaze' 

which gives more of a sense of camival to a place (Urry 46). Each place visited 

obviously has some particular attraction. otherwise people would not be taking 

the time to travei. Yet. do people travei to view something new and exciting, or 

do they travel to see what they expected to see from previous literary and visual 

experience? 

How does the media portray regions to attract tourists? This question 

involves issues of power. media relations. history, politics as well as cultural 

~dentity As Schouten points out, ' Heritage is history processed through 

mythology. ideology, nationalism. local pride, romantic ideas or just plain 

-. 
" According to Jasen. 'romanticism refers to the tendency. widespread among memben 

of the rniddle and upper classes by the end of the 18th century, to value feeling and imagination. 
or sensibility. far more than before, to extend or transfer feelings fomerfy associated with 
religious expenence to the secular realrn and to imbue tvild nature' with new meaning and value" 
(7) 



marketing, into a commodity" (Schouten 21)" It is telling to view images which 

have been employed to stimulate tourism. These images often reflect national 

myths and stereotypes, what a country aspires to be, what it especially treasures, 

what it wants outsiders to see, or what will eam the most revenue through 

tour~srn. Many of these issues apply to al1 nations, but they are especially 

relevant to Canada as it has an established tradition of picturing certain tropes in 

tourism advertisements." 

The media plays an integral role in the development of tourkm in the 

Arctic regions. particularly in Nunavut. As a result of the inaccessibility of the 

region. concerted efforts have had to bh made to attrad tourists. As Prentice 

argues. heritage has become closely linked with tourism: 

[e]ssentially in tourism, the terrn 'heritage' has corne to mean not only 
landscapes, natural history. buildings. artifacts, cultural traditions and the 
like which are literally or metaphorically passed on from one generation to 
the other. but those among these things which can be portrayed for 
promotion as toufism products. (Prentice 5) 

Handbooks. web sites, magazine advertisernents. brochures. and posters are 

only a few examples of visual advertising methods with heritage content 

employed by the tourism industry." 

.- .- - -- 

-c 

'- The definfiion of hentage is at best problematic. Most dictionanes define heritage as 
something that has been or may be inhented. Hentage may also mean something that a past 
generation has presewed and handed down to a subsequent generation. 

IfThe wnnection of the popular media and toufism to more academic subjects was 
achieved in the 1970s when the definition of 'culture" expanded to include popular and mass 
mediated foms. and analysis became more comprehensive and interdisciplinary. David Crowley 
and David Mitchell "Cornrnunrcations in Canada: Endunng Themes, Emerging issues." Canada- 
Theoretical Discourse. eds. Terry Goldie. Camen Lambert. and Rowland Lorimer. (Montreal: 
Association for Canadian Studies. 1994) 137. 

-- - Please note the most successful Baffin HandbookT ravellinci in Canada's Arctic (Iqaluit: 
Nortext. 1993) which provides excellent information to the traveller in the eastem high Ardic. 



The high eastem Arctic has diverse attractions to offer visitors. However. 

the region offers little by way of what would be considered traditional histonc 

architecture, so the focus for tourism has remained on the natural environment 

and on the Inuit thernselves. Most Canadians will not think of travelling to Baffin 

Island in their lifetime. It is arguable that the historical inaccessibility and 

geographic remoteness of the reg ion hamper tourist development. 60th. 

however. assure the continuance of the region as so-called "pristine wildemess." 

which. for many. is the major attraction. Obviously, tourism is a significant 

revenue generator. but at the same time as it is generating revenue. it can also 

create problems. For example, tourism can inundate an economy and region to 

the point where the original purpose of tourism rnay be threatened or lest.*' If 

visitors to the high eastern Arctic go in search of the "natural, " the "pure." and 

the "wild" they may be disappointed in the future as increased development and 

more tourist trafic may alter the landscape irrevocably. 50th physical and social 

impacts result from tounsm; however. this is not to say that al1 impacts are 

necessarii y negative." 

Advertising images "stimulate the imagination by way of either mernory or 

expectation " (Berger Wws 129). Jasen argues that "being a tourist means 

being in a state of mind in which the imagination plays a key role ..." (Jasen 4). 

The high eastern Arctic region provides a unique example of the impact of 

:' Some people believe this is the case in Banff. Alberta. Recently. the federal 
govemment has placed a restriction on the number of peopte pemitted to live in the town. Of 
course. there are also issues conceniing the wildlife of the area with regards to the human as well 
as mechanized traffk in and around the t o m  site and in the park proper. 

-5 - -  Herbert notes the positive and negative aspects of prornoting heritage places as tourist 
attractions. Essentially. z place and can be comprornised in many ways by increased touflst 
activrty (10. 11) 



images used in advertising. The effects of advertising can be evaluated 

according to their impact on the individual; namely, their ability to change 

behaviour, opinions, and attitude. The effect of advertisting on society c m  also 

be measured by the extent to which it promotes generai ideas and beliefs (Dyer 

73). The argument is that images provide an impetus for people to travel. 

Barthes argues that the travel guide 

functions as an agent of blindness that focuses the traveller's attention on 
a limited range of landscape features, thereby 'overpoweringJ or even 
'making' the 'real' spectacle of human life and history and simultaneously 
providing an illusion of cultural stability and continuity. (qtd. Duncan and 
Duncan 20) 

Barthes' argument can easily be extended to advertising images. However. one 

must recognize the history behind the images produced about the high eastern 

Arctic and what the region chooses to distribute as self-representation for tounst 

purposes 

Contemporary images used to advertise taurist destinations can be linked 

to historical landscape paintings of the region: "Publicity makes al1 history 

mythical. but to do so effectively it needs a visual language with historical 

dimensions" (Berger Wavs 140). Even as the art of the high eastern Arctic uplifts 

and makes the visual environment meaningful, tourism and contemporary 

landscape photography provides an aesthetically appropriate counterpoint to 

ordinary life. The combination of an evaluation of nineteenth- century Arctic 

landscape painting and contemporary Arctic publicity images may seem a 

curious one. For the most part. nineteenthcentury images were not intended to 

inspire travel. However, they were intended to illustrate text, inspire imagination. 

and thus promote the purchase of more books. Conternporary advertising 
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images are also selling a product - the Arctic for experienœ and travel. Or. as 

New succinctly states, "The wild rnight on occasion be magnifient, beautiful, or 

'grand', but the civilized observer.. . rnust be wary of idantifying with it: far better to 

tame it in the conventions of art, to sketch it, or - better still? - to snap a 

photograph of 'scenes' and cany on, investing time and money in the fami liai' 

(New 15). The 'Arctic" produd in advertising images continues to be what has 

been pictured before - the sublime and the picturesque. If we do not recognize. 

or at least acknowledge. the conventions of histonc landscape tmagery. 

representations of the Arctic will not change despite the evolving nature of the 

region. 



Chapter Two: Images Past 

The ldea of Widemess , Landscape, and British Representations 

In order to answer the question of where perceptions of the Arctic derive 

and to test the hypothesis that imagery affects perceptions and even travel 

decisions. there rnust be an examination of the development of perceptions of 

nature and wildemess, of how perceptions of nature reflect societies. and of how 

they relate to image production, specifically to the images produced throughout 

Canadian history. In particular, the high eastem Arctic region needs tu be 

situated within the larger context of Arctic history. perceptions of nature. and 

what many people would define as witdemess. 

Major tdeological changes in the last two thousand years. for example 

the "transition from feudalism to capitalisrn. the secularization of society. and the 

emergence of nation states (and dependent colonies), had profound effects upon 

landscapes" and. I would argue. upon cultural productions such as landscape 

painting (Baker 1 0). Some scholars argue that "Nature's beauty became 

accessible in part because poets and painters made it clear through their work 

and made it plausible through its implicit contrast with and relation to artistic 

beauty'. (Kemal and Gaskell 5). Many works have examined this topic. but for 

the purposes of this research it is necessary to consider views of nature. or land, 

from the major exploration period. 170û-1930.~ 

-. 
"Although there was some Arctic exploration pnor to 1700 the major expedition of the 

high eastem Arctic occurred around and after this year W. Gillies Ross notes in his artide 
'Whaling. the Inuit. and the Arctic Islands" that '[ln was . .  highiy significant when the Northwest 
Passage expeditions of John Ross in 1818 and Edward Parry in 1819 demonstrated the feasibility 
of high latitude crossing of BaffÏn Bay ..." as it opened up more whaling opportunities in the 
eastern Arctrc (236). The year 1900 signifies the approximate end of the whaling indu~try in the 
high eastern Arctic. Canadian expeditions in the Arctic began in the late nineteenth-century and 



Also important in the development of views toward nature are the cultural 

productions attributable to visual representations of nature. The views of nature 

presented in this work are by no means exhaustive; they ar,o presented to situate 

the study of Arctic landscape irnagery in the larger tradition of landscape art and 

in the historical context of the periods studied. For the purpose of this study, 

landscape painting and photography, specifically advertising photography to 

foster tourism. have been selected as they can be compared directly to 

nineteenthcentury images. 

In western society, each era has conceived nature differently. ln fact. 

each era has often Încluded conflicting ideas about nature and each. moreover. 

has inherited previously established ideas thereby allowing a continuous 

dialogue shown through the formation of cultural productions that atternpt to 

represent or portray nature. Indeed, "[Ildeas concerning the relation of man to 

nature wuld not develop without a feeling for and an interpretation of nature" 

(Glacken 12) An examination of ancient history for a review of perceptions of 

nature would require a whole chapter. or indeed a book unto itse~f.~' Far the 

purposes of this research. main views of nature delineated in the Greek and 

Roman periods. biblical times. and the development of Romantic~sm. will suffice 

to illustrate the continuity of perceptions of nature as they relate to cultural 

productions 

continued well rnto the twentieth century with famous adventurers such as Vilhjalmur Stefannson. 

?' 
Please note Clarence Glacken's seminal work Traces on the Rhodian Shore: Nature 

and Culture in Western Thouqht from Anaent limes to the End of the Eiahteenth Century. 
Berkely: California UP. 1967. 



During the great Greek and Roman civilizations, wilderness was seen as 

supernatural and monstrous. More specifically. in folk traditions the wildemess 

was considered to stnke the imagination and be filled with great mystery. 

Forests were to be feared as they were dark and mysterious (Jasen 14). 

Mythical creatures, both evil and good, lived in the forest either to aid or hinder 

humans encroaching on their "wildn temtory. Gifts and ceremonies appeased the 

rnythical creatures, which allowed humans the possibility of turning some of the 

"wild" into agricultural land from which to substst. Once this "wiid" was tamed. 

Greek and Roman descriptions of nature reflected on nature as domesticated, "a 

pleasant commingling of nature and art" (Glacken 1 2 ) ~ ~ ~  Moreover. the Greeks 

believed that the "airs, waters, and places" affected character and lent credence 

to the idea that racial and cultural differences were caused by climate and nature 

(Glacken 7)? However, as Jasen notes, the predominance of fearful and 

threatening wildemess irnagery did not preclude value; nature was full of 

symbolic meaning waiting to be deciphered by humans (Jasen 14). 

As stated previously. whole books have been written on the development 

of nature perceptions and ideas about nature; these books also highlight cultural 

productions resulting from these perceptions. In fact, Glacken believes that the 

"roots of modern attitudes toward nature are to be found in the Hellenistic age ..." 

through poetry. letters, philosophy. religion. landscape painting. and agricultural 

'' The descriptions of nature in this seciion are generalizations; obviously. there were 
many perceptions. ideas, and aesthetics dunng the Greek and Roman periods. 

- - 
"' Glacken argues that the theory of the Your elements" was later developed by lonian 

philosophers. It entailed 2he basic composition of matter, the manner in which the present order 
of the cosmos nad corne into being, [and] the dodrine of the four elements and the humours also 
prepared the way for wide-ranging speculations regarding the earth and man's relation to it" (8). 



writing (Glacken 25). Therefore, a main prernise of this thesis is well grounded in 

the literature. 

Classical antiquity is not the only place in which to find references to 

hurnanity's connection to nature; references may also be found in the Bible. In 

addition. the significance of nature in the Bible is augmented by a partiwlar view 

of nature which often descnbes it as a place to fear and where danger is ever- 

present. Roderick Nash describes wildemess as "any place in which a person 

feels stripped of guidance, lost and perplexed" (Nash Wilderness 3). Indeed. 

people are often afraid of what they cannot see (darkness), of what they do not 

control or understand. According to the Bible, it was possible to be swallowed 

by a whale or killed by a flood that covered the whole earth. God created nature 

and He shaped its power to his own design. The biblical view or perception of 

nature was dominant for hundreds of years and remains with us today. 

As Pat Jasen writes. '[ilmages of wilderness have served for rnillennia as 

the necessary counterpoint to notions of civilization. safety. and order in western 

culture" (Jasen 14). ln addition, for generations there has been discussion of 

"how wild a region must be to qualify as wilderness, or conversely. how much of 

the influence of civilization can be adrnitted" (Nash Wilderness 4). Curiously. 

most western analyses of wildemess erase the aboriginal presence in regions 

considered "natural." Essentially, the question is one of degree; how much 

encroachment of civilization can be perrnitted before the wilderness is seen as 

'desecrated" Because of this subjective assignment of degrees. images of 

nature become largely a state of mind; each person will have a different 



perception of what constitutes wilderness and what does not. "Wilderness and 

civilization becorne antipodal influences which combine varying proportions to 

determine the character of an area" (Nash Wildemess 6). The Arctic is 

considered to add special character to Canadian nationalisrn. The question is. 

does the special character necessarily imply the appropriation of an imagined 

"wild" landscape. There is r O universally accepted definition of wilderness. Its 

meaning has been both simple and complex but it has always been connected to 

ideas of landscape, culture. and ideology. Yi-Fu Tuan. a celebrated landscape 

theorist. argues that wilderness "cannot be defined objectively. it is as much a 

state of mind as a description of nature" (Tuan Topophilia 11 1 ). Despite its 

elusiveness. most people would attest that the Arctic is considered wilderness. 

The idea of wildemess as a "place beyond civilization" originated in 

Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Chauncey Loomis notes that 

the idea of the Arctic wilderness as empty was prevalent in the nineteenth 

century The public would expectantly read journals in which explorers often 

indicated how the Arctic was not lifeless at ail. It was rich with plants. animais. 

and of course the Eskimo (Inuit) people (Loomis 104). However. the idea of the 

Arctic wilderness as empty. frozen. lifeless. and full of icebergs and glaciers. 

continued to influence the imagination of the public. The continuity of the idea of 

wildemess as empty is also a result of sixteenth and seventeenth-century images 

of the Arctic as mysterious and vast (Loomis 96). 

Through the centuries. differing interpretations such as those described 

above. waxed or waned in popularity, enhancing the variability of our conceptions 



of nature and wildemess. Of course the world of art experienced dramatic 

changes over time as well. These changes reflect that humanity and nature are 

intertwined and therefore inhibit the delineûtion of conceptual distinctions (Kemal 

and Gaskell 3). The specific 'idea of landscape' and the landscape in image 

production, "might only date from the Renaissance but both what have corne 

subsequently to be termed 'landscapes' and also ideas about landscapes existed 

centuries earliet' (Baker 2). Cultural productions such as landscape irnagery 

refiect the ideas and feelings associated with changing conceptions of oature and 

wi Iderness. 

To deconstruct any landscape is 'Io reverse the imposing tapestry in order 

to expose. in al1 its unglarnorously dishevelled tangle. the threads constituting the 

well-heeled image it presents to the world" (Eagleton qtd. in Baker 9). It was 

recognczed that in most conceptions of nature, even mythological ones. there is 

the search for purpose and order (Glacken 3). This order could manifest itself in 

many ways but it was most significant that visual images became pan of a 

collective mernory bank and interacted with our responses to our contemporary 

enwonment ( Osborne Iconoara~hy 162). One could argue that we privilege 

signi over al1 other senses. The visual appreciation of nature raised painted 

iandscapes to a new and greater level of interpretation and invested in them a 

d tscourse of symbolism. 

Many authors have researched the connections between landscape and 

irnagery from various standpoints. C)ne of the most influential books on this 

research particularly because of its hypothesis. is Gina Crandell's Nature 



Pictorialized: 'The View' in Landscape Historv. Although Crandell wncerns 

herself pnmarily with landscaped gardens and the British tradition of landscape 

aesthetics, important ideas can be extrapolated from her work and applied to the 

high eastem Arctic. Crandell explains perception of place and landscape as a 

result of imagery thus: 

In powerful ways, pictures infi uence. and perhaps even help to constitute. 
ouf perception of places. For example, today pictures often first induce us 
to visit various places. and then encourage us to photograph these places 
when we get there. There is a specific set of pictures that. whether we 
have studied them or not, have helped to mould our conception of the 
landscape and have thereby played a crucial role in the objectification. or 
pictorialization. of nature: landscape paintings (and photographs of them). 
(Crandell 1 ) 

Essentially. the thesis of this research seeks to test the validity of this statement 

in the high eastern Arctic. 

Yi-Fu Tuan defines landscape as "[an integrated image].. .a constnict of 

mind and feeling." (Tuan To~ophilia 89). Landscape is an ambiguous term that 

has layers of meaning; for example. it can be apphed to architecture. land 

surfaces. urbanization as well as natural scenery (Meinig 1 ). Landscapes 

represent the continuous interaction of humans with nature. In additton. every 

study of landscape transforms meaning. adding another layer of cultural 

representation (Daniels and Cosgrove 1) In specific reference to the Arctic. Ned 

Franks views images of wilderness as intelleaual constructs and also as both felt 

and imagined responses to the land (qtd in Grant 6) As the above ideas 

suggest. landscape induces notions of value and form that relate to a certain 

"pictorial" manner of seeing the land (Crandell 6) Landscape representations 

can influence thought. opinion. and behaviour (Ross 4) 



Beau Riffenburg and lan MacLaren have noted that exploration of 

unknown areas involves identification, expectation, illusion, and the facts of 

empirical reality (Riffenburg 11, MacLaren Aesthetic 19). For explorers and 

adventurers in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the conventions of 

the sublime and the picturesque served as vehicles for representing the Arctic to 

the world. Eventually these conventions became accepted as accurate 

representations for little known areas of the world. 

The beginning of British iiterary and visual depidions of the high Arctic 

began with the now famous poem Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner by Samuel 

Coleridge and the equally famous novel Frankenstein by Mary Shelley (Grant 

Wilderness 30). Indeed, these works set a precedent of how the high Arctic 

wouid be interpreted for decades to corne. As Grant notes, the publication of 

Shelley's Frankensteîn also coincided with the British admiralty's renewed efforts 

to find the Northwest Passage through the high Arctic islands (W~lderness 30). 

The sublime and the picturesque were two modes of interpretation of the 

Arctic landscape. In particular. the sublime came to define nature "both in its 

actual state and as portrayed in art. architecture, and literature" (Riffenburg 12). 

Similarly. the picturesque came to represent scenes or landscapes that were 

easiiy identified with what a person had previously viewed in art (Riffenburg 12) 

The picturesque was unique for combining harmonizing features and controlled 

views Often the paintings were similar to sedate British landscapes." New 

u The picturesque is descnbed as using cornpositional techniques of frarning. distancing, 
and irregular balance. Crandail. Nature Pictorialized: T h e  View" in tandscape Histoq. 
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP. 1993. 136. 



places were represented according to familiar objeds and conventions. lnstead 

of portraying fear in irnagery the one way people were able to control the 

arnazing forces of nature was by painting them as ineffectuai. This image also 

displays the what some considered "dangerous" inhabitants in a picturesque and 

non threatening rnanner. Often one could find the techniques of "coulisses" or 

framing which would control the v;ewets gaze by drawing it in to a particular 

feature (Figure 2).% The hills in White's painting draw the viewer's gaze to the 

centre of the battle and reduce the immensity of the landscape to small hills. 

This image was painted during Frobishefs third voyage to Baffin Island. It does 

not specificaliy represent wilderness. However, it does depict the inhabitants of 

wilderness in a picturesque manner. 

The picturesque was also a signtficant convention of representation for the 

Arctic. Prior to the twentieth century, exploration of the Arctic was intended 

primarily to discover the Northwest Passage. People such as Parry. John Ross. 

Wtliiam Baffin. Robert McClure. and John Franklin became well known in 

England and indeed around the world for their efforts to find the famous passage. 

When explorers returned they published their thoughts and records of 

happenings on the expedition. 

35 The terni 'coulisse' is adopted from theatre. Trees, a natural formation. or buildings are 
usually placed on each side of an image to direct the viewer's gare to the centre. 



Fig. 2 John White Encounter at Bloody Point frorn Frank Rasky, Ex~lorers of the NoRh: The 
Polar Vovaciers (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1976) 106. 



lt was 

mhe literary gentleman wielding a Pen, not the pioneer with his axe, [who] 
made the fint gestures of resistance against the strong currents of 
antipathy. The ideas of these literati detemined their experience, 
because in large part they saw i r i  wildemess what they wanted to see. In 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Europeans laid tne intellectuai 
foundations for a favourable attitude. (Nash Tourism 44) 

At first these Arctic joumals included primarily facts and measurements. but 

increasingly images, sketches. watercolours. and etchings started to appear to 

augment the narrative, to give colour to or elucidate the experience for the 

readers. 'The narratives of expeditions.. .became popular reading among the 

educated public who found in their Arctic explorers the cultural heroes of the 

great age of European exploration and expansion" (Condon 51 ). 

Often. Arctic features provided reminders or mernories of familiar objects 

(Martin 23). For example. in the landscape painting resulting frorn one of Parry's 

expeditions a serpentine is shown in the foreground leading the viewef s eye to 

the background (Figure 3). The men are cutting ice in order to free their ship. 

Although the painting follows the description of the picturesque that MacLaren 

outl~nes. that is. variety in shapes and the serpentine fashion of water. more than 

Iikely the men were not able to cut the ice in a pleasing formation (MacLaren. 

Retaininq Captaincy 59). 

During the years of intensive Arctic exploration. 181 8-1884, perceptions of 

nature and the wildemess were added to and altered to reflect ideas about 

culture The development of Romanticism had a great etfect on representations 

of the Arctic. Romanticism refers to an enthusiasrn for the "strange. remote, 

solitary. and mysterious" (Nash Wildemess 47). 



Flg 3 AnonymousThe Crews of Hecla and G r i p  Cutting a Passage Through the Ice to M e r  Island 26 Spetember 1819 from lan Bunyan et al. 
No Ordinarv Journev: John Rae Ardic ErDlorer 181 3-1893 (Toronto: Mffiill-Queen's UP, 1993) 17. 



Nature offered the possibility of an escape from society. The Romantic period in 

history, including North American history, was characterized by the sublime. The 

sublime offered the possibility that the representation of nature in art need not be 

cornforiable and well ordered. Indeed, lmmanuel Kant described the sublime as 

a convention that allowed natural features and chaos to be aesthetically pleasing 

(Nash Wildemess 47). Loomis notes that the sublime suggested "the immensity 

of creation.. . " and "reminds him of his own responsive vastness of soul. and of 

his mortal smallness in the universe" (98). This definition of the sublime was 

particularly well employed and popularized by the authors Samuel Coleridge and 

Mary Shelley. 

Edmund Burke helped defined the sublime with his publication A 

Philosophical Enquiry into the Ongin of Our ldeas of the Sublime and the 

Beautiful. Riffenburg writes that Burke made the sublime a coherent and unified 

theory and with time. it becarne ingrained as a type of scenery which people 

expected The use of the sublime created and reinforced stereotypical views of 

the Arctic for many years. The Arctic in particular was considered "an 

exotic background for adventure stories. closer to fiction than reality" and 

represented power, mystery. and terror (Riffenburg 14). 

Exampies of sublime Arctic imagery are simply too numerous to list. 

Suffice it to Say. that one wouid be hard pressed to open an exploration journal. 

article. or popular book of the period without finding one. Exploration for wealth 

and glory was at the forefront of national agendas; England was particularly 

eager to find a northwest passage to the riches of Cathay. Throughout the 



fruitless search for Sir John Franklin's last, and lost expedition, the sublime 

assumed force and power. Anything depicting vast geography, extreme nature 

threatening human welfare, cliffs, avalanches, tempests, flwds. or anything 

inspiring feelings of horror and fright, gained popularity (Figures 4 and 5). 

The rornanticism of this period manifested itself not only in art. but also in 

the literary works of Wordsworth and of Alfred Lord Tennyson, who had an 

interest in to the Arctic through his friendship with Lady Jane Franklin. Renewed 

exploration and Franklin's disappearance transfoned the Arctic into an 

emotionally and philosophically charged realm. Reverence and revulsion now 

characterized perceptions of the Arctic; the tension derived from its awe-inspiring 

landscape and its life threatening qualities (Lopez 351 ) (Figures 6 and 7).  Man 

Proposes. God Disposes by Landseer (Figure 6). blatantly portrays "the bitter 

satire on the vanity of human effort.. ." (Martin. Toward 22). Perhaps Landseer 

was haunted by the fate of the Franklin expedition as the painting connotes 

cannibalism and displays part of the Union Jack. Friedrich's Die gescheitede 

H o f w n g  - The Wreck of Hope (Figure 7 )  also reminds man of his insignificance 

in me cosmos - 'dwarfed by floating ice castles.. . " (Martin Toward 23). The 

singuiarity of man in the world is emphasized in Friedrich's painting as it is 

apparent that nature at any point wuld destroy whatever man strives for. 

Moreover. this painting reveals how the Arctic was perceived by many people. 

The European era of Arctic representations displays the influence of the 

sublime and the picturesque. The Arctic acted as an inspiration for sublime 

interpretations as it was marvellous. awe-inspiring, a landscape reflecting "nature 



at its extrerne. beyond human control and inspiring fear and wondef (Riffenburg 

12). The massive search effort for Franklin and his men answered many 

questions about the geography of the Arctic. In addition, after some of the 

mysteries of the region were solved, cultural productions started to change. 

However, these changes did not eliminate the sublime as a mode of 

representation for the Arctic. The interest in the Arctic was now bewming more 

popular in North America along with the sublime and the picturesque. 

Images of nature and wilderness effect a great deal of influence on 

perceptions of landscape. Although ideas about nature and the perception of 

nature have changed over time. landscape continues to affect nationalisrn as well 

as perceptions of places not often visited. However. when one deconstructs a 

landscape such as the high eastern Arctic. certain trends appear. These trends 

would continue to be highly influential for many more years amidst changes in 

the social and political structures of the western world. 



Fig. 4 Samuel Cresswell Gurney Critical Positio~~ of the H. M. S. Investigator on the North Coast of Baring (Banks) island, August 2d9857 from lan 
MacLaren "The Aesthetic Map of the North 18454859" lnterpretina Canada's North: Selected Readinas (Copp, Clark, and Pitman, 1989) 38. P 



Fig. 5 W. H. J . Browne The Biouvac (Cape Settrhgs): nie Party, under carnrnand of Lieutenants 
Robinson and Browne , at Dinner on ale Ice, afferthe Flist Southem Depos$ of Provisions, May. 

f 849. Temperature Forty Degrees from lan Maciaen uThe Aesthetic Map of the North 1845- 
1859" lntemretina Canada's North: Seleded Readinas (Toronto: Copp, Clark. and Pitman, 1989) 

25. 



Fig. 6 Edwin Landseer Mali Proposes God Disposes 1864 from Campbell Lennie Landseer: The Vidonan Paranon (London: Hamish Hamilton, 
1976) lllustration 15. % 





North Arnerican Representations 

Occumng wncurrently with the massive effort to find Franklin and his 

men, was the development of nation states around the world. British North 

America was witnessing increased urbanization, and the new nation broke the 

bonds of colonialism with Confederation. As in Europe, noted Arnerican authors 

and philosophers, such as Thoreau and Emerson, began to value the wilderness 

in terrns of spiritualism and transcendentalism. In this period. the United States 

housed a burgeoning nature rnovement which would eventually manifest itself 

through the art of the period across North America. Wilderness was declared a 

symbol of America's uniqueness in the Western World (Novak 4). Pride in nature 

came from the conquest of wildemess. In addition, "by the rniddle decades of the 

nineteenth century wilderness was recognized as a cultural and moral resource 

and a basis for national self esteem" (Nash Wilderness 67). Added to this new 

national pride in wildemess were developments in art production. One such 

deveiopment was the experience of nature becoming an inseparable condition of 

the artist's own existence (Greenwood 6). Many of these new developments and 

interpretations of nature and wilderness would later affect Canadian perceptions 

of landscape 

In the United States the "Romantics (had already] invested it [wilderness] 

with value while nationalism proclaimed its uniqueness" (Nash Wilderness 74). 

In a great period of nation building, wildemess, or more importantly the idea of 

wildemess. invoked a nostalgia and sentimentality for nature that was 

disappearing in certain areas of the world. Indeed. "mhe romantic sensi bi lity. 



especially when infused with nationalism, encouraged an appreciation of those 

scenes in which landscape and history.. .were blended together" (Jasen 10). It 

also fostered an aesthetic of nature deemed not superior to but distinct and 

unique from that of Europe. 

The romantic sensibility and nationalism related to nature developed in the 

United States also affected conceptions and representations of the Arctic. With 

the link between romanticism and nationalism, writers and artists soon found a 

use for wildemess. These new writers and artists, such as William Cullen Bryant 

or Thomas Cole, never cornpletely abandoned the conventions and 

characteristics of cultural productions previously established in Europe: 

they and others simply adapted the conventions, characteristics, and techniques 

to fit the new territory and idea of "wildemess" in the new world (Figures 8 and 

9) 36 For example. Frederic Edwin Church. a student of Thomas Cole, painted a 

series of famous Arctic scenes following the disappearance of Franklin's 

expedition (Nash Wilderness 82). In the paintings The Icebergs and Aurora 

Borealis it 1s possible to understand Churcti's drearn that the Arctic was a place 

of sublime grandeur (Figures 8 and 9). Church's painting is more than 

spectacular scenery; it refiects the influences of old master painting. his teacher 

Thomas Cole. and the landscape as a powerful, evocative medium of 

communication (Kelly and Gould 32). 

Church completed Aurora Borealis by uimbining his travel experiences in northem 
Labrador as well as sketches and verbal descriptions provided by Isaac Hayes who wéis a 
member of an expedition to the North Pole 1860-1861. See Franklin Kelly and Stephen Jay 
Gould et al. Fredenc Edwin Church. (Washington: National Gallery of Art, 1989) 63. 





Fig 9 Fiedeiic Edwin Chiirch Ailrwa Boreiilis 1865 from Çiaiiklin Kelly et al Federic Edwiii Chuich (Washingloii. National Gallery of Art, 1989) 0 A 
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With increasing urbanization in the latenineteenth and early twentieth- 

centuries, wildemess sppreciation groups were established auoss Canada and 

the United States such as the Sierrz Club and various Fresh Air Funds which 

provided healthy day trips for rothers and children. lnstead of going to major 

urban centres for vacations, more people started to experience the land (Jasen 

105). Essentially, going to the "wilderness" became a novelty for many as 

civilization "progressed" on the North American continent. A result of this 

renewed appreciation of nature was a different emphasis in landscape art: 

"[llnstead of 17th or 18th century wstles, fortresses. and temples employed as 

symbols of fortitude, courage and purity, we have the 19th century substitutes of 

natural forms" (Martin Toward 35). 

After the disappearance and the massive search effort to find Franklin's 

last expedition. literary and visual productions of the high eastern Arctic becarne 

very popular The Americans republished British exploration narratives and 

began creating new works of fiction embellishing man's fortitude against the 

powerfully sublime wildemess of the high Arctic (Figure 10). Indeed. it was 

'American writers and illustrators [who] raised the drama and imagery to great 

heights after their own countrymen joined the race for the polen (Grant 

W~ldemess 30). This image. titled "Tennyson's Monument" which appears in 

Kane s narrative Arctic Exl~orations in Search of Sir John Franklin (1894): from 

his 1852-1 854 expedition. clearly represents the power of the Arctic wilderness 

and how it was reproduced. 



Fig . 

T E N N Y S O N ' S  M O N U M E N T .  
- - ,  . A - .  

10 Anonyrnous Tennyson's Monument c. 1852 from Elisha Kent Kane 
Search of Sir John Franklin (London: T. Nelson and Sons. 1894 

rctic Ex~lorations in 
,) 132. 



Kane writes, 

Cold and sick as I was, I Orought back a sketch of it, which may have 
interest for the reader, though it scarçely suggests the irnposing dignity of 
ihis magnificent landmark. Those who are happily familiar with the 
writings of Tennyson, and have wmmuned with his spirit in the solitudes 
of wilderness, will apprehend the impulse that insaibed the scene with his 
name. (1 32) 

The combination of the narrative written by Kane, cold and sick, with the obvious 

sublimity of the image emphasizes the drama Americans closely associated with 

the high Arctic landscape." 

There can be little doubt that by the time of Confederation in 1867 a 

national consciousness was developing among English-speaking Canadians. 

One attribute of the new Dominion of Canada was a great expanse of land: so 

great in fact that few areas had been explored. either physically or 

metaphorically. There was a great deal of interest in the region's economic 

possibilities. An example is the Yukon gold rush. The gold rush also alerted the 

Canadian government to the strategtc importance and significance of the 

country's northern territory. ln addition. the Alaskan Boundary Dispute also 

caused the Dominion government concem about territorial concerns with the 

United States. However, it was not until well after the 1880s that the Canadian 

government found it desirable to fund Arctic expeditions to establish sovereignty 

In the region (Condon 59)." Canada wanted not only to lay daim to the region. 

but also to demonstrate the value of the region to the nation. 

- - 
'' This image is also referred to by a participant on the Adventure Canada tour to the floe 

edge. Please see Chapter Four page 128. 

K 'Nationalisrn created the modem nation-state. and in tum. modem nation-states often 



Significantly, American adventurers were also interested in finding the 

elusive North Pole. To do so uf course, they would have to travel through 

Canadian territory in the Arctic archipelago. This new focus after the 

disappearance of the Franklin expedition also reinforced the drama of man 

against the unyielding landscape and wilderness of the high Arctic. The 

American explorer Robert Peary made repeated attempts for the North Pole. and 

in 1909. he claimed to have reached it and firmly planted an American flag 

(Coates Colonies 155). 

Peary was just one of many intrepid explorers lusting after the North Pole. 

indeed. there was an international race for the NoRh Pole and it increasingly 

became part of the popular media? To reach the geographical end of the earth 

would bestow glory on both the explorer. as well as the nation he represented. 

Peary hirnself stated, 

The discovery of the North Pole on the sixth of April. nineteen hundred 
and nine by the last expedition of the Peary Arctic Club. means that the 
spiendid frozen jewel of the North, for which through centuries men of 
every nation have struggled and suffered and died. is won at last. and is to 
be worn forever. by the Stars and Stripes. (Rawlins 10) 

ODWOUS~~ a statement such as this one raised concems for the Dominion 

government Essentrally, the government decjded that Canada would have to 

make an assertion of sovereignty over the region. 

promote nationalism to solidify their power intemally and sometimes in order to enlist support for 
exlemat temtonal expansion" (Angus 14). 

" The Norwegian Otto Sverdnip claimed Axe1 Heiberg and Ringnes Islands for Nonvay 
between 1998- 1902 (Coates Colonies 155). 



Govemment expeditions to establish Canadian sovereignty in the high 

Arctic were dispatcbed sporadically beginning in 1897 with William Wakeham 

until the creation of the Eastern Arctic Patrol in 1922 (Coates Colonies 1561." 

Three of the more famous of these sovereignty expeditions were led by J. E. 

Bemier (1 909-1 91 1 ). Bernier was charged by the Canadian govemment, in an 

effort to prove Canadian sovereignty. to patrol the waters of Hudson Bay and the 

eastern Arctic Islands. Essentially, Bemier. and others charged with exploration 

in the name of Canadian sovereignty, were to take note of the places they 

visited. make observations on the resources present in the region. and generally 

make the argument that there was a long history in the region. ostensibly a 

British history adopted by Canada, and that there were indigenous people 

present who were now Canadian citizens. 

There are many images included to augment Bernier's 191 0 account. 

lnterspersed with a historical narration of exploration in the region. ethnographic. 

and scientific explanations of various occurrences are sorne are sketches. but 

the majority of images are photographs The purpose of these photographs was 

not aesthetrc appreciation. They were intended to document and prove an 

essential point for the Canadjan government: we have sovereignty in this region. 

albeit inhented from the British. and the Inuit who live there are now Canadian 

citizens. 

4C Wfliam Wakeharn. Report of the ExDedition to Hudson Bay and Cumberland Gulf in 
the Steamshi~ Diana (Ottawa: S.E. Dawson. Pnnter to the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, 
1898). 



Indeed. it would be difficult to argue any aspect of aesthetic appreciation 

with the photograph taken from his ship entering Lancaster Sound (Figure 11). 

Photography did provide a more convenient means of representation. however. it 

was intended primarily for documentation. The flatness and lack of colour in the 

photograph dulls the landscape, but serves the purpose of proving something is 

in the Arctic that indeed does belong to Canada. As Shelagh Grant argues, the 

sovereignty expeditions added an arctic dimension "to the nationalist rhetoric 

linktng the wildemess ethos to Canada's unique identity as a northern nation" 

(Grant Wildemess 31 ). Bernier's expeditions in particular, allowed the Canadian 

government to make a sweeping daim on the entire Arctic archipelago (Coates 

Colonies 155). 

Despite the advances in technology, transporiation. and image production 

after World War One, the eastern Arctic remained quite inaccessible. The sub- 

Arctic and the near North rernained the most popular destinations for "frontier" 

experiences It was also during this period that photography was used more 

readily to document trips and other highlights of life: "these first decades that the 

relationship between an increasingly visual society and an evolving photographic 

technology established new ways of seeing the world" (Schwartz, Geoclra~hv 

18) To that end. the Arctic appeared more frequently in photographs as well as 

in magazines. 



Fig. 11 Hennessey E~~tering Lancaster Sound 1010 from J.E. Bernier Reoorî on the Dominion of Canada Government Exoedition to the 
Arctic Islands and Hudson Strait Made on Board the D.G.S. Arctic (Ottawa: Government Printing Bureau, 1910) 27. m 
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However, these photographs were produced more as docurnentary fact4' 

Andrew Birrell notes that for a brief period in the 1860s and 1870s there were at 

least five men avidly photographing the Inuit and the surrounding countryside at 

Hudson's Bay Company forts (Birrell 10). 

Landscape photography was present in the 1890s and early 1900s. 

however, the photographs were black and white and therefore did not clearly 

define the snow covered landscape. After the development of the somewhat 

easier dry plate process the number of photographers working in the North 

increased (Condon 54).42 Photographic collections from this period document 

Arctic whaling at its height (Condon 54). The whaling industry and along with it 

the photography documenting the industry, reached their apex in the 1890s in the 

eastern Arctic. The photographs taken in the Arctic during this period were 

neither meant to attract tounsts to the Arctic, nor were they to act as a surrogate 

for travel. These photographs were used to illustrate non-fiction and 

autobiographical books of the region. magazine and newspaper articles. and 

were also part of government and scientific records. As part of these 

pubiicatlons. they acted as surrogates for travel allowing viewers to see what was 

not materially in sight. 

4 -  
The theory surrounding photography will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Four. 

For decades the photograph was considered 'documentary" evidence or the essential reality of 
what was pictufed in the photogfaph. As John Tagg states: 'What the photograph asserts is the 
overwhelming tnith that 'the thing has been there': this was a reality which once existed. though it 
is a 'reality one can no tonger touch" (76. 87). 

'' Pnor to the dry plate p rows .  photography was a tirne consuming and very 
curnbersorne process. especially in the field. Exposure times were very long and al1 equipment 
had to be camed with the photographer, induding the developing materials. 



Photography did not immediately dominate the tradition of painting. In 

fad, there was a transition period. This transition occurred between the invention 

of photography and the development and mass marketing nf the Kodak Camera. 

The daguenotype and calotype were invented in 1839, the collodion wet plate 

process began around 1851, and the revolutionary dry plate process made its 

way to Canada in 1867. lnitially then. ''[Elarly attempts to make use of the 

photographic medium in visually documenting the landscape and cultures of the 

Arctic were severely hampered by a wmbersome and time consuming 

photographic process. .." (Condon 46)." More significantly, the introduction of 

colour film acted to displace landscape painting in the Arctic. Despite the influx of 

more documentary based photos from this period and into the earfy twentieth 

century. many people still associated the Arctic with mystery. The romantic 

Arctic remained accessible through exploration journals, books written about 

explorers fictional adventure stories. or maybe the occasional romantic 

magazine anicie." 

With a long heritage of European landscape painting. as well as a growing 

national consciousness, the Group of Seven started on a quest to define 

"' Kahn notes however that '[ajithough most interested in factualism. many 'scientists' 
and straight photographers who exhibited [amateuriy] did not necessarily ignore compositional 
balance. lighting. and other considerations commonly associated with ait. These photographers. 
however. had a more traditional idea of what actually constituted art, involving the 'piduresque' 
and 'sublime' in landscape. and the anecdotal in figure studiesn (Robertson 40). 

OC In his articte 'The New Amateur 1885-1900," Private Realms of Liaht: Amateur 
Photoaraohv in Canada 1839-1940 ed. Lilly Koltun, (Markham: Fitzhenry and Whiteside. 1984). 
Andrew Birrell notes that 'Magazines of the era provided a modest outiet for the subjects 
favoured by amateurs. In Septernber 1888. the editors of the Dominion Illustrated believed that 
when Kodaks and other cameras are in everybody's hands ... we should have views of every 
occurrence of any note ...p ourÏng in on us-..so that the amateur would have the satisfaction of 
havrng his work reproduced,' and over the next three years the magazine published halftone 
reproductions of landscapes by several Canadian amateurs" 



landscape and Canadian nationalism as two integral elements in the production 

of a Canadian identity. Landscapes may be "expressly used for r;mbolic 

purposes, where specific places may be identified ... or where archetypal symbols 

such as sea and forest may be used more generally to reflect the ...p erception of 

the human condition" ( Porteous 12). The conventions of the sublime and the 

picturesque as well as the amalgam of nature perceptions, including the romantic 

movement. and developrnents of nationalism in the United States connected to 

nature. served to inforrn the Group of Seven. Indeed, Roald Nasgaard identifies 

the Group as the ''final stage of nineteenth century northem Romantic landscape 

painting" (Nasgaard 8). "They felt themselves part of the movement towards the 

direct imaginative confrontation with the North Arnerican landscape which. for 

them. began in literature with Thoreau and Whitman" (Frye ix). 

Past movements and conventions allowed the Group to probe the 

relationship of mind and place in Canadian nationalisrn. The Group identified the 

possibility of inscrtbing their own interpretations of Canada on the pülimpsest of 

Canadian nationalism. In his essay. "The True North Strong and Free." Carl 

Berger declares "[ilf Canadian nationalisrn is to be understood. its meaning must 

be sought and apprehended not sirnply in the sphere of political decisions but 

also in myths. legends, and symbols ..."( Berger 19). In Arthur Lismer's words: 

[Olne of the reasons that landscape painting is the typical expression of 
new movements in new lands is the fact that the artist is. intuitively. the 
medium through which this knowledge (so essential to growth) of 
environment must flow into consciousness.. .Today.. wildemess is 
understood as a source of power. (qtd. in Nasgaard 158) 



A.Y. Jackson and Lawren Hams and their respective trips to the Arctic represent 

the increasing identification of Canada with the North, including the Arctic. the 

rapid industrial and urban growth in the country, an emerging new "wilderness 

ethosn. Canada's sovereignty in the Arctic archipelago, and continued polar 

exploration (Hjartarson 70). 

Jackson made two trips, one in 1927 and one in 1930 with Lawren 

Harris. 'With time, Harris's Arctic landscapes became the more recognized work 

of the two artists. However. Jackson's paintings and sketches also make the 

Arctic corne alive (Figures 12 and 13). In an interview prior to his 1927 journey. 

Jackson connected exploration. artists, and Canadian nationalism: "There is a 

country to the north of us which is unique and distinctly Canadian. Let ouf artists 

tum explorers: let them go up into this temtory and interpret it for Canadians" 

(Adamson 189) While on the trip (1927). Jackson described Bylot Island in his 

journal as 'a sombre impressive looking country" (Groves 1 14). His sketches 

and paintings accordingly reflect this sentiment. Significantly. the paintings by 

Jackson induded here arc taken from Al Purdy's North of Summer: Poems from 

Baffin Island published thirty yean after Jackson completed them. His 'sombre 

mpressive country'' evidently had a lasting effect on perceptions of the region. 

Lawren Harris represents an integral development of eastern Arctic 

iandscape an and the valuation of wilderness. 







As Brian Osborne States, the Group 

[dlocuniented their periods and placac; they have projected the 
perceptions and values of their sponsoring society; and some artists, 
mindful of the cultural and national implications of their work. have 
consciously expressed a corporate sense of cultural or national identity. 
Whatever their original purpose or meaning, some pictures of places. 
peoples. and events have become part of this corporate identity and sorne 
have become central to it. ( lconoaraphv 162) 

Moreover. Lawren Harris embodies Douglas Porteous' daim that mi nd and 

landscape interpenetrate and essentially become almost interchangeable 

Within the Group of Seven. Lawren Hams was the consistent "devotee of 

the sublime as ernbodied in the northern romantic tradition ..." (Greenwood 7 )  

Harris transcribed spiritual values, as did the Arnerican romantic artists when 

rendering the sublime. to create canvases of grand epic scale and balanced 

tension (Figures 14 and 15). In particular. Icebergs in Davis Strait represents 

and reminds us of the power of nature and how it can shape such a unique 

mysterious natural form (Larisey 11 0) The popularity of Harris' Arctic 

landscapes "suggests that a reverence for the Arctic sublime persisted deep in 

the Canadian psyche" (Grant Wldemess 32) Larisey acwrately notes. that it 

was Harris wfio made a concerted effort to include the Arctic in the Canadian 

landscape tradition (1 11). The art resulting from his trip increased Lawren Harris' 

reputation. helped establish the basic syrnbols of national identity. and reinforced 

the romantic image of the high eastern Arctic held by southern Canadians. Fine 

art is often not included as part of a nationalist imagination. 







However, "Misual communication [ofl the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has 

witnessed the direction of visual symbols to the promotion of particular ideologies 

-nationalkm being one of themn (Osborne, lntemreting 232). Obviousl y, the 

Group of Seven challenges the idea that fine art cannot become an integral part 

of the nationalist imagination. 

Initially, the success of the Group can be attributed to the awareness of a 

discrete nationalism propagated by vanous cultural and political agencies that 

were neither American nor British in nature (Osborne. Iconoçiraohv 173)." It 

may be significant that at the gfeatest time of their popularity the Group was 

exhibiting in a more traditional manner, but it was the later development of an 

ideology related to their art and of northern distinctiveness in Canadian 

iconography that propelled them into the realm of popular visual discourse: 

m o  be effective proselytizers of ideologies, however. works of art should 
be considered as modes of communication interœding between the 
imagination of the artist and the imaginations of those who read. hear. see 
or touch them. They are cornmunicators of meanings that are a cornplex 
mrx of the artist's intentions. the audiences' interpretations and the stylistic 
conventions and preferences of the day. (Osborne. Inter~retinq 242) 

Therefore. the Group started their expression of Canada in the arena of fine art, 

but their creations and ideas were quickly adapted beyond the confines of the 

fine art arena to bewme an integral element in popular Canadian nationalist 

d~scourse Lawren Harris eloquently describes the connection of the group to the 

Canadran landscape and nationalist discourse thus: 

The Canadian artist serves the spirit of his land and people. He is aware 
of the spifitual flow from the replenishing North and believes that this 
should ever shed clanty cnto the growing race of America and that this. 

" As noted previously in this chapter. this idea correlates with Ramsay Cook's ideas on 
the importance of nationalism. 



working in creattve individuals, will give nse to an art quite different from 
that of any European people. He believes in the power and the glory, for 
the North to him is a single, zimple vision of high things and can, through 
its transmuting agency, shape our souls into its own spiritual 
expressiveness. (qtd. in Wadland, Seton 48) 

Hams' and the group's vision has had a great impact on how Canadians perceive 

their country. If one were to enter an art gallery giR shop he or she will be 

confronted, and at times inundated, with images painted by the Group on mugs. 

mouse pads. calendars, pencils and any other marketable item one could dream 

of. 

The Group of Seven wanted to ma te  distinct and unique Canadian art. 

but at the same time they could not dispense with hundreds of years of 

landscape painting traditions or historically developed perceptions of nature. 

Ramsay Cook argues. along with many other critics, that the Group of Seven 

established an al1 new approach to landscape painting in Canada both in form 

and content. True. what the Group produced was distinct from any other 

Canadian art produced before. but it is at the sarne time crucial to acknowledge 

the established conventions within which the Group worked - namely the sublime 

and the picturesque developed earlier in Europe. To daim that the Group 

created absoluteiy new content and form in Canadian landscape art constructs a 

deified position for them in the an world: 

[tlhroughout the next decades. the principal works of the Group of Seven 
and Emily Carr abide by the basic compositional ground rules that were 
established in Europe during the 1890's. as they were an unconscious but 
continuous dialogue with a set of inherited principles. (Nasgaard 202) 



It would be more plausible, especially in t e n s  of Arctic landsmpe art. to credit 

Lawren Hams and A.Y. Jackson with adapting artistic conventions to the high 

eastern Arctic and making the region more accessible to southern Canadians. 

The greater use of photography in the high eastem Arctic. as well as the 

inclusion of landscape in Canadian nationalkt rt-ietoric for the most part defines 

the pre World War Two period in Arctic history. With the greater ease of 

movement romantic perceptions and their connections to nationalism were 

reinforced. The images produced of the Arctic in this pefiod firmly placed the 

sublime. and in part. the picturesque in the imagination of southern Canadians as 

the ultimate convention of representation. 
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Chapter Thme: Images Present 

Changes in the Arctic occuned at an alarming pace after World War Two. 

Yst paradoxically, many people, hold to the idea that the Arctic remains a place 

tha! "tirne forgot." Although there are some aspects of life in the Arctic that have 

not changed for hundreds, even thousands of years, the region has developed 

rapidly in the past fifty years, playing "catch up" with the rest of North America 

and the world. For example, as recently as fifty years ago motorized vehicles 

were seldom seen on Baffin Island and in other more rernote regions of the 

Arctic. Today, snowmobiles, quads, trucks, vans, and cars are al1 over the Arctic. 

Dog teams have been discarded and the "iron dogH - the snowmobile - has taken 

the dog tearn's place in society. Satellite television, cornputers. and the lnternet 

now also span the Arctic landscape connecting the region to the rest of the world. 

Another form of technology that has made its imprint on the North is the 

camera By way of the photograph, millions of people have seen the awe- 

inspfring beauty of the Arctic. its unique culture. and the peuple who cal1 it home. 

through images published in magazines. tourism promotional materials. and even 

more recently over the Internet. 

The "North" and Modem Photography 

With the conclusion of World War Two. social change and economic 

development throughout the North also increased at a dramatic pace. The 

strategic significance of the Arctic became increasingly apparent. A second 

result of the industrial boom and social changes. was a new generation of 

researchers examining exadly how this encroachment of technology would affect 

the Inuit. "Photography provided an ideal medium for the visual documentation 
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of these marked and irreversible changes" (Condon 80). Furthemore, "No 

longer was the goal to photograph the traditional activities of northern peoples, 

but the creation of a record of the meeting of two distinct cultures" (Condon 80). 

lncreased accessibility to the Arctic reg ions through communication and 

transportation allowed more travellers and tourists to go to the Arctic. It 

rernained, and remains, quite expensive, but freelance photographers and 

adventurers started to joumey farther north to get the perfedly sublime 

photograph and present the breathtaking beauty of the little known region to the 

public. Amateur and professional photographers alike wanted to show the 

changes appearing in the Arctic landscape (Condon 80). However. photographs 

still ernphasized the life of the Inuit rather than the Arctic landscape. 

For most of this century, "Canadians, and certainly most govemment 

agencies. have treated the real northern parts of the country - be they provincial 

norths. the Yukon and the Northwest Territories. or the Arctic - with benign 

neglect punauated by bursts of economic exploitation. resource development. or 

political interference" (Grace 1). Indeed, after the end of World War Two, the 

Nonh was viewed mostly as a region from which great profit could be extracted in 

the form of natural non-renewable resources. Many new projeds were planned in 

the decades following. Photographs resulting from these large resource projects 

served as testaments about govemment activities and intentions. The Canadian 

govemment quickly realized the advantage of photography as a tool of science 

and political persuasion. Many photographers were able to make the joumey 

north at the taxpayers' expense. One of the projects undertaken was the Distant 
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Early Waming (DEW) line, a joint project between Canada and the United States 

to providc waming of a northem attack (Figure 16). 

Faiadoxicâlly, as Canada was prepanng to mine the North. conservation 

and environmental movements were also growing in popularity. More and more 

Canadians were becoming aware of the many unique natural areas Canada had 

to offer. They were becoming alaned particularly at the lack of protedion for 

these places of natural heritage in the face of rampant resource development. In 

addition. the conservation and environmental movements resulted in the 

accumulation of information on the more rernote regions of the country With air 

travel becoming more regutar to high eastern Arctic, the region was no longer left 

in splendid isolation and its beauties were soon published for the world to see. 

Canadians and people around the world were awakening to the unique 

environments and cultures cf the Arctic. In an industrial world, the North was 

quickty becoming a natural mecca for visitors in search of "the last true 

wilderness " 

Tourisrn and Photography - A Love Hate Relationship 

Photography has been one of the most significant forces in travel literature 

and publicity Probably more than people realize, we rely heavily on 

photographs to explain persons. places. and things During the war years and 

thereafter. photographs assumed even greater importance. John Berger argues 

that one of the functions of the traditional landscape painting was to speak about 

a traveller's view of landscape. 
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The photograph followed the landscape painting as a mechanically produced 

image often used to 'inspire tourists to travel long distances ..." (Crandell 166). 

Obviously, this development to inspire tourists to visit came much later to the 

Arctic Islands, but of late, tourism is a quickly growing revenue generator for the 

region. 

Photography is an extremely interesting field of study not only because of 

its social and cultural properties, but also because of its relations with other 

media and the variety of roles it perfons (Trachtenberg vii). Particularly with 

reference to tourism, photographs becorne "part of a process of maintaining and 

confirming ideas ... they also act as a surrogate for tfavel and at times even act in 

the place of memory" (Schwartt We Make 42). Photography and the 

development of mass tourism share histones to the point that it is oifficult to 

separate their development (Markwell 131 ). However, to establish the 

connection between tourism and advertising photography it is essential to 

consider briefly elements of the theory and history of photography. 

One of the most contentious debates regarding photography, and a 

debate particularly relevant to this thesis. is that of the relationship between art. 

photography. and advertising. What constitutes art? Can a photograph be art? 

Are there any significant differences between using paintings or photographs for 

advertising purposes? Far years scholars, amateur and professional 

photographers. artists, and art historians have debated this and many other 

issues related to it. The list of notable authors and scholars who have entered 

the debate would have to include: Walter Benjamin, John Berger, Roland 

Barthes. Susan Sontag, and Marshall McLuhan. 



Wth its discovery, photography instantly changed the medium of visuai 

irnagery forever. It was thought that because of the scientific and mechanical 

nature of the photograph, the imagination of the "image takef was no longer a 

necessity as it was in an artist painting on a canvas. As Alan Trachtenberg 

notes. "the medium [photography] represented to its earliest commentators both 

science and communication: a decjdedly modern device, a sign and prophecy of 

changing times" (Trachtenberg ix). John Berger argues that there is a direct 

continuity between oil painting and photograph publicity as (1) sometimes the 

photographie image is a "frank pastiche of a well known painting." (2) paintings 

and photographs lend authority to their own message, (3) photography relies on 

the language of oil painting. and (4) both media use nature to create "a place" 

(Wavs 134). In today's scholarship. it is accepted that the photographer, in 

some way, manipulates the photo. Despite this recognition of the change 

effected by the photograph, 

there has been little notable effort to address the medium itself. to 
examine i ts evolving character, its soual and cultural properties. i ts 
cornplex relations with other media, and the great variety of foies it 
perfons (Trachtenberg vit) 

Of particular relevance to this research is photography's social and cultural 

properties as well as the significant rote it plays in tourism publicity. 

Cultural productions cannot be objective. There are always "filters". or at 

a minimum. the opinions and values of at least one person are involved in the 

production of a painting or photograph: "[Olne can no longer view them as the 

productions of [an] individual: they have becorne collective images.. ." (Benjamin 

212). As New states, cultural productions related to the Canadian 'landn. or 

anywhere. visuall y involve a 'process of constructing, questioning, and 
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confirming assumptions about social reality" (New 8). For Canada in particular, 

cultural productions or representations of the land "illustrate many of the socio- 

cultural and socio-economic issues raised by post-colonial theory: the issues of 

colony and empire, wealth and power, centre and margin, the opportunity to 

speak and the likelihood of k i n g  heardn (New 11). John Berger and Roland 

Barthes indicate that the photographie medium must be recognized as a medium 

of persuasion and a carrier of ideological messages in everyday life 

(Trachtenberg xiii).  Photographs demonstrate how people relate to the world and 

how they situate themselves in it. 

Photographs, and specifically tourism advertisement photographs. 

construct ideas of "place." In Canada the most consequential ideas of "place" or 

"land" contribute to nationalism and national identity. Therefore. it is crucial to 

examine exactly what some photographs or images are portraying as Canadian. 

and furthermore. how they are being used to promote places. The promotion of 

a place involves not only cornmodification. but also the dissemination of 

particular ideas represented or constructed about it through particular media, 

such as photography. Teymur argues that photography ads as a "highly 

seiective filter elirninating. absorbing. transfoming whatever goes through it" 

(Teymur 6) What is presented in the imagery about a place is highly significant: 

yet what 1s not presented. or excluded from the larger reaiity or context of the 

image. 1s equally significant. 

Joan Schwartz maintains that photographs can be considered documents; 

that 1s. they have a will, a puurpose. a message, and an audience (We Make 42). 

In addit~on to considering photographs documents. Schwartz concludes that how 



a photograph is circulated and the meaning generated about it are also 

significant in assessing the effect of a photograph (We Make 43). Photographs 

provide information such as the values and beliefs of a society and they also 

offer places of imagination. One must always consider the purpose behind 

photographic production. Technology. culture, and history will always affect how 

an image is produced. 

It is not only the purpose behind the production of a photograph that is 

significant; equally important is the format in which the photograph is presented. 

The format within which an advertisement is presented will ultimately affect its 

message. For example, images advertising the high eastem Arctic can be 

presented in a myriad of formats: sales catalogues, tourism brochures. web sites. 

television programs. movies. documentaries. exhibits, books, or advertisements 

in magazines (Figures 17 and 18). Of particular interest for this research is the 

format of photographic advertisements and their link with historic landscape 

paintings 

The commercial photograph seen in an advertisement is intended to 

attract people to a certain place not as much through realisrn. as through the 

imagination The photographer, not unlîke explorers painting landscapes 

hundreds of years before. takes photographs with a set of values. ideas. and 

pictonal conventions in rnind? 

4E Jasen comments that in the Niagara region in particular Vepeated attempts to prove 
one's quest for transcendent experience travel wnters quiclrly fell into a set of hardenrng rhetoncal 
conventions" (33). 
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Therefore, it can be argued that the piduresque and the sublime, derived from 

historie landscape paintings, became part of a metonc of visual conventions for 

photographers of the Arctic and partiailady of the high eastern Arctic. This 

metoric of conventions has also influenced contemporary publicity photography. 

intended to attract tourists to the region. "[P]ubiicity makes al1 history mythical, 

but to do so effectively it needs a visual language with historicai dimensions" 

(Berger Wavsl40). The percaptual lenses of the past have imparted a lasting 

effect on wntemporary pubiicity photography intended for tourisrn marketing 

purposes. 

Tourism and photography, whether it means photographs taken by tourists 

or photographs taken for tourists, are intimately linked and are inherently part of 

any travel experience. Indeed, "[P]hotographs are a key component. if not the 

key component of contemporary tourism, not just because of their omnipresence, 

but also because of photography's ability to influence without appearing to do son 

c Nelson 63) Crandell explains that we become consumers of landscape, seeing 

wtiat we expect to see from the inheritance of the "scenic view" (Crandell 166). 

Photography and tourism contribute to social processes and interaction on many 

Ieveis Photographs taken by tourists may also influence family and friends to 

travel to the same destinations. 

Wrll iamson notes that advertisements "are constant1 y translating between 

systems of rneanings, and therefore constitute a vast meta-system where values 

from different areas of our lives are made interchangeablen (qtd. in Nelson 63). 

Moreover. advertisements borrow ideas and inspiration from history and nature. 

They can affect an individual by influencing behaviour, opinions, and attitudes, 
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and society in general by promoting general ideas and beliefs (Dyer 73). 

Advertising can have at least five objectives: (1 ) to communicate information; (2) 

io highlight specific features; (3) to buiid a brand image; (4) to reinforce 

behaviour and; (5) to influence intemedisries (Prentice 1 19). Tourism 

advertising is generally directed at the decision-making process. The object of 

the advertisement aimed at a potential tourist is to convert unawareness to 

awareness of a region. to convert awareness into knowledge about a region, or 

to increase interest (Prentice 1 1 9). 

Photography fosters the perception that al1 things are simi lar4' As has 

been explained. the underlying assumption of this research is that images 

influence and hetp form our perceptions of places (Crandell 1). Landscape 

paintings and sketches either from Arctic exploration journals. or pieces that 

artists created with expeditions in mind. dernonstrate the impact of the sublime 

and the picturesque. It is precisely these two conventions that continue to be 

ernployed in contemporary photography used for tourist publicity A cornparison 

of paintings and sketches from Arctic exploration journals and contemporary 

photography demonstrates the continued use of the sublime and the picturesque. 

4: The follovlriflg discussion of photography 1s denved ioosely from Karen Brown's thesis 
'From Travel to Tounsm: The Relation of Photography to Social Change tn Ntneteenth Century 
Amenca." Dlss. (New York University, 1992) 



Fig. 19 John Dunn Iceberg from Canadian Geociraohic 1 15.8 (December/January 1996): 78-79. 



Essentially, the images used for publicity purposes remain familiar to a memory 

bank of stored images as most people will not have the chance to visit the high 

eastem Arctic (Figure 19)." 

As soon as a place is 'pictured" it bewmes an object of exchange. 

Historical images of the high eastem Arctic were published in books that many 

people read and exchanged. Furthemore, both amateur and professional 

photography involves the exchange of images. Photographers may be 

commissioned to take photographs or they often seIl their handiwork to the 

territorial and federal governments, private marketing companies. publishing 

companies. photograph supply companies. On the amateur level, people who 

travel to the region may enter their photographs in contests or exchange them 

with other visitors. Photographs are easily exchanged and consurned and 

photographs of the high eastern Arctic are al1 the more precious because it is a 

rernote. rnythical. unique tourist destination. 

Related to the cornmodification of images is the public nature of 

photography Photographs are overywhere. Because people easily exchange 

photographs. images inundate everyday life and the popular media. Images of 

the high eastern Arctic may be more rare than others, but they are included in 

publicity and marketing ventures airned to attract visitors to the region, coffee 

table books about the region, magazine advertisements. as illustrations for 

magazine and newspaper stories, and even on web sites. Unlike travel literature. 

photographs open up the region pictured or visited for al1 to 'see" and 

* Please compare to Figure 14 Lawren Hams Icebergs, Davis Sbait pg.76. 



experience. Indeed, photographs hold great influence cver travel decisions and 

may even act as a surrogate for travel itself. 

An important aspect of photography which deserves consideration is how 

viewing a photograph affects a penon. Viewing photographs establishes a 

person as a spectator rather than as a participant. Images become "the basis for 

our experiences, and these images are increasingly the consequences of 

someone else's participation" (Brown 47). This aspect also raises issues of 

power when considering the picturing of the high eastem Arctic in the popular 

media and tourisrn industry. As the photograph does emphasize the spectator 

rather than the participant it must be asked, as was indicated earlier in Joan 

Schwartz's work. what is the will, the purpose, the message, and the audience of 

a photograph (We Make 42)? A participant in the photographic process would be 

the photographer or another person pictured in the photograph itself. A spectator 

on the other hand is not involved in the aeation of an image. John Moss 

accurately notes that with photographs of the Arctic 

you do not observe or regard or survey: you are positioned. the content is 
positioned. you are led into the picture as text and see what the author 
wants to be seen. as he wants you to see it. And everything else is 
spectral (Moss 145) 

One rnust consider who took the photograph. its intended market. its initial and 

evolving purpose, what type of message it was supposed to convey, and for 

whom it was intended. For example, the context of an advertising photograph 

commissioned by the federal government. is entirely different from that of a 

photograph posted on a personal website or used by an ouffitting Company. In 

the hands of the federal govemment. photography and tounsm advertisements 



become tools for science, exploration, and political persuasion (Schwartz, _We 

Make 48). - 
As the Arctic became more accessible, photographie essay baoks about 

the region became more prevalent. The photographers who provided 

photographs or wrote these books endeavoured to find visually striking images of 

the changing landscape. These books allowed many people to see images of 

the Arctic for the first time. However, the books also continued to represent the 

Arctic in very romantic terms. For exarnple, Douglas Wilkinson's book. The 

Arctic Coast. includes a prologue entitled "A World for Drearners" which despite 

the fact that the book focuses on the natural history of the Arctic coast, begins: 

"The Arctic coast of Canada is a world for dreamers, a land few Canadians have 

ever seen or will ever see. a region about which we have come to know much 

but. as yet, understand little" (Wilkinson 8). Amongst information about glacier 

formation. the wildlife of the Arctic Coast, meteorological patterns. and geology. 

the book includes photographs of snowdrifts. a solitary man standing in an 

immense landscape, people hiking up glaciers. and a full page, disorienting 

sublime image. of mountains on Baffin Island (Figure 20). 

Fred Bruernrner is another photographer who has made a career out of 

publishing images of the Arctic. It is evident from his books that he has great 

respect for the Inuit. their culture, and the land of the Arctic. However. Bruemmer 

also holds a romantic view of wilderness: 

The vast lands of the north are ouf last great wildemess ... [I]n our 
increasrngly artificial world, we need a place of wildness and loneliness: a 
place where wolves nin free; a place where the water is pure and the air is 
clear: a place where nature is still master and where we can feel awe of 
her might. (Bniemmer, The Arctic 76) 
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Figures 21 and 22 illustrate Bruemmer's romantic view of the high eastem Arctic 

land. Both portray the might of nature but in different ways. The cross rnarking a 

whaler's grave indicates the harshness of the climate and the presence of people 

in what many considered a "no man's land" (Figure 21). The iceberg connotes 

the power of nature as well, but the power of nature to create something beautiful 

- a natural sculpture (Figure 22). Bruemmer's images of the Arctic have made 

their way into countless homes and ont0 many coffee tables. His images have 

also become part of a collective memory bank which influences perceptions of 

the region. 

Figures 23, 24 and 25 are images from a photographie essay by Mike 

Beedell. Mike Beedell is just one of many professional photographers now 

travelling to the high eastern Arctic. Although The Mametic North, the book 

from which these images are taken. is not an overt advertisement for travel in the 

high eastern Arctic. it nonetheless publicizes the region. The landscapes 

pictured in these images are sublime and awe inspiring. In Figure 23 a tiny bird 

ts perched on the lower end of the iceberg indicating the immensity of the berg, 

the water. and the sky. Figure 24 similarly emphasizes the immensity of a castle 

Iike mountain With the quote by John Moss in mind, it is cfear that the spectator 

is positioned to view these photographs as text. Or as Brown points out. the 

spectator views the result of someone else's participation (Brown 47). The next 

figure. a photograph from one of Mike Beedell's Arctic photograph books. 

demonstrates the impact of history and histoncal memory on the picturing of the 

high eastern Arctic. The photograph is of a cross on a hill behind the village of 

Pond Inlet. BaffÏn Island. N W .  The Cross itself symbolizes the imperial and 





Fig. 22 Fred Bruemrner Strangely Shaped Iceberg frorn The Arctic World 
(Toronto: Key Porter Books. 1985) 79. 







Fig. 25 Mike Beedell Pond lnlet Crucifix from The Maanetic Noah (Toronto: Oxford UP 1983) 
Photograph 4. 
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religious presence of the Roman Catholic Church in the community. Moreover. 

the image incorporates a sublime iceberg and the colours of the awe-inspiring 

beautiful sky and water (Figure 25). Although the primary influence behind these 

images is not to "sell" the high eastern Arctic to potential tourists, they could 

inspire curiosity and a desire to leam more about the region. 

If similar images are repeated - that is images using the historical 

conventions of the sublime and the picturesque - spectators will continue to 

receive one 'type" of message about the high eastern Arctic to the detriment of 

many other potential perceptions of the region. "Photography, by its very nature. 

presents a fragrnented view of the world" (Brown 107). It may be argued that the 

spectator has the option of turning away from a repeated image. However. one 

will only encounter more of the same in the popular media and the tourism 

advertising industry. 

Photography also provides a means to preserve experience in a forrn that 

promotes nostalgia and sentimentality Quite often. photography intended for 

tourism advertising purposes contains elements of nostalgia and sentimentality at 

its centre The nostalgia and sentjmentality engendered by tourism advertising 

priotograohs rnay relate to a historical landscape painting from the exploration 

era or the nostalgia rnay belong to the photographer who wishes to transfer some 

of the experience of the region through a photograph to the potential tourist. 

'New advensements do not exist in a vacuum. They acknowledge and refer to 

what has gone before them" (O'Barr 3). With nostalgia and sentimentality at 

hand photographs tend to tum into symbolic objects. Like Lowenthal and 



Schwartz, Brown agrees that photographs allow us to arrange, organize, and 

wnstruct mernories of perceived landscapes (Brown 52). 

As stated previcrsly, photography and travel maintain an intimate 

relationship. Photography affects not only travel decisions, but also acts in some 

cases as a surrogate for travel. Everyone has heard of an "anchair adventurer." 

Tourism enterprises, when using photographs, must 'appeal to the tour~st's fond 

desires and imaginative associations": "[tlo do so they have to draw on myths. 

histories, and fantasies, either ones associated with the locality or others taken 

from the universal cultural domain" (Sternberg 951). Sontag goes as far as to 

daim that "they [photographs] trade simultaneously on the prestige of art and the 

rnagic of the real" (Sontag 69). Photographs are an intermediate step between 

the viewer and the viewer experiencing the landscape (Schwartz. Geo~raphy, 

19). 

The North. specifically the high eastern Arctic. has almost a mythical 

quality as a tourist destination "That the North could be lethal to the early 

explorers. and still can be to contemporary explorers. adds credibility to the 

travellers vision of the region" (Coates and Morrison 8). Although the sublime is 

not a term or aesthetic often referred to today 

its legacy persists in the importance many tourists still place on dramatic 
encounters with the natural world. and in their search for transcendent 
experlence through the illusion (or carefully controlled reality of personal 
danger). (Jasen 1 53) 

The definition of the sublime has evolved srnce the days of the nineteenth- 

century explorers Today. and especially in the field of advertising it is shaped 

and altered by the technology of photography However. the basic element of 

the sublime remains - the fascination with wilderness 



A landscape "constantly acquires meaning through its presentation in 

advertising, the news media, novels, planning documents, legal contracts, public 

displays, [and] architecture.. . " (Nelson 70). Presentations, particularly visual 

imagery used in advertising, create landscapes; they are inherently linked with 

the promotion of ideas, the reproduction of power. and the celebration of beauty 

(Nelson 71). The assumption is that a photograph is realistic when it is used as 

an advertisement to constnict place; "[C]learly tourisrn ads do more than 

encourage visitors to corne to a particular place; they corne out of and feed into 

those interpretive practices that make a region visible to itself and others" 

(Whalen 1 1 1 ). Tourisrn advertisements inspire travel and serve to define ideas 

of place and time in the world. and are a tool for communicating the unfamiliar 

and the unknown. 

Tourisrn and Baffin Island 

In the last two centuries. tourism has becorne a vital component of 

western and non-western societies (Nelson 108). Recent figures support that 

tourism 1s the world's largest industry, growing at a rate of 540% per annum 

(IUCN 1 ) In 1997. Canadian tourism generated $44 billion, up 5.3% from 1996 

(Canadian Tourism Commission htt~:1/206.191.33.50/tourism/stats/tp97). 

Tourism in Canada also generated 503 200 jobs (Canadian Tourism Commission 

htto-11206 191.33.5O/tourism/statsIt~97). Tourism is at once big business. 

culturallsoc~al interaction. and a manifestation and agent of cultural change. It 

also plays an essential role in shaping the landscape and the manner in which it 

is perceived. 



In their book, Polar Tourisrn: Tourism and the Arctic and Antarctic 

Reaions, Michael Hall and Margaret Johnson recognize that 'mhe poles have 

become highly attractive places to visit because of improvements in technology. 

the end of the cold war, changes in consumer preferences, increased 

accessibility, and the never ending search for new marketable tourist products" 

(Hall and Johnson 1). The continued growth of the environmental and 

conservation movements and the increase in special interest tourism. have 

bolstered the polar tourisrn markets. In 1959 approximately 600 tourists visited 

the Northwest Territories. In 1992, the number of tourists was estimated at 56 

000. with 85% visiting in the summer months (Hall and Johnson 12). The Arctic 

is one of the few remaining tourism frontiers in the world as toufism was 

generally insignificant until the 1980s when transportation infrastructures were 

irnproved and tourism marketing for the region gained momentum (Harnley 389). 

The high eastem Arctic offers markets to numerous and diverse types of 

tourists adventure tourism. cultural/historical tourism. nature and eco-tourism, 

spori fishing. and sport hunting (Nunavut Tourisrn. Strateav Re~ort  6). The 

Baffin region in partiwlar offers rnany of the markets noted and the possibility of 

developing rnany more. 

The Canadian Tourism Commission cites promising market trends which 

match what the Baffin Region has to offer: unique and different experiences. 

learimg experiences, and the opportunity to encounter an entirely different 

landscape [http://206. i9'l.33.~O/tour1sm/re~ort~/roundtable/findin~s. html 

27.05 98). Ironically. it is the difftculty of access. although this aspect is 
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decreasing, that makes the high eastem Arctic an attractive adventure vacation 

or outdoor destination. 

Most visitors to the high eastem Arctic are drawn to the landscape and 

people. A 1989 visitor survey conducted by the Northwest Territories 

Department of Economic Development and Tourism indicates that 60.8 per cent 

of visitors ranked landscape and scenery most important to their visit. 13.7 per 

cent the culture and the architecture, 11.5 per cent fishing and hunting. and 8.7 

per cent the wildemess and nature (O'Barr 393).' In 1989. visitor spending in 

the Baffin Region alone totalled $5.09 million (O'Barr 393). 

The Northwest Territories government has realized the economic potential 

of tourism Moreover. community involvement. sustainable tourism. and the 

development of products and services have been stressed. As each year 

passes. more and more attention is devoted to the possibilities tourism has to 

offer comrnunities in the high eastern Arctic. More irnportantly. with the 

establishment of Nunavut as a new territory. communities and the planned new 

government of Nunavut have taken a leading rote in decisions regarding tourism 

in the region This type of local active involvement will allow the people more 

control over what 1s publicized about thelr land and life to the world. 

- - 

" The category tvilderness and nature" defines visitors who were more interesteci in 
pursurng activrties in direct contact with the land, such as whitewater canoeing or hiking, rather 
than a trip where they would take on a spectator role. 



Chapter Four: Baffin lsland Case Study Results 

The theories employed in this research provide the context for the 

application and comparison of field work to the thesis. However. it is the field 

work in this study that explores the implications and impacts of tourism 

advertising imagery and their connection to historical visual representations of 

the region. 

As stated in Chapter One, field work was completed with a participant 

observation strategy on an Adventure Canada trip to the floe edge between Bylot 

and Baffin Islands. The trip combined natural and cultural history with the 

simultaneous experience of landscape in the high eastern Arctic. The format of 

the trip. as well as participatory observation, gave me first-hand contact with 

other tourists who reflected freely on their experiences. Some conversations 

between the researcher and participants were rewrded with the participants' 

permission. Other participant observations were included as journal entries or 

recorded notes by the researcher? 

Additionally questionnaire was mailed to participants after the trip. These 

questionnaires were designed to elicit responses regarding motivation for travel 

to the high eastern Arctic. any influence tourism advertising rnay have had on 

participant travel decisions, and general demographic information such as where 

the members of the tour were from. and their age and education level. 

Participants' understanding of Ardic history and their knowledge of historical 

contemporary Arctic imagery were also addressed in the questionnaire.s' 

5 See Appendix Two for personal journal entries. 

" Please see Appendix One for sampîe questionnaire. 



No attempt was made to analyse the questionnaires quantitatively as the 

sample is too small for this to be accomplished effedively. However, it is 

precisely the size of the Adventure Canada group that has generated the more 

frank and personal responses in conversation or from the questionnaire. The 

questionnaire and its results were then compared to Tourists Visitina Nunavut: A 

Profile (TVN).'~ Finally, recorded conversations, recorded notes both verbal or - 
written. and personal observations supplement the questionnaire to express 

more of the participants' perceptions of the Arctic landscape and its imagery. 

The North, and more significantly the high eastem Arctic. is no longer an 

inaccessible travel destination. The participants inciuded in this field research 

were a few among thousands who have visited the high eastem Arctic in the last 

fifteen years. In general, Arctic tourists have a unique profile which emphasizes 

a certain type of travel experience. Despite the apparent uniqueness of the 

-Arct~c tounst." wtiich will be discussed later in the chapter, the influence of 

adverttsing remains constant. 

Questionnaire Results 

The panicipants who completed the questionnaire were from the Greater 

Toromc area (3 :  and Rochester. New York (1 ). One participant came from 

Florida " All participants were between the ages of forty and sixty and al1 but 

one heid pst-secondary degrees. 

'-~epartment of Economic Tourism and Developrnent. Tourists Visitinrr Nunavut: A 
Profile (Yellowknife N\KT Government Publications. 1996). 

C l  

- -  1 am not profileci in the summary of these questionnaire results for reasons of 
O bjedivrty 
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Some of the questions on the questionnaire were intended to detemine 

the participants' knowledge of the high eastern Arctic, as well as whether toufism 

advertising had had any affect on their travel decisions. Most participants noted 

a desire for adventure in a new physicai environment or the desire to experience 

a dflerent culture. What is readily apparent t o m  this questionnaire is that more 

adventure or "econ based tourist experiences seem to be associated with the 

high eastern Arctic. For many, the high eastem Arctic remains a place of 

adventure and imagination. In most cases, general knowledge about the Arctic 

was derived from personal interest and research rather than academic study. 

Some participants even wllect rare books and cultural products. such as 

soapstone carvings, from the region. 

Personal interest and research in the high eastern Arctic also affected how 

the participants chose to seek out information regarding Baffin Island. Most 

participants noted books. either from the library or from persona1 collections. as a 

good source of information. Photograph essay books likely numbered among 

those consulted pfior to the participants' tnp with Adventure Canada and 

Toonoonik Sahoonik Outfitters to the floe edge Also noted in the responses was 

a poster and the Baffin Handbook. as welt as books on the Group of Seven. 

Information provided by the Northwest Territorles Department for Tourism and 

Economic Development was also cited 

Participants were also requested to note whether any of the Arctic visual 

lrnagery they viewed included tourism advertising or historical or contemporary 

landscape paintings. as well as whether they had seen images of the high 

eastern Arctic in partiwlar. Unfortunately. the question seems to have been 



unclear to the participants; most indicated the influence of tourism advertising but 

did not identfy the type. Aithough participants were not asked to, it was hoped 

they wouid indicate whether the tourism advertisements were govemment 

produced, either federally or provincially, or whether they were for a private 

venture. 

When asked directly if any visual images affected travel decisions. three 

out of five participants indicated yes. Despite the three positive responses to the 

question, not much detail was provided by the participants. One participant 

stated that images affected his first trip to the Arctic in the 1960s more than his 

most recent trip. Another participant noted the influence of advertising imagery 

from Auyuittuq and Katammilik National Parks as well as feature articles in 

National Geographîc. 

Those participants who answered positively to the effect of imagery on 

their travel decisions also recognized patterns or conventions in the imagery they 

viewed h o  responses specifically noted the prevalence of landscape imagery 

but identified two different conceptions of it. One participant descnbed images as 

"pure landscape with amazing aboriginal people successfully adapting to the 

environment before we came" (Participant #1 ~uestionnaire)." The second 

perception of landscape described by a participant refen more to its physical 

make-up. colours. and how they are represented in the imagery (Participant #2 

Questionnaire). These perceptions reflect the romanticism associated with the 

sublime and the picturesque. 

9 To maintain consistency in the narrative. participants of the questionnaire and tour are 
nurnbered rather than gwing their names. Please see Appendix One for participant number/name 
correlations 



The recognition of trends or conventions in irnagery is related to the 

participants' familiarity with histofical or contemporary Arctic landscape painting 

or photography. Four participants indicated familiarity with such imagery but 

answered the question about it with varying degrees of confidence. The most 

common answer indicated familiarity with Arctic expeditions, explorers, and 

artists. For example, one participant knew about W.H. J. Brome, Samuel 

Cresswell, and George Back. This participant also listsd significant artists such 

as Soper, Harrington, the Group of Seven, and photographers Robert Flaherty 

and Breurnmer. 

The final question asked whether participants expetienced what they 

expected to experience on the trip. The participant who had travelled in the 

Arctic previously experienced no surprises during the trip. A second participant 

revealed that since the trip, he realized that the imagery he viewed was not 

representative of what he had actually seen but he did not supply any details in 

his response Finally. the third participant indicated that her perception of the 

floe edge was only matched in part, when huge ice chunks were pushed up and 

over each other in mounds and ridges. The ongins of this perception derived 

both from literary and visual images. Overall. participants generally described 

some differences between images viewed, whether literary or tourisrn 

advertising, and their actuat lived experience. 

Questionnaire and Profile Cornparison 

Demographic and quantitative analyses were possible with such a small 

sample. However. the data provided would not be statistically significant. 

Consequently the publication, Tourists Visitinn Nunavut: A Profile ( W N )  acts as 



a quantitative wmplement to this research as it provides statistical analysis and 

poses questions similar to those in the questionnaire designed for this thesis. 

The TVN profile examines, among other things, where people corne frorn. !he 

general dernographics of visitors. their reasons for visiting, what they do in 

Nunavut, the sources of their information, and the ccnclusions reached by the 

profile researchers. Cornparisons between the TVN profile and the questionnaire 

conducted for this thesis will be interspened with the description and analysis of 

TVN. 55 

The TVN profile "represents an effort to combine the findings of a nurnber 

of surveys and studies related to tourism in the Nunavut region of the Northwest 

Territories" (Department of Econornic Development and Tourism 5 (DEDâT) )? 

The report is organized into two sections: (1) a profile of tourists who visit 

Nunavut as well as historical information on visitors, and (2) an overview of 

possible trends and target populations for new tourism marketing ventures 

(DEDLT 5) " 
Although the N N  profile, which is derived from exit surveys, does not 

directly address. in great detail, whether tourism advertising affects visitors' 

decisions. the information provided does relate to the influence of visual imagery 

Y The questionnaire for this research was developed prior to the knowledge of how 
Tounsîs Visitina Nunavut: A Profile was orgainized. This was in part the result of time. The Trent 
Ethics Board had to approve the questionnaire months in advance of the actual fieldwork. The 
N N  was also brought to the researcher's attention after the questions were developed. Despite 
the slightly different questions and focus of WN and the questionnaire, the information they 
provide ts cornptementary. 

DEDBT stands for the Northwen Territodes Department of Econornic Development 
and T ourism. 

"TVN is largely based upon the 1994 Northwest Terriories Exit Sumy and the 1994 
Visitar Centre Survey. 



in tourism? Survey studies focused specifically on the influence of imagery on 

percaptions and travel decisions have been completed by John Marsh of Trent 

University. It stands to reason that visitors to the high eastern Arctic do some 

personal research before a trip. More specfically, the type of vacations 

associated with the high eastem Arctic and Baffin Island, i.e. eco and adventure 

trips, involve some knowledge, whether historical or contemporary, of the region 

because of the uniqueness associated with travel in the region. 

In the questionnaire designed for this thesis, basic demographic 

infornation was requested of participants. Results from the questionnaire 

compared favourably to the statistics provided in the TVN which identified that 

87% of visitors to Nunavut corne frorn Canada and the United States. In 1994. 

72% of visitors to Nunavut were frorn Canada and 15% were from the United 

States (DEDBT 6). A second demographic question asked in the questionnaire 

was the age of participants. The average aga for participants on the Adventure 

Canada tour was between 40 and 60 years. This number compares to the 

statistics provided for the Baffin region where most visitors, 88% in 1995 were 35 

or older (DED&T 11). 

Directly related to the age factor for tourists surveyed in TVN and on the 

tr~p 1s the level of education. All but one participant in the questionnaire he13 a 

post-secondary degree. Again, this correlates with the data presented by the 

TVN profile. In 1994, 64% of ail Nunavut tourists had some post-secondary 

'see John Manh. 'Postcard Landscapes: An Exploration in Method.' The Canadian 
Geo~raoher 29.3 (1 985): 265-267 which examines the pictured landscape of the Rocky 
Mountains and 'Advertising Canada in Japan and Japanese Tounsm in Canada." Canadian 
Studies of Parks, Recreation. and Tourism in Foreian Lands. ed. John Marsh. Occasional Paper 
II. Oepartment of Geography, Trent University. 1986: 83-1 10. 



education. By 1995, 77% of Baffin visitors had a university degree (DEDôT 1 1 ) 

(Figure 26). With this information in mind, it is probable that visitors to the high 

sastem Arctic have knowledge of the region prior to their visit. Post secondary 

education would also imply the increased ability of participants to critically assess 

visual representations of the high eastem Arctic. In addition, post seconda~y 

education increases the possibility of visitors' knowledge of Arctic history whether 

through academic study or personai research as well as the possibility of the 

financial means to travel to the region. 

Tourism has predictably increased along with accessibility to the high 

eastem Arctic through infrastructure development and more advertising. For 

example. in 1985 business travel to Baffin was 64% of total visits. Merely 2g0h of 

visitors reported visiting for vacation purposes (DEDIT 16). By 1995, 81 % of 

visitors in the Baffin region were there for vacation purposes and only 14% for 

business (DEDIT 18)? The 1995 statistics reflect a steady increase in tourist 

flow not only to Baffm Island, but also to the Northwest Territories. 

The new territory of Nunavut will be established in April of 1999. This 

historic establishment will bring more visitors to the region either for business or 

pleasure The new capital of Nunavut will be Iqaluit. and most government 

activity will be based there. It would be of great interest to conduct another exit 

survey after the establishment of Nunavut to gauge the number of visitors and 

their purposes for visiting. 

" The Department of Economic Development and Tourism of the Nolthwest Tenitories 
notes that these numbers stiould be viewed Wh some caution because of vana?ions of 
methodologies between studies. 



1 Education Levels of Nunavut Tourists 

Univet 
64% 

Fig. 26 Education Levels of Nunavut Tourists from Tourists Visaina Nunavut: A Profile 
(Govemment of the Norttrwest Territones, Department of Economic 

Developnent and Tourism. 19%) 1 1. 



It could happen that the expanded visibility of the new territory through media 

coverage will inaease tourist adivity and change the focus of the activity towards 

the Inuit culture and away from nature and aesthetic appreciation. 

Business visitors to the Baffin region have identifiable purposes. 

However, tourists are subject to different influences and depend on different 

sources of information. Although the data provided by TVN is not extensive in 

this area, they do highlight the main sources of information for tourists. Most of 

the information visitors received, 49%, came from frieiids and family (DEDBT 

18). An additional reason given by participants at 19.7% was simply "to see the 

Arctic" (DED&T 18). Unfortunately, there is no further description of this 

category. so it is not clear what this phrase means. Does this phrase mean that 

a person sitting on the couch at home, working at a desk, or jogging down the 

street might suddenly decide, " 1  want to see the Arctic?" This conclusion is highly 

unlikely There must have been prior interest piqued for a person to want to 

travel such a great distance.* 

The nexi most significant influence listed is magazine journalism. TVN 

treated the influence of magazine articles and that of advertisements as separate 

categorles It could be argued that the two influences are similar and should be 

considered together. As suggested earlier. magazine articles featu ring the high 

eastem Arctic rnay be considered publicity similar to a tourism advertisement. 

Although many magazine articles may not intend to direct travel to the featured 

place. they may still be considered a significant influence. If the magazine article 

SC ûther influences listed were: 1-800 nurnbers (-7%). Explorer's Guide (2%). Magazine 
Ad (7%). Magazrne Article (10.9%). On the Map (4.8%), Word of Mouth ( 6.1Y0). Lived Here 
Before (2.7%). and Travel Agent (1 -4%) (DEDILT Tourists Visiting 18). 



presents an attractive story, provides infornation, or highlights cultural aspects of 

a place, it is essentially working in the same manner as an advertisement. 

Images for magazine stories are carefully selected to provide illustration, either 

histor!cal or contemporary. They are meant to wrnplement the text and draw the 

reader's attention. 

When one combines the percentage of tourists reporting the influences of 

magazine advertisements and stories to get a total of 17.g0h one gets an even 

stronger indication of the power images hold (DEDLT 18). In addition, when one 

considen the previous category, 'to see the Ardic," and how indeed this may 

subsume advertising or magazine stories of the high eastern Arctic. the 

percentage climbs even more drarnatically to 37.6%. The Department of 

Economic Development and Tourism of the NVVT also ~ n d u c t e d  a Baffin Reaton 

Tourism Industn Overview survey in which difierent companies and outfitters in 

Nunavut were asked to detail their marketing ventures and indicate which were 

successful Sixty-seven companies responded to the marketing section of the 

suwey Forms of marketing listed are, consumer shows, trade shows. magazine 

advertisements. the Exolorers Guide. a marketing programme. mediaffamily. 

newspaper advertisements, direct mail. and other (word of mouth. internet. stide 

show. yellow pages. television. and lecture tours) In 1996. 35 of the 67 

cornpanies placed magazine advertisements and 15 of them rated results from 

this form of marketing as good (DEDIT Marketina Results 3). 

The analysis of influences on tourist travel decisions from n/N correspond 

with responses given by tour and questionnaire participants. Most participants 



cited books, either from the library or personal collections, as influences on travel 

decisions as well. One participant remembered a poster that caught his 

attention. This participant also cited the popular Baffin Handbook and various 

works on the Group of Seven (Participant #1 Questionnaire). Also noted by a 

participant was a Govemment of the Northwest Territories advertisement 

information campaign about the high eastem Arctic (Participant #2 

Questionnaire). 

Data available from two separate studies in 1988 and 1995 list the areas 

of interest for tourists in the Baffm region as: (1) arts and aafts (2) hiking or 

backpacking (3)cultural history (4) nature observation (5) camping (6) fishing. 

and (7) hunting (DED&T 18). Between 1988 and 1995. however. percentages 

changed for each of these activities. Most notably, hiking and backpacking 

surpassed arts and crafts, and camping made a huge gain on over nature 

observation and culturefhistory (DEDLT 18) (Figure 27). Topping the list for 

activities in Nunavut were hiking and backpacking followed by camping. These 

changes may reflect an increased interest in outdoor activities or an inuease in 

the availabîlity of these activities in general (DED&T 20). 

Questionnaire participants indicated interest in alrnost al1 the activity areas 

described in TVN. Four out of five participants reported a combination of 

pleasure. education, and adventure as the purpose of their trip. Indeed, most of 

the activities Iisted in TVN were included in the Adventure Canada trip to the floe 

edge. 



What Visitors Do In Nunavut 

Fig. 27 M a t  Wsitom Do in Nunavut from Tourists Visitin~ Nunavut: A Profile 
(Governrnent of the Northwest Territories, Department of Econornic 

Oevelopment and Tourism, 1998) 19. 
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The only activities not directly inciuded in the Adventure Canada tour were 

fishing and hunting? Significantly, TVN notes that 41 % of the many tourists to 

the Baffin region, started ta plan their trip more than threa years in advance. on 

average. Less than 10% of visiton began planning their trip within the same 

year they travelled. it is highly unlikely that those who planned their trip for a 

year or more in advance would not corne across some type of tounsm advertising 

or magazine article featuring the region. Al1 members on the Adventure Canada 

tour had either had prior experience in the Arctic or had learned about some 

aspect of the region. 

The previous discussion, analysis, and cornparison of tourism aspects in 

the high eastern Arctic are interrelated. How one leams of a region. researches 

or plans a trip, the information one considers, and the types of adivities in which 

one engages ail combine to create an overall impression of a place. This 

impression consists as much of what is experienced as of what is expected. In 

the 1988 Baffin Visitors Survey, many visiton suggested irnprovements to the 

infrastructure elements of the tourist industry, particularly improvements in the 

quality of hotels and restaurants and in transportation facilities. Despite the 

suggestions for better infrastructure to support the tourist industry. visitors still 

believed the best features of the Baffin region were the landscape and the 

scenery (DEDIT 24) (Figure 28). 

'' Participants of the trip did mtness the hunt of a seal and caribou- 



Best Features of the Baffin 

Weather, Snow, Ice 

t 1% 
Cutture & Achitecture 

Fig. 28 8est Features of the Bafin fmm Tourists Visitina Nunavut: A Profile 
(Govemment of the Northwest Temitones. Department of Economic 

Development and Tourism. 1996) 25. 
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Although the piduring of the high eastern Arctic landscape is not addressed 

directly in Tourists Visitinçi Nunavut: A Profile, it appears when one examines 

motivation for travel and activities which occur around it. Landscape is an 

integral element in the tourist experience of the high eastem Arctic. 

Participant Observation Results 

In addition to the tour participant questionnaire, information was recorded 

in verbal and textual form (with participants' consent) during the Adventure 

Canada tour. I recorded the textual information in a if a participant did not wish 

the conversation to be recorded. Formal interviews were not conducted. Rather, 

information was obtained in conversation with participants. The results. although 

of a limited number, are quite candid. One of my specific goals for these 

conversations was to get an impression of the tour participants' knowledge of 

Ardic history. to detenine whether they had any knowledge of Arctic landscape 

rmagery. and to leam whether what they were experiencing was what they 

anticipated prior to their trip. 

Thé? most relevant information from this material will be discussed in this 

section What became apparent when speaking to the tour participants was that 

their range of knowledge about the high eastern Arctic varied greatly. Despite 

thrs range in knowledge, and in the type of knowledge, their impressions of the 

landscape were not wntradictory. 

Three tour participants held an expectation of the appearance of the iœ at 

the floe edge and also what it would be like to travel by the floe edge. They 

noted that. contrary to their expectation, the ice was quite Rat; they had been 

under the impression that the ice "would be piled up" or that the ice would be 
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more like pressure ice - broken and jagged (Participants # 2 and #5 Personal 

Interviews). Obviously, such ice would rnake to travel by snowmobile and 

komotik quite difficult. All three participants expressing surprise at the flatness of 

the ice seemed to have prepared themselves for difFiwlt travelling, for example 

anticipating a need to haul komotiks over ridges of iœ (Participants #2. #3 and 

#5 Personal Interviews). 

The impression that the ice would be dificult to traverse is a cunous one. 

Somewhere participants must have viewed an image in which the ice was broken 

and piled up. possibly even an image of explorers hauling sledges over such ice 

conditions (Figures 29 & 30). Where did this impression corne from? This 

impression directly relates to the influence of both popular culture and images. as 

well as to general knowledge of the high eastem Arctic. To have gained this 

impression, participants may have viewed historical imagery, read about such 

conditions in a magazine article or book about an expedition, seen such an 

image in film. or nad such a description of the ;ce passed on to them oratly. 

Perhaps this expectation can also be traced to the fiction and noii-fiction 

accounts of the race for the North Pole. The romance of the place draws people 

to the Arctic. But once visitors arrive. they soon notice that the landscape 

seldom resembles the wnstructed visual images representing others perceptions 

of the North. 
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One participant described her surprise at the vibrant wlours in the 

landscape, especially the blues, greens, and whites of the ice. The general 

consensus was that the colours were much more vibrant than expected. One 

participant noted that the ice can be blue even when melting, or when the sky is 

overcast (Participant #2 Personal Interview). Tharefore, the water from the 

melting ice is not reflecting the sky. This same participant commented more on 

the colours of the landscape saying that often there is a 'striping effed" with 

greys, whites, and blues. As a result, it is often diffiwlt to discern where the sky 

or water begins and the land or ice ends. One can compare this participant's 

experience of colour and the landscape to Lawren Harris's Icebergs, Davis Strait. 

Harris effectively. and deliberately. uses many shades of grey. blue and green to 

create a monumental iceberg. There is also a sense of "stripingn in the painting; 

horizontal stripes run across the water to the sky and vertical ones through the 

iceberg Harnss technique mirron the tourist's gaze. Or, is it that the tourist's 

gaze mirrors Harris's technique? Harris and the participant interpreted the 

landscape around them similarly. 

Generai discussion on the tour also often revolved around the immensity 

of the laodscape One could almost imagine the cliffs and mountains as castles. 

Some of the rock formations looked like turrets. When travelling past a 

panlcularly striking cliff. one participant commented on its resemblance to 

Tennyson S Monument, a painting from an Arctic expedition joumaLm It is 

difficult to hear this participant on the cassette because of wind and noise from 

See Figure 10 pg. 63. 
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the snowmobile, but the implication of the conversation about this particular 

image was that it was hard to accept until one had viewed something similar. 

The immensity of the landscape was shared by the entire group: "the big 

thing was also this vast distance when you try and take a pidure. You get only 

1 % of the mole thingn (Sylvia Reynolds Penonal Interview). Many participants 

remarked that they &en thought they were seeing land on the horizon when it 

was actually water. I myself observed a rnelding of the horizon where ice met the 

sky. It was difficult to discem where the icelwater ended and the sky began. 

[There is] 'this feeling that you are on the edge of the earth. it just stops and 

there is only water for miles and miles and miles." (21.05.97). 

The tour involved various activities such as exploring an ice cave. hiking. 

bird watching, whale watching, climbing icebergs and mountains. At the final 

campsite. before our retum to Pond Inlet on the ~ 4 ' ~  of June, two participants and 

1 climbed a mountain above an anuent Thule site and wttaling station on Bylot 

Island After reaching the summit. ail realized that the landscape was now 

altered by their presence. One participant remarked that this alteration changed 

our perceptions of the landscape - it was no longer "puren in our minds 

regardless of whether we were the first to clirnb the mountain. This implies that 

-part of the lure of the place and the landscape is in its 'purity' and 'wildness'" 

(Participant #4 Journal Entry 24.07.97) Prior perceptions of the landscape were 

quickiy altered by the trip whether as a result of the ice conditions or of the 

introduction of a hurnan presence in the landscape which was in contrast to 

western civilization:~ general definition of an empty wilderness. 
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Related to this realization is a curious phenornenon commented on by 

most tour participants and recorded in rny field journal. "It's reaily strange, but 

the longer you'r~ aut here the more you notice the slightest colour variation in the 

snow or ice. Anything. It wuld be a gum wrapper and you'll notice it because it's 

out of placen (21.06.97). Sirnilar to climbing a mountain and altering the 

landscape, a gurn wrapper or tea bag was very easy to identify on the iœ 

because it altered the make-up of the landscape. These 'intrusionsn on the 

landscape are not represented in historical or contemporary imagery of the high 

eastern Arctic as "mhe eco-tourism industry promotes the vision of an unspoiled 

natural world to attract thousands of visitors northward.. . " (Grant Nlderness 29). 

One participant discussed how "the pickiresque would lend itset to 

painting the landscape from a distance.. . mountains, rivers.. . do look 'controlled' 

or semi-ordered. It is only when closer that you realize the power the land holds 

and how quickly it could take your life if you do not respect it" (Participant #4 

Journal Entry 24.06.97). The significance of the landscape in tourist advertising is 

also Iinked to what is not pictured in the imagery. As one participant commented. 

'[tourism advertisements] do not show the bitter cold, [the] fog, [the] snowstons, 

dropping yout snowmobile down an ice crack. or the remains of a narwhal on the 

floe edgen (Participant #4 Journal Entry 26.06.97). 

A general conclusion based on recorded conversations, recorded notes, 

personal observations. and journal entries is that. despite the range of knowledge 

held by participants about Arctic culture and history, perceptions of the Arctic 

landscape were similar for many of them. Moreover, when one considers the 

questionnaire results and recorded conversations, whether on tape or as notes, 



one notices that the landscape of the high eastem Arctic is a focal point which 

generates discussion about exploration, cultural history, the Inuit people. nature, 

and wildlife. This research demonstrates that individual tourists display varying 

levels of knowledge about the Ardic, yet perceptions of the landscape seem 

more. Travelling to Baffm Island and camping on the fioe edge was, for most. a 

new and exciting experience where the imagination met reality and wtiere seeing 

truly became believing. Participants experienced the landscape. the ideal and 

the real. and the romantic beauty, whidi is usually pictured in tourist 

advertisements, and the reality that a narwhal carcass and garbage on the floe 

edge represents. 

Content Analysis 

To complement the questionnaires, TVN, and information frorn 

participants on the Adventure Canada tour, a basic qualitative content analysis of 

three magazines was cornpleted. This analysis fowsed on the magazines. 

Canadian Geoaraphic. Equinox. and Uo Here for the years 1985-1 997. Stones 

featuring Arctic themes or tourisrn advertising were charted primarily in the North 

(both Arctic and sub-Arctic). General observations regarding the frequency of 

stories and advertisements. the types of advertisements and stories, as well as 

the incidence of histoncal or stereotypical thernes in the imagery are noted? 

The contefit analysis for each magazine covered the years 1985-1 997 to 

indicate the increase in attention to the region as well as to reflect the growing 

G Z  

Canadian Geoara~hic, E~uinox, and Un Here were chosen as magazines which 
publish images and stories on dÏfferent regions of Canada. These publications are also 
significantly well known to the Canadian public. Uo Here, although produced in the western 
Arctic. also publishes images and stories about the high eastem Ardic. It aàed as a cornparison 
to the southern Canadian publications. 



tourist indudry after approximately 1985. In addititn, the content analyses were 

stopped in 1997 with the recognition that by continuing the analyses into 1999 1 

would have to address the new group of people moving "North" in anticipation of 

the estaf?!ishment of Nunavut. 

Canadian Geographic 

Canadian Geoaraohic [CG] is a widely cirwlated popular magazine. lis 

format loosely follows the famous National Geogra~hic in that it provides 

information on Canada's geographic make-up, culture, people. achievements. 

and history. It is environmentally aware and fowses equally on adventure. 

history, culture. and natural science. lt is published by the Royal Canadian 

Geographicai Society, a reputable organization with an established history cf its 

own. When people read CG they are presented with glossy attractive 

photographs depicting adventure, history, and information about many places in 

Canada. places of which many readers are often unaware. 

Stories focused on the Arctic are considered a form of awareness raising 

in this research. The stories. and the irnagery which acwmpanies them, are not 

intended to sel1 a service or a producl. The story "sellsn a place or an activity 

which did or wuld occur in that place. The images used in stones of the Arctic 

attract readers' interest and may inspire travel. 

The content analysis was set out in tables for easier accessibility. 

Categories were created ta identify patterns emerging from stories and 

advertisements in the magazines. The easiest manner to summarize these 

charts is !O look at the more relevant categories and then reach some generai 
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wnclusions. Some cornparison of the Arctic stories and advertisernents in each 

magazine will also be ~ncluded.~~ 

For the years 1985-1 997, stories conceming the Arctic have often centred 

on adventure travel and its relation to exploration history. The next most 

prevalent types of stories are either about lnuit life and culture or about natural 

features and environmental issues in the Arctic. Twenty-three stories are profiled 

in this content analysis. Of the twenty-three stories which feature Arctic content, 

eleven contain images which focus almost exclusively on landscape with or 

without people. More often than not, when the landscape images include people. 

these people are engaged in some sort of outdoor activity such as hiking. 

canoeing, or kavaking. 

An additional important category which m n  indicate general interest in the 

Arctic is the number of stories written in any year between 1985 and 1997. Six 

stories were written about the Arctic in 1991. These stories include a profile of 

Pond Inlet an examination of global pollution. the story of the Geological Survey 

of Canada. the exploration history of the Northwest Passage, lnuit perceptions of 

geography. and a natural history of the nannrhal. Of these six stories. only one 

focuses specifically on the high eastern Arctic (Pond Inlet). The other stories are 

related to but not focused on the Arctic. 

Consideration must also be given to the photographers who provide 

photographs for these stories. Quite frequently, the author of an article also 

provides the photos for illustration. Most often these trips are the 'eco- 

adventures" profiled in the tounsm information eariier in this chapter. Since the 

64 See Appendix Two for Canadian Geoara~hic content analysis c h a t  



high eastem Arctic, in relative ternis, is still a mysterious travel destination, it can 

be argued that the number of photographs of this area which are available for 

magazines and advertising is not as high as a tropical destination such as 

Hawaii. Some publications may see the usefulness of buying photographs from 

experienced Arctic photographers to illustrate stories. Between 1985 and 1997. 

Fred Bruemmer and Mike Beedell are the two most published photographers in 

CG. The photos attributed to Mike Beedell most often accompany stories about 

the high eastem Arctic, whereas, photos by Fred Bruernrner often accornpany 

stories on natural science. Significantly, these two photographen have also 

published coffee table books about the ~ rc t i c .~ '  Unfortunately, one cannot 

determine which photographen supplied advertisements about the Arctic. 

However. the sponsor of an advertisement could be considered the author in 

such cases. for example, the federal or temtorial govemment, or some type of 

private sector venture. 

The photographs used to illustrate stories and advertisements in CG each 

have a will a purpose. an audience. and a message (Schwartz We Make 42). 

O~ten~iDly the photograph's purpose is to excite interest in the Arctic and maybe 

araw the adventurer out of his or her amchair to experience the Arctic 

landscape The audience for the photographs generally remains constant. What 

manges is the message intended for dissemination. A specific message 

conveyed by -A Few Travelling Tipsn which pidures tourists looking at a sublime 

" Mike Beedell. The Maanetic North (Tomnto: Oxford UP. 1983) and Red Bruemmer. 
The Arctic (Montreal: lnfocor Lirnited, 1974). 



iceberg. In another story in CG, entitled "Quest for the Northwest Passage," the 

history of the high eastem Arctic is highlighted by the 

accompanying photographs (Figures 31 & 32). M a t  is sirnilar about these two 

examples are the sublime images used to elicit interest. The image with the 

iceberg connotes the beauty of the Ardic and suggest that this region is 

accessible and safe to visit. Safety is not at the centre of the second image. 

which implies the power of nature to upset a tourist's best laid plans to explore 

the world. 

What does this bnef content analysis demonstrate about the images of the 

high eastem Arctic in Canadian Geoaraphic? Many of the stories about the 

Arctic included in the publication are centred on adventure and environmental 

issues as well as on the history of Ardic exploration. The images accompanying 

these stories tend to be landscapes. Moreover. a preponderance of the 

photographs used in the stories are the work of two specific photographers. This 

1s not necessarily a negative observation. rather it should simply be recognized 

that the perceptions of the Arctic landscape that these photographers hold are 

being used to illustrate more than one story to a large general readership which 

for the most part has limited knowledge of the region. 

These photographs, then. enter the popular media and becorne part of 

collective mernory. Also clear is that certain photographs are used more than 

once for tounsrn advertising, even when the accornpanying message is changed 

slightly. 



A Few Travelling Tips. 

C'a iat Ki 

Fig. 31 Anonymous A Few Travelling iTps from Canadian Gsoqraohic 1 10.1 
(Febnrary March 1990): 91. 



Fig. 32 Mike Beedell No mje Listed from 'Quest for the Northwest Passage' 
Canadian Geo~raphic 11 1.4 (August/September 1991): 42. 



What remains constant is that use of a wonderfully sublime photo illustrating 

what people want to see about the high eastem Arctic - simple. pure. majestic, 

natural, and an increasingly accessible yet mythic lands~ape.~ 

Eauinox [EQ] is a magazine sirnilar to Canadian Geogra~hic [CG] but it 

places slightly more emphasis on science. It also includes world travel features. 

Essentially, it is less defined by the discipline of geography. In cornparison with 

CG; Eauinox has only sporadically featured information about the Arctic over the 

past twelve years? 

Between 1985 and 1997, nineteen stories about the Arctic have been 

published in the magazine. In the years 1 988, 1 990. 1991 . and 1 996 no major 

articles or advertisements about the Arctic appeared. In al1 the other years 

examined an average of two stories per year were published. The total number 

of Arctic tourism advertisements in EQ from 1985 to 1997 was ten. DurÏng at 

least two consecutive years there were no Arctic advertisements. 

The Stones detaiied in the content analysis of EQ are similar to those 

found in C G  Most stories in EQ highlight either adventure travel and its 

connectron to exploration history , environmental issues (including anirnals), or 

occasionally information about Inuit life and culture, past or conternporary. 

Significantly, three stories are devoted to high eastern Arctic communities - 
Pangnirtung. Pond Inlet, and Grise Fiord. 

6E Please see other exarnples such as those analyzed above in the Canadian Geo~raohic 
content analysis chart. For exampie, ApriVMay 109.2 (1989) "Ardic Spnng in the Baffin," 
FebmarylMarch 1 10.1 (1 990) *!ce Trek: Crossing Baffin Island's Penny Ice Cap,' and 
NovemberlOecem ber t 15.6 (1 995) 'Northem Exposure: Traversing Baffin Island's Icy Reaches". 

6: See Appendix Two for the Eauinox content analysis chart. 
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Prior to 1990, there are only two notable advertisements about the Arctic 

in EQ. One advertisement is for a forthcoming feature article and the second is 

for a specific type of camera and uses Mike Beedell as spokesperson. After 1990 

there are a total of seven advertisernents, al1 sponsored by the Govemment of 

the Northwest Temtories and various regional tourism programmes or offices. 

Photographers for story photos are not listed as often in EQ as in CG. 

Despite this fact, similar trends c m  be found in the frequency with which certain 

photographers provide photos for story illustration. It often happens that if the 

story recounts an "eco-adventure" type of story. members of the trip provide 

photographs. Photographs by Mi ke Beedell and Fred Bruemmer also appear 

frequently in EQ. Unlike CG. EQ between 1985 and 1997. used images frorn a 

photograph supply company. Images taken by Mike Beedell and Fred Bruemmer 

are also available through this ~ m p a n y . ~  

The images illustrating stories in EQ include reproductions of histonca! 

paintings. portraits. animals. landscapes with and without people. images for 

scientific illustration (i.e. archaeological digs, technology in the Arctic), Arctic 

settlements. or the Inuit who cal1 the Arctic home. Perhaps the greater variation 

in images is a result of EQ's less geographically based focus. The magazine 

also singles out the natural sciences and technology, which are topics prominent 

in the high eastem Arctic but are not as prevalent in the more culturally based 

-- - 

6C Please see Appendix Two for content analysis charts. Note that the following story in 
Eauinox includes photo(s) by Mike Beedell purchased through The Stock Market fnc.. photo 
supply company: Richard Brown. *Icy Voyage from Greenland to Bernuda: The Long tonely Drift 
of the Iceberg" 20 (March /An1 1985). A photo by Fred Bruemmer is also used frorn this company 
to illustrate a story by Bany Lopez titled *Arctic Innocents* 28 (July/August 1986). 
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CG. This observation may also explain the smaller number of landscape 

photographs in EQ than CG. 

Interestingly, a photograph used in an advertisement in CG is also found 

in Eauinox in a different advertisement. 'Life Looks Different on Top of the Worldn 

sponsored by the Govemment of the Northwest Territories (Figure 33). The 

photograph now accompanies text about the western and eastem Arctic and 

does not specifically note the accessibility of the regions through First Air but 

rather highlights accommodations and outfitting companies available across the 

North. In addition, in the top left hand corner of the advertisement there is an 

inset picture from a previous advertisement campaign by the Govemment of the 

Northwest Territories. The picture shows a clearly western sub-arctic place with 

trees. 

Two striking advertisernents included in EQ are titled "Picture This" and 

"The Accessible Arctic" (Figures 34 and 35). The first advertisement depicts a 

hiker looking through binoculars. Around the hiker is a field of wildflowers. with a 

lake and mountain in the background, looking through binoculars. The title of the 

advertisement "Picture This," is somewhat ironic since the persan and the 

landscape in the photograph are pictured or framed for the reader of the 

magazine The person in the photograph is looking through binoculars. 

picturinglframing the landscape. wtiile the text. "Picture This." beckons the 

viewerlreader to imagine himlherself in the landscape. The text and the 

photograph imply that the landscape is so compelling and powerful that it is 

desirable to be there even to begin to apprehend its romantic beauty. 



Fig. 33 Anonyrnous tife Looks Di t ren t  on Top of the World from Equinox 
74 (March/Apnl 1994): 3. 



Fig. 34 Anonymous Picture mis from Euuinox 50 (MarchfApnl 1990): 16. 



~is i tors  ivith dome oi îhe most 
jceç~acular wenery in the woriii. 
'.4nd i f i  oniy 3 jet ilighi w a v  
Call: 1-800-641-0788 and ask for 

the Best of Baffin information kit. 

Fig. 35 A;ionymous The Accessible Arctic from Equinox 63 (MaytJune t 992'). 1 13 



The second striking advertisement is titled 'The Accessible Arctic. " With 

such a title one could imagine a picture of a plane, boat, or some f om of 

transportation, an image breaking the notion of the histonc barriers of 

inaccessibility, especially of the high eastern Arctic. lnstead the viewer sees two 

hikers superirnposed on a photograph of mountains and water. The message is 

straightforward. It is possible to get to this beautiful place. The Inuit. who cal1 

this place home. are excluded from the frame of reference. For them. the Arctic 

has always been accessible. tndeed. in both the advertisements discussed. the 

federal government, the Department of Economic Development and Tourism for 

the Northwest Tenitories, Baffin Island, and First Air are trying to relay a very 

specific visual message - corne here, it is accessible. the landscape is 

unbelie~able.~ The knowledge of who is sponsoring these advertisements begs 

the question of Inuit involvement in the decision-making process regarding 

representatrons promoting their home as a place to visit. 

Some of the same conclusions can be made about images used to 

illustrate stories about the Arctic and images used in the tourism advertisernents 

of E~uinox and Canadian Geoara~hic. The images used continue to foster a 

romantic perception of the high eastern Arctic. Some go so far as to erase 

people from the landscape or manipulate the photograph to position people in it 

as tourists who are obvious outsiders. A more significant question is whether the 

Inuit have erased themselves from the landscape. However, this question 

assumes that they are Part of the decision makincj process regarding which 

images are chosen to represent the region. 

65 First Air is an airline wmpany that serves. almost exciusively, the eastem Arctic 



Up Here 

Up Here [UP] is a northern publication designed primarily for Northemers. 

Therefore, its focus differs slightly from that of Canadian Geoara~hic or Ecwinox. 

In general, the articles written for UP are shorter and highlight contemporary 

northern life. The average of contemporary life is al1 inclusive. with stories 

about mining to stories about berry season. Wth this said, the stones featured in 

UP also correspond to stories in the two ather publications in that they also often 

focus on adventure or "eco" travel, environmental issues, historical exploration. 

or aboriginal and Inuit culture. There are also more stories devoted to Arctic 

topics ?han in the other two publications examined. Unlike Canadian Geocira~hic 

and Equinox. it is not as revealing, in cornparison to the other two publications. to 

break down the number of stories written about the Arctic in the twelve year 

window because the magazine is about the north. lt is, however, interesting to 

examine the regions of the Arctic which are featured in the magazine. 

Between 1985 and 1997, a total of twenty-two stories directly featured the 

Araic '%f those twenty-two stories, thirteen highlight the high eastern Ar~iic,  six 

wver the Nonhwest Temtories in general. two are about the high Arctic. and one 

focuses on me circumpolar Arctic. Before either Canadian Geoara~hic and 

E~uinox UP devoted significant space to stofies about the high eastem Arctic. 

The images which Eiccompany the stories in UP. particularly the stories of 

the high eastem Arctic, do not differ from those in the other two publications 

diswssed The sublime landscape photo depicting diminutive people in an 

-- 
- The Arctic as defined earfier in the thesis does not include the provincial Norths and 

the subarctic 



imposing setting predominates. Although UP does not have as wide distribution, 

it still publicizes the Arctic in the same manner as the other larger publhtions. 

Photographs illustrating stories in UP are provided by photographers like Mike 

Beedell and Fred Bmemmer, as is the case with Canadian Geocrra~hic and 

 aui inox.^' 

An even stronger connection can be made between Mike Beedell. and al1 

three magazines Canadian Geoaraphic, Eauinox, and Uo Here. Images 

accompanying stories about the Arctic need to strike the imagination of the 

readerlviewer. Arguably the best way to do this is by providing a stirring 

photograph. Some photographs will also obviously have a stronger impact than 

others. Perhaps some photographs. especially if a reputation is gained. will be 

reproduced in various publications. This fact becomes even more apparent 

when a geographic region is a relatively new tourist destination. Four 

photographs which appear in UP stories by Mike Beedell are similar to one which 

appears in his book, The Maclnetic North The photographs depict Mount 

Asgard. Bafftn Island at slightly different angles and with different light (Figures 

36-39) The appearance of two or three similar photographs by Beedell 

demonstrates that certain types of images of the high eastern Arctic are routinely 

repeated Tounsm advertisements figure prominently in UP. This fad may irnply 

that the magazine is trying to extend its readership beyond the north. Between 

1985 and 1997 there are fourteen advertisements directly aimed at the tourism 

market. 

-. 
There are also photographs in Canadran Geoaraohic and E auinox by Stephen 

Krasennan. However, photographs by Mike Beedell and Fred Bmemmer appear most often in 
each of the three publications. 



Fig. 36 Mike Beedell Mount Asgard from 'tandscape to Ponder: Ski Tounng Auyuittuq ' 
UD H m  3.3 (ApriliMay 1987): 44-45. 



Fig. 37 Mike Beedell Spectacular - Mount Asgard from "Special Section: Spectacular' UR Here 
6.3 (May/June IWO): 27. 



Fig. 38 Mike Beedell Mount Asgard from 'In the Shadow of Thoi' UP Here t 3.1 
(January/Febniary 1997): 33. 
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The majority of these advertisements are sponsored by Vie govemment of the 

Northwest Territories and are sirnilar to advertisements found in the other two 

publications. 

In addition to advertisements which aim to elicit the interest or strike the 

imagination of the viewer, there are also a few which are selling something other 

than the destination itself. These advertisements sel1 not only the high eastern 

Arctic, but also a service related to the tourist industry. 

Two examples of tourism industry advertising are a promotion for 

Toonoonik Sahoonik Outfitters, titled "Rush Hour in Pond Inlet," and another 

placed by lnns North, "Where Hospitality is a Tradition" (Figures 40 & 41 ). The 

"Rush Hour in Pond Inlet" advertisernent is interesting. Many ideas and 

perceptions of place converge in one photograph. Although one sees no 

members of the outfitting cornpany, it is clear that they are selling Pond Inlet as a 

tourist destination and thernselves as the Company to arrange everything for you. 

The advertisement can be read on visual and visualltextual levels. Visually the 

advertisernent emphasizes the sublime. A grand iceberg with a dear blue sky 

provides the background to a small snowmobile and komotik travelling across the 

ice Tradition meets technology in the juxtaposition of a solitary snowmobile and 

the komotik in the same photo. Furtherrnore? the text, "Rush Hour," and. 'for 

more information on how you c m  cure those rush hour blues," implies that the 

town of Pond Inlet is very small or that one can find a place where seeing a 

solitary snowmobile and komotik will seem like rush hour after one has been 

there awhile. Once again, certain stereotypes of the high eastern Arctic 

predominate. 



Fig. 40 Anonymous Rush Hcw in Pond lnlet from UR Here 12.6 
(NovernberIDecernber 1996): 49. 
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Çig. 41 Anonyrnous lnns North.' Where Hospitality is a Tradition from 
UP Here (Novem ber/Decem ber 1 996): 55. 



The second advertisement by lnns NoNi is also an interesting example of 

how to sel1 a tounst service as well as a place to potential visitors. It features two 

people in a double kayak on crystal clear, blue water with snow capped 

mountains in the background. Undemeath the photograph is a map of al1 the 

lnns North locations in Canada and information concerning how to reserve a 

room. The advertisement in itself is not unusual. What is unusual, even ironic, is 

that the kayakers are obviously going to be camping on their trip and not staying 

at an inn unless it is at the beginning or end of their journey. Clearly lnns North 

advertises the Arctic in the same rnanner as countless other sponsors. The 

Arctic is beautiful, there are not mariy people, you can engage in great outdoor 

activities such as kayaking, and at the end of the day lnns North will be there to 

provide you with accommodation. 

Advertising the place. tourism industry services, and adventure vacations, 

are al1 part of Arctic imagery in UP However. over the years UP has also 

inciuded stories on contemporary landscape artists such as the Group of Seven. 

Toni Onley. and Allan C. collier." Each story includes paintings by the artists 

and some information on how they became interested in painting the Arctic 

landscape. These artists represent the connection between historic landscape 

painting and contemporary Arctic imagery. The story about the Group of Seven. 

A.Y. Jackson and Lawren Hams confirms the infiuence of their perceptions and 

ideas about the high eastern Artic and the landscape. The testament to this 

influence 1s found in the art of Toni Onley, who cites the Group of Seven as an 

-- -- 
' -  See Gregory Strong, 'Onley in the Arctic: A Painter in the Wake of Explorers." 5.5 

(SepüOct 1989). Fergus Cronin. 'An Artist's Love Affair with the Arctic." 7.4 (AugISept 1991). and 
Jeanne L. Pattison. 'The Group of Seven's Arctic.* 12.5 (Sept/Oct 1996) Up Here content 
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inspiration and also connects his art to t h ~ s e  even further back in history by 

mentioning his training in nineteenthcentury British watercolour techniques, the 

same techniques which can be found in the art of exploration joumals. 

Although Uo Here has a different format, with its inclusion of contemporary 

northem life, than either Canadian Geooraohic or Eauinox, many of the stones 

are "eco-adventure" stories. In addition, sirnilar advertisements are found in & 

Here, for example advertisements sponsored by the Govemment of the - 
Northwest Territories. Significantly, the same photographs appear in 

advertisements and stories in al1 of the magazines. Each time one of these 

images is repeated it excludes another perhaps less romantic or stereotypical 

image of the high eastern Arctic. These excluded images would add to the 

perceptions of the Arctic as it really is, not as people want or imagine it to be. 

As stated previously, UR Here ernphasizes contemporary northem life. In 

spite of thts focus. the representations of the romantic landscape remain. but 

images of massive industrial development are also given space in the magazine. 

A second difference between UP and the other two publications is the increased 

amount of advertising for the tourism industry or related services. These 

adverttsements are selling the place. but they are also selling its services. 

Overall the content analysis of these three publications demonstrates the 

continuity of Arctic landscape imagery. This conforrnity could be the result of 

many factors some of whtch are the Arctic's relatively new designation as a travel 

destination. the type of photographs which are produced from "eco-adventures" 

(1.e the participants submit their own photographs to illustrate stories). or 

analysis chart Appendix Two. 



professional photographers supplying particularly stimng photos to more than 

one story. Tounsm advertising also shows the multiple use of photos and the 

repetition of romantic landscape perceptions whether visually or through the 

accompanying text. 

What remains constant through al1 of this analysis is that romantic 

perceptions of the high eastem Arctic continue to dominate and are reinforced by 

magazine articles and tourism advertising. Evidence of this bas been provided 

by information from tour participants, Tourists Visitino Nunavut: A Profile, and by 

examining three different publications. It is obvious that advertisers and editors of 

magazines know what sells - beautiful land, history, and adventure. These 

aspects of the high eastern Ardic have becorne intertwined. each affecting the 

other and how people perceive the region. The images produced in magazines 

and the images used for publicity purposes enter into collective memory and are 

often repeated to the exclusion of many other aspects of life in the high eastern 

Arct ic 
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Conclusion and Recommendations for Further Study 

General Conclusions and Summary 

In Canada, our sense of place and how we define ourselves is intimately 

conneded to the landscape around us. This fact is not only important when one 

considers how it affects our interpretations of our landscapes, it also bears on 

how our landscapes are presented to the world. To fully understand the 

stereotypes surrounding the high eastem Arctic landscape one needs to address 

the imagery that was and is used to represent it. 

The thesis of this research is that there is an historical contmuity involving 

cultural and ideological hybridization in the picturing of the high eastern Arctic, 

and furthermore. that this pictonal tradition contributes to rnisconceptions. 

distortions. and illusions about the region. Wile it sirnultaneously serves to 

attract tourists. Information presented in this thesis demonstrates that there are 

firmly established links between the historical and contemporary piduring of the 

nign eastern Arctic. Moreover. these links can be traced through perceptions of 

nature and wildemesst exploration history, the development and implications of 

photography as a visual medium, !he development of a Canadian identity and the 

tmponance of - tne landn to the character of the nation, and the influence of 

mages in tourism advertising. 

Perceptions of nature and wilderness dernonstrate that how one "sees" 

the landscape is inherently linked to one's personal experiences and cultural 

background What is necessary to recognize is that certain approaches of 

interpreting the landscape are more revealing than others. Although different 
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definitions of nature, wildemess, and landscape assessrnent exist, the romantic 

perception dominates when interpreting the high eastem Arctic region. 

Exploration literature and the images included in it reveal both how the 

landsmpe of the region was perceived and interpreted as well as how the 

conventions used in representing the iandscape infiuenced perceptions for many 

years after the explorers made their famous joumeys. Most notably, the 

conventions of the sublime and the picturesque made their way to the high 

eastern Arctic. These conventions, which were also used in other areas of the 

world as methods of representation. eventually came to characterize the Arctic. 

Indeed, a special category of the sublime seems to have been created for the 

Arctic. with its awe-inspiring yet threatening landscape. 

The Arctic iandscapes that artists chose to present to the world from this 

era have had a lasting impact. Images from the romantic period of exploration in 

the high eastern Arctic are not inherently different from contemporary tourism 

advertisements One needs only to dispense wrth examining images as 

drsconnected documents and acknowledge the ideas. values, and history 

çurrwi?bing !hem. The picfurosque =r!b !ho s & ! ~ E  remam the dominant 

conventions employed in contemporary images of the region. 

The development of photography has also played a great role in the 

pictunng of the Arctic. In effect? it democratized the picturing of the region while it 

allowed anyone with the right equipment the ability to take an image. Images 

could then be urwlated through many means. induding friends and family and 

the popular press. However the early history of photography in the Arctic differs 

from regions in the south. Photography in the Arctic was used for ethnographic 
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purposes and to document what many thought would be the disappearance of 

the Inuit culture and life-way. Photographie images taken in the high eastern 

Arctic well into the 1950s were not primarily intended for aesthetic appreciation. 

In this peflod, photographs of the Arctic were meant to be viewed as 

documentary evidence. Particulariy around the turn of the twentieth-century. the 

Canadian govemment wnsistently used photographs to demonstrate sovereignty 

in the Arctic. 

A pivotal point for visual representation in the high eastem Arctic in 

Canada is the art of A.Y. Jackson and Lawren Harris, members of the famous 

Group of Seven. Scholars have often debated the influences of the Group and 

exactly how they developed their interpretation of the Canadian landscape. The 

whole group was wnnected with nature and had their own perceptions of what 

nature and wilderness was. They understood nature and wilderness as a source 

of power which could lend itself to the developrnent of the nation's identity. 

00th A.Y. Jackson and Lawren Harris identified the Arctic as a place 

uniquely Canadian. They also used the sublime in their paintings to interpret the 

Arctic and :ts position in Canadian identity to the world. Indeed, it could be 

argued that they were the last practitioners of the northem romantic landscape 

painting tradition. Their images of the high eastem Arctic later became some of 

the most famous ever produced. The images became part of collective memory 

and have captured the imagination of Canadians for decades. Eventually 

Jackson's and definitely Harris's Arctic landscapes became part of Canada's 

popular visual discourse. 
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The introduction of colour photography to the Arctic aeated new 

opportunities to take non-documentary images and ethnographic photographs. 

The sublims in particular could be employed more effectively in colour 

photographs. Despite the increased Tesource development and confkting 

definitions of what tmly defined wildemess, and if it wuld still be found in the high 

eastern Arctic. colour photographs keep the sublime alive through coffee table 

books and tourism advertisements. 

The Arctic, through colour photographic essay books, much like 

exploration joumals, came to represent an almost mythical place where many 

emotions could CO-exist while one was experiencing the landscape. Increased 

accessibility to the Ardic permitted more visitors than ever to view first hand the 

wildemess seen in landscape paintings and the more documentary black and 

white early photographs of the region. These images are meant to encourage 

not onty the purdiase of more books, but also to inspire people to travel to the 

region 

Tourisrn advertisements also impel people to travel to the high eastern 

Arctic Indeed. evidence is presented in this thesis that tourism advertisernent 

photographs are directly related to photographic essay books. Publicity 

photographs used in the tourism industry construct ideas of "place." The 

commercial photugraph is intended to attract visitors but not so much through 

realism as through imagination. What better way to acbieve this goal than to 

draw upon previously established ideas of nature and wildemess and 

conventions such as the sublime? Although the sublime of the past has evolved. 

its new form in contemporary society fowses on wildemess as an antithesis to 
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urbanity. The urge to escape urbanity is then translated into a desire for an 

experience in nature, thereby inserting the traveller into a myriad of Arctic 

histories. Photographs are a key component in tourkm advertising because of 

their ability to influence perceptions and ideas about a place so much it inspires 

travel. The high eastern Arctic is considered a spectacular travel destination and 

is associated with very dramatic images. These two factors rnost often play the 

dominant role in what images are taken and indeed presented to the world about 

the region. 

The historkal and contemporary imagery of the high eastem Arctic. 

combined with the literary tradition of the region. reveal its lure as a tounst 

destination. The north was lethal to explorers and the possibility of danger 

remains today. Obviously this adds credibility to the region as a wonderful. 

adventurous place to visit. However, what is beyond the sublime images 

presented in tounsm publicity? What is beyond the photograph with brief 

accompanying text? 

There are many different types of tourism in the high eastem Arctic. As 

stated previously. it would have been difficult to assess the impact of imagery on 

each of these different tourtsm sectors. However. a question that was generated 

when considering various tourist activities. was if the focus of tourism in the 

region has changed in recent years. Do tourists continue to seek out the 

wonderful landscape as their primary experience in the Arctic. or is the focus of 

tounst activity. particularîy with the impending establishment of Nunavut. now 

Inuit culture and their life-ways? 



To gain an impression of the possible changes that are pehaps taking 

place in the tounsm field, I spoke to three people who each have different 

experiences in the region. John Moss has written about his experiences in the 

Arct,c and written reports on Baffin Island community tourism. Shawn Hodgins 

runs a whitewater canoeing and kayaking outfit that organizes trips to Baffin 

Island. Kim Whytock is director of extemal relations for Parks Canada and was 

instrumental in establishing Au yuittuq National Park. 

Shawn Hodgins and Kim Whytock believe that the focus of tourism is 

shifting, or has been shifting, in the high eastern Arctic. Both Shawn Hodgins 

and Kim Whytock are involved in the tourism field at opposite ends of niche 

market tourism (Le. "eco-adventure" tourism). However, both see the changes in 

tourism coming from above: the impetus for changing the focus more toward the 

lnuit and their Me-ways is coming from government. The establishment of 

Nunavut will continue the move for change from above, but there will be a new 

bureaucracy. Nunavut Tourism will take on a larger role and endeavour to 

improve services and incorporate communities more in the development of 

tounsm activities (Kim Whytock Telephone Interview 26.02.99). 

As a person who has travelled to, written about, and worked in the Arctic, 

John Moss does not believe the focus of tourism will change substantialiy from 

landscape appreciation. He regards tourist apprectation of lnuit and their culture 

as superficial. Moreover. he considers it difficult for tourists to appreciate lnuit 

life within the brief penod that they are in the high eastern Arctic (John Moss 

Telephone Interview 06.02.99). 
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Despite differing opinions regarding the nature and focus of tourism in the 

high eastem Arctic, when one examines publications that include Arctic tounsm 

advertising, trends can be immediately identified. As stated earlier, the romantic 

interpretation of the landscape continues to dominate. Moreover. it 1s apparent 

that images of landscape number far more than Say images of new technology or 

pollution problems. One cannot help but notice that some photographers supply 

many of the images used in magazine articles and seIl their images to 

photograph supply companies for resale. Are these photographers then 

somehow exerting greater influence on perceptions of the region? Are we only to 

see their interpretations, or at minimum, the often repeated sublime photograph 

of the landscape to the exclusion of many other possibilities? 

Assessrnent of Methodology 

In general, the methodology employed for this research was successful. 

Secondary sources necessarily provided most of the information in this study. 

The images used to obtain information for the tourism component of the research 

also draw upon the established traditions of picturing the high eastern Arctic 

represented in the secondary literature. 

In retrospect. the methods used to obtain information frorn visitors to the 

high eastern Arctic could be improved. For example, although the participant 

observatmn format was ultimately successful, it at times made it more dificult to 

ask direaed questions relevant to the research. If a semi-formal arrangement 

were followed perhaps more pointed questions could be introduced into 

conversation One question which could be directly addressed. outside of a 

questionnaire would be how any imagery of the region affected travel decisions 
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in any way. The smallness and intimacy of the Adventure Canada group tour in 

the summer of 1997 did permit frank and honest answers to questions about 

landscape perception. If it were possible to speak to a larger group of people 

more perceptions of the landscape could be recorded. The data from a larger 

group could indicate that perceptions for the most part are unifom in nature or 

demonstrate more diffaring perceptions. 

The questionnaire issued to participants after the tour could also be 

irnproved. First, adding questions concerning nature and wilderness perceptions 

would be beneficial, as these would give a better sense of a visitor's background 

and approach to experiencing the landscape Secondly. the questions regarding 

the impact of tourism advertisements (# 8 and 9) could be made more specific by 

directly asking if particular types of images affected travel decisions. Finally, 

more demographic questions would provide a better overviewlidea of who is 

travelling to the region. An increase in the number of participants in a study 

would also aid a demographic profile The interviews and questionnaires 

completed for this study were not intended to a d  as a definitive sample of high 

eastern Arctic tourists. The smallness of the sample provided the possibility of a 

micro analysis The information included in the narrative of this thesis describes 

the influences. expectations. and experiences of a small group in the hopes of 

gaining a better understanding of the influence of visual imagery on travel 

decisions 

Although it was beyond the scope of this study. perhaps it would be 

beneficial for a researcher to make a questionnaire available to outfitting 

companies, tour operators, and tourism bureaus for visitors to complete. Visitors 
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could then be asked if they would be willing to be contacted for a follow up 

interview regarding their landscape perceptions and the impact of any previously 

viewed imagery. 

A successiut aspect of this research was my participation on the 

Adventure Canada tour. As a first time visitor myself, seeing and experiendng 

the landscape enabled me to interpret and analyze the topic with greater insight. 

I understood what visitors were feeling because I was experiencing it al1 for the 

first tirne as well. Studying this topic as an "outsidet' to the tourist/visitor 

experience would be extremely diffcult. Many of my own ideas about the high 

eastern Arctic landscape were wnfined. However, many new thoughts and 

ideas were also realized when, for example, some of the mythic quality of the 

place was removed by seeing garbage at the floe edge. Many of my own ideas 

about nature and wildemess were challenged not only by what I viewed but by 

what the people who lived there related to me. The most significant idea to 

change perrnanently in my mind was the significance of human presence in the 

landscape 1 truly realized the impact of the erasure of the Inuit people from their 

own landscape in imagery and literature about the reg~on .~~  The high eastern 

Arctic is not empty, devoid of people. and a so called barren wasteland - many 

people cal1 it home and have a completely different relationship with the land 

than I do. The best I can do is interpret these images as a non-lnuit person. 

- - 
" Professor Jonathan Bordo has written extensively on the erasure of abonginal 

presence in southem Canada, particularly, in works of the Group of Seven. See Jonathan Botdo 
'Jack Pine - Wiiderness Sublime or the Erasure of the Abaiginal Presence from the Landscape." 
Journal of Canadian Studies 27.4 (Miinter 1992-1 993): 98-1 28. 



Recommendations for Further Research 

The inherent value of research is realized when more questions arise from 

a project. Recommendations for further research related to this study mostly 

reflect the production of contemporary high eastem Arctic landscape images. 

The historiai aspect of this research, although unique in its linkage of ideas, has 

been completed elsewhere. It is through contemporary images that issues of 

exclusion. market influences, as wel l as cultural impact reveal themselves. 

The most significant rewmmendation addresses the issue of exclusion. It 

would be beneficjal to conduct a project asking both southem and northern 

Canadians what they believe should be pictured. Obviously. images ernploying 

the sublime to represent the high eastem Arctic will not disappear. Most likely. 

by asking people. different perceptions of the landscape will become apparent 

and these will aid in reflecting the reality of northern life. 

A second recomrnendation related to exclusion would be to investigate 

who decides what images are used to illustrate magazine stories and tourism 

advertisements Moreover, are lnuit people involved in the decision rnaking 

process7 Such a study might attempt to address why romantic images are 

priv~leged over others. From the content analysis cornpleted in this research. it 

appears that southem Canadians. as Coates and Morrtson identified, continue to 

define how the Ardic is perceived. The lnuit should be involved in the picturing 

of their home for the w o r ~ d . ~ ~  

'4 As Shelagh Grant outlines in her article *Arctic Wildemess and Other Mythologies." the 
lnuit have a different perception than southem Canadians of landscape and wiidemess. She 
argues that '[tlhe onus lies on southemers, as outsiders. to change the focus of their vision. Only 
by placing the lnuit people at the centre of the Arctic landscape can al1 Canadians tmly venerate 
their northern identity" (39). 



Market influences and the tourism industry should also be addressed. 

Evidently, 'eco-adventure" vacations are the most popular in the high eastern 

Arctic. A study of the number of eco-adventure trips, their participant 

demoyraphiw, and the impact on the environment and communities would reveal 

a great deal of the impact of tourism in the region. Questions tnai wuid be 

addressed are what the Inuit people see as benefits and detnments of tourism 

activities in their cornmunities and whether they feel they are contributing to the 

tourist industry. Such a study would also present the possibility of analyzing 

touris! advertising images in greater detail. 

An interesting aspect of the tourism industry in the high eastern Arctic is 

the demographics of visitors. Although accesstbility has improved significantly in 

the last ten years. it remains expensive to travel to and plan a trip in the region. 

Visitors are generaily more affluent and have the means as well as time to 

experience the landscape and culture. With this fact in mind. one must ask if 

these visitors are exerting more influence on the representations and perceptions 

of the region in the popular media. In addition. are those who cannot afford to 

travel to the high eastern Arctic less likely to tnily 'understand" the region? 

F~nally. it would also be very interesting to assess perceptions of the high 

eastern Arctic landscape after the establishment of Nunavut. Perhaps with 

rncreased media coverage and information about the history and culture(s) 

circulating about Nunavut, attitudes and perceptions will change. A significant 

question to ask is if the establishment of Nunavut will be reflected in irnagery. 

The addition of a new terntory to Canada is an exciting and mamentous event. 

To assess this change through images would be equally as dramatic. 



For many people the Arctic will remain a place in their imagination. 

Stereotypes and certain types of images reinforce popular perceptions of the 

high eeskm Arctic which ernphasize imagination rather than reality. The 

problem is not that these images exist. What must be considered is how we view 

them. If we continue to view them as discrete objects disconnected from ideas 

and values which surround them we will never fully understand their meaning 

and importance. The world is becoming increasingly visual and indeed virtual. 

As it becornes more visual we must acknowledge and accept the responsibility of 

not taking everything we see as reality. What are beyond the borders of the 

sublime high eastern Arctic landscape image? Where are the problems? Where 

are the triumphs? Where are the people? Where are the communities7 Must 

seetng always be believing or can we attach ideas and values to the images in 

front of us and recognize them for what they are? When one looks beyond the 

borders of historic and conternporary high eastem Arctic landscape images. one 

ftnds a great deal of additional information than what is provided in the images 

themselves This information allows us to understand. in part. the history of the 

region and how it is transmitted to the rest of the world through artists and 

photographers eyes. ideas of nature and wilderness, nationaiisrn, Canadian 

identity . advertising, and tourism. 
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Sarnple Questionnaire 

Interview Questions 

Jeralyne K. Manweiler 
M.A. Candidate 

Frost Centre for Canadian Heritage 
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Trent University 
Peterborough, ON 

Canada 

1 . Where are you from? (The region you live in will suffi~ce if you do not wish to 
indicate the city in which you live.) 

2. What is your age? 

3 What is your level of education? (Please indicate if you hold any degrees and 
what they are. j 

4 What was the main factor that led you to your decision to take a trip to the 
Baffin Island region? 

5. Do you have knowledge of Arctic history? If so, is this knowledge a result of 
personal interest and research, academic study, or a combination of both? 



6. From what source did you obtain information about the Baffin region? 

7. Did the information you looked at include visual imagery such as tourism 
advertisements or historieal or contemporary landscape paintings? 

8. Did any of the visual imagery affect your travel decisions? 

9. Did you recognize any trends or conventions in the visual imagery you many 
have viewed? 

1 O. Do you have any knowledge or familiarity with historic or contemporary Arctic 
landscape painting or photography? 

11. Was what you saw on your trip what you expected from the visual imagery you 
encountered? 

12. What was the purpose of your trip? 

pleasure ( ) 
education ( ) 
adventure ( ) 
combination of above ( ) 



Questionnaire Results 

1. Whsre are you from? (The region you 
to indicate the city in which you live). 

live in will suffice if you do not wish 

Participants on the tour were from the Greater Toronto Afea, Waterloo, 
Rochester New York, and Apkoka Florida. 

2. What is your age? 

All participantshespondents were in between the ages of 4C aid 60. 

3. What is your level of education (Please indicate if you hold any degrees 
and what they are.) 

Al1 but one respondentlparticipant held degrees. They varied from Bachelor 
of Science in Math, Bachelor of Arts with honoun in Geography and Library 
Science, Bachelor of Arts with honoun in Art History and Master of Arts in 
Museum Education, and a Dodorate in Philosophy. 

4. What was the main factor that led to your decision to take a trip to the 
Baffin Island region? 

Responses tu this question varied yet most participantslrespondents 
indicated a desire for adventure and to experience the culture of the region. 
One respondent simply wrote "love the norai". 

5. Do you have knowledge of Ardic histori, If so, is this knowledge a result 
of personal interest and research, academic study, or a combination of both? 

All but one respondent indicated that Meir prior knowledge of the region 
resulted from personal interest and research ratber than academic study. 
However, some participants indicated that they had devoted years of 
personal study to the Arctic often collecting rare books and other interesting 
cultural productions related ta the Ardic. 

6. From what source did you obtain information about the Bafïin Island 
reg ion? 

The answers to this question varied greatly. Most participants/respondents 
noted books as a gwd source of information - including library books as well 
as persunal collections. One participantlrespondent stated a poster initially 

. 

attracted his attention and since then his interest has been hielled by the 



Nunavut Handbook, other Amic related books, and books on the Group of 
Seven. A second respondent, noted the information she received from NVVT 
Tourism as well as reading a book by Franz Boas. 

7. Did the information you looked at include visual imagery such as tourism 
advertisements or historicat or contemporary londscape paintings? 

This question appeared to be not clear enough. Most respondents simply 
indicated the presence of tourisrn advertisements and not the kind of 
advertisements they were. However, two respondents noted the 
advertisernents in the Baffin Handbook as well as Arctic paintings by 
members of the Group of Seven. 

8. Did any of the visual images affect your travel decisions? 

Three of the Five respondents indicated that the advertisernent images in 
some way affected their travel decisions. For one respondent. the influence 
of the images did not relate to this particular trip, rather to his first cornpleted 
in the 1960's. A second respondent noted that photos of the landscape of 
Auyuittuq and Katammilik as well as photos from National Geographic of 
pools of blue water on ice particularly reinforced decisions. The third 
respondent simply indicated that the images affectad travel decisions and 
gave no specific details. 

9. Oid you recognize any trends or conventions in the visual imagery you 
have viewed? 

Once again. t h e  out of five respondents noted some trends or at least 
made observations about the imagery they had viewed. One participant 
mted that many times the visual images portrayed a 'pure landscape with 
arnazing aboriginal people successfully adapting to the environment before 
we came". The second respondent simply indicated "yesn they had noticed 
trends but did not provide any detail. The third respondent stated 'the 
landscape is often portrayed as a flat, white expanse, quite different from the 
blue shadows of the snow, colours of al1 sorts even in the rocksn. 

10. Do you have any knowledge or familiarity with historic or contemporary 
Arctic landscape or photography? 

Four respondents answereû this question to varying degrees. One 
respondent indicated more knawledge afbr the trip. A second respondent 
noted familiarity with Arctic explorerdartists and photographers such as 
Browne, Cresswell, Ba* Saper, Harrington, Bruemmer, Flaherty and the 
Group of Seven. The third respcmdent simply indicated yes with no further . 

explanation. Finally, the last respondent noted knowledge of Dr. John 



Ross's expedition. 

11. Was what you saw on your trip what you expected from the visual 
imagery you encountered? 

All five participants responded. One indicated no surprises as they had 
travelled in the Arctic previously. The second respondent noted (the 
respondent that indicated earlier of not having seen any imagery prior to the 
trip) that since then they have viewed some imagery and did not find it 
representative. The third respondent noted that the iœ in Eclipse Sound was 
very much like the National Geographic photos they had viewed. In addition. 
expedations of the floe edge for this respondent were shaped more by 
reading than images but the only place the literary images matched the 
experienced landscape were on the southem edge of the floe where huge ice 
chunks were pushed up into mounds and ridges. The fourth and ff lh 
respondents simply indicated that the imagery and what they experienced 
matched. 

12. What was the purpose of your trip? 

pleasure ( ) 
education ( ) 
adventure ( ) 
combination of the above ( ) 

Four out of five respondents indicated 'mbination of aboven. The ffih 
respondent noted pleasure and adventure. 



Adventure Canada Tour Participants 
Cited in Thesis Text 

Tony Baron - Participant #1 

Judith Slein - Participant #2 

Sylvia Reynolds - Participant #3 

Carol Heppenstall - Participant #4 

Barry Goldstein - Participant #5 
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the MN Passage, 
expeditlons 

Type of Ad 

generally hlgh 
Arctk 

wrrwnding 
narwhal areas 
around Baffln 
Island 

Nahennl, Yukon, 
Western N WT 

Mike 8eedell 

Author 
C 

- 

DevM PeUy Davld Pelly, MiNe 
Beadell 

Fred Bruemmer Fllp Nlcldin, Fred 
Bwemmer 

na na 

palnting from Party's 
1821 expedltlon, maat 
ehd could be compered 
10 maybe Church'a 
'Aretlc Shlpwreck' 

one maIl landacape 
withaperaononaciiff 

auMlrne overtones 

maybe dmiiar lo George 
Back's waterfall 
watercoloum 



Nunavut 

JerûFeb 1994 
vol I l 4  no 1 
"Northwn 
Omk: 
Plolynyar, 
m e  Arctic 
Wstera Tbem 
wlth WWfe9 

NovlDec 1905 
vol 115no8 
'Northern 
Expowre: 
Traverslng 
Baffin Idand's 
Icy Reachss' 

Type of Image 

two landecape 
8hà8, one w h  a 
transport ship In 
the background, 
one wiîh 
lnukahuke, more 
photlm of peopls, 
one al a hunler 
and a seal, 90 
year old photoa of 
rdocatlons, map, 
alrplane al Iqaluit 
drport, Inuk 
chlldren around a 
plnôdl machlne, 
Nnnmlviù 
open water and 
Ice, wakw, rnaps, 
Mrd diffa on 
Prlnce teopold 
Idand, ardio Fox, 
Whalst achln~ on 
d Greenland, lnuR 
hunter, pdar bear, 
dder ducb, aeab, 
24 how wnllght, 
huge mwntaln 
(Sfllem ldand Ln 
Glbim Florb), map, 
wking, W l n g  
through waler, 
'degant Ilnm 
qgeatlng the 
artlstry of a masîer 
sculpter, an 
Iceberg', rdtlng 
up camp, caribou, 
tood cache, 5 
landecape wmiout 
P P k  2 
tandecapem 
people 

Story or 
Ad 

*v 

Type of Story 

Nwravut reglon 
ind how l t mis 
negoüated and 
how It wül be 
lmplemented 

wlldYfe ln the 
Pdynyas region 
baween 
Ellesmere and 
Greenland whwe 
the Wer  never 
freezes 

traverse adventurir 
on Baffin ldand 

Type of Ad Year 

1 994 

Reqion 

Nunavut region 

Beiwwn 
Ellesmere and 
Greenland 

eastem coasl of 
BaMn Island 

buthor 

hvld F. Pe 

Fred Bruen 

John Ounn 

Mlke Bde l l ,  
Wayne Lynch, 
Piarra St. 
Jecques, W. 
Dwceîte (National 
Archives), S.J. 
Bailey (National 
ArcMves). 
Nanslvlk Mlnm, 
Ham Blohm, 
DavM F. Pelly 

Fred Bruemmer, 
A. Lynch, Janel 
Foster 

John Dunn 

W l i ng  sketch 

mountatn shd, ksberg 
very trednlonal and 
reminben1 of other art 





vol 117 no 3 
'Track 'em 
DM, Round 
lem Up, Herd 

vd117no6 
'Musael Bound" 

poîar bear and 
a b ,  polar bear 
and dog plsylng, 
meP 

lasboing carlbou, 
caribou hsrd 
wnnlng, map, 
looklng fa carlbou 
up top a hH1, 
caribou ln a chute 

undw the be, 
mueael beds, 
d WlWKl 
muada, aerisl 
shd of Ungava, 
map, eatlng 

Typa of 8 t q  

brd lng  pure- 
bred dogs ln 
Manitoba near 
Churchill and the 
amtrot of polw 
bars  

' 

new venture the 
Inult udng a 
traditional stage 
of thelr cuîture - 
the caribou 

harvesilng 
mussels under the 
k e  of a northwn 
Quebec village 
when the tide 
goss out; 
traditional actlvity 

Type of Ad Ycar 

1 997 

1 997 

1997 

C humhlll, 
Maniîoba 

north-eastern 
Quebec, Ungava 
P e n h l a  

Waiœham Bay, 
noith-eastem 
Quebec, Ungava 
Penlnsula 

Pauflne Comeau Calen Rowell 

Emmanuel Lowi Emmanuel Lowl 

Augusta Oyer Patrice Halley 



Content Analysis Chart 

Sept./Oct 3085 
vol 18 'The Arctic 
Fox: Following 
the Footsteps of 
Dr. John Rae.. .' 

JanlFeb 1085 vol 
10 'Forthcomlng: 
Ice Voyagew 

Type of Image 

painting depicting 
Rae and Inuit In 
search of Franklin 
(from HBC Archives - 
Charles Cornfort), 
portrait of Rae and Sir 
George Simpson, 
voyageurs painting 
(LL. Fitzgerald HBC 
Archives), map, Ship 
Nonsuch (Norman 
Wilkinson HBC 
Archives), Sir John 
Franklin and Lady 
Jane, peintlngs have 
landscape mountein 
background wtth 
people in front 
keyaker in /ce water 
with Iceberg in the 
background 

story 
or Ad 

story 

ad 

- 

historical 
exploration 

- 
Year 

- 
1 O65 

1985 na 

R-ion 

Hudson Bay 
to high 
eastern 
Arctic, 
Mac k e f ~ i 8  
River and 
coast of 
Beaufort Sea 

Greenland to 
Grand ûanks 

- 

- 

forthcorn- 
ing ad for a 
story in the 
magazine 

excerpted 
from Petet 
C. 
Newman's 
Company of 
Adventurers 

Richard 
Brown 

Photographer Hlstorical 
ImaieeryBtereotyP 
8 

paintings from HBC 
archives - undear if 
they are from journals 
or not, portraits of 
explorers, 
photographic portraits 
of John Rae and his 
wife Catharine dane 
Allcia Thompson, 
lnuit and other people 
small in compadson 
to mountains In the 
background of the 
puintlngs 

sublime image 



20 D ~ ~ ) ;  Voyage 
Frorn Greenland 
to Bennuda: The 
Long Lonely Drift 
of the Iceberg' 

1 vol- 27 'Icebound 
Eden' 

1 July/Aug 1988 vol 

I 28 'Ardic 
Innocents' 

MerchlApril1087 
vol 32 'People of 
the Seal' part of 
Canada Journal: 
Pond Inlet, 
Northwet 
Territories 

landscape shots of 
Icebergs without 
people, one industry 
shot with a transport 
ship, person in 
foreground of 
icebergs 

hiking wfth landscape 
background, fossits, 
petrified stumps, 
worklng on 
archaeological digs, , 
map, illustiation of 
tifty-five million years 
ego In the regkn 
musk-oxen elone and 
with tandscape 
background 

cross on the hill 
overlooking the 
village in winter, 
hunter and a komoUk 

91oiy 
or Ad 
story 

story 

story 

- 
s tory 

Type of Story 

historical, 
environmental, 
culture 

science, 
environment 

envlronmental, 
nature awareness 

history, cuRure, 
Information on the 

Region 

Greenland to 
Bermuda 

Ellesmere 
and Axel 
Heiberg 
Islands 

Arctic in 
general 

Pond Inlet, 
Baffin Island 
high eastern 
Arctic 

Author 

Richard 
Brwon 

Ha w 
Thurston 

Berry Loper 

John 
Goddard 

The Stock 
Market Inc., 
R. tanatta, 
Bruce 
Coleman Inr., 
Bryan and 
Cherry 
Alexander, 
Peter W. 
Richardson 
(The Stock 
Market Inc.), 
Mike Beeùell 
[Miller 
Services), 
Kirk R. 
Johnson, Gail 
Harvey, 
ClmOrd 
Morrow, Hens 
de Bruijn 

Fred 
Bruemmer, 
Stephen J. 
Krasermann, 
Ulrich 
Kreischmar 
(The Stock 

majestic, sublime, 
Icebergs.. . enchanting 

also historical interest 
in musk-oxen 
displayed in 
exploration journals. 
Many of these 
joumals induded 
sketches of the 
animals. 
cross photo taken 
frorn a very subllme 
stand point 
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- 
Pu bllc &ion 
Equlnax 
JanlFeb 1894 vol 
73 'Some Of Our 
Biggest 
Attractions Cover 
a Wide RangeB 
MarIApril 1 O84 vol 
74 '~ l fe  Cooks 
Different on Top 
of The World" 

MartApril1904 vol 
74 'Bones of 
Contentlon' 

MaylJune 1999 
vol 75 'Ellesmere 
Epiphanies' 
('SuMitle: 
Welcome to the 
Park on top of the 
Wodd, Where a 
Big, Bold, 
Landscape Offers 
Crystalline 
Glimpses into the 

78 "Round Out 
Your View of the 
World. Tour the 
Arctic Cirdee 

Typs of Image 

See Above Entry 

people in a boat 
looking at an iceberg. 
lnset photo of 
prevlous marketing 
campaign 
skull, archaeological 
dig , bones, expedition 
members in front of a 
tent 

inset gyrfalcons, 
lichens, Tanquary 
Fiord., ice and 
skyskape, animals, 
Alr Force Glacier, Ice 
pack of f anquary 
Fiord 

same photograph as 
listed above under 
'Life Looks Different 
On Top of the World" 

story 

story 

ad 

Type of Story 

hilory, retradng 
Frankiin's 
expedition, uslng 
science to settle 
the issue of 
cannibatism on 
Franklin's 

information on 
Ellesmere Island 
National Park 
Reserve, 
lendscape beauty, 
cultural history, 
science 

na 

Northwest 
Terriiories, 
lodges, 
outiitîing 
compenies 

Reg Ion 

NWT 

King William 
lsland 
high central 
Arctic 

Ellesmere 
Island (high 
eastern 
Arctic) 

Northwest 
Territories 

na 

Barry 
Ranford 

Bart T. 
Robinson 

na 

Barry Ranford 

Mike Beedell 

not listed 

sublime iceberg 

Tanquary Fiord.. .light 
and ice 

sublime iceberg 
(same photo a9 used 
ad above - boat load 
of tourists) 



Type of Story PubIlcation 1 Type of Imege 

icebreaker going 
to the north pde, 
experiments 
(oceanography, 
h ydrolog y) 

Equhax 
JanlFeb 1885 vol Wayne 

Grady 
Louis S St.Laurent circumpolar 

78 'Lessons from 
the Loneiieot Lab" 

(icebreaker)going 
through the ice, 
divers, Russian 
nuclear ice breaker, 
studying polar bears, 
icebreaker et the 
North ?de 
waterfalls and Western 

W (SU b- 
ardic), 

MerlApril 1995 vol 
80 "Quench Your 
Thirst for 
Adventure 
MeyIJune 1895 
vol 61 'Healing 
Pang* 
MayIJune 1095 
vol 81 "Art and 
Soul' 
Feb 1097 vol O1 

'A Coal of Many 
Winters" 

-- - 

piduresque 
scene.. . well 
ba land. .  .coulisses 

canoers on th8 shore 

Yukon 
Baffin Island about printrnaking Alison Shuff 'In His Mother's 

Stepsm pnnt 
story 

story 

story 

ad 

Baffm Island not Iisted print artists tn a cirde, 
prlnts, artists creating 

print making in 
Pangnirtung 

John 
Houston 

skin dothing Heather 
Grace 

Fred 
Bruemmer 
(Canadian 
Museum of 
Civilisation) 
na 

, Inuit hunter hunting - 
' seal, photo of a 
! ceribou parka 
I 

-- - 

small person on a 
huge mountaln 

Feb 1997 vol O 1  
'Exceed Your 
LimHs' 

inset caribou, 
children, a person on 
top of a mountain 

Cambridge 
Bay 

ApriVMay 1987 Vancouver 
Maritime 
Archives, 
Micheal Parls, 

( h s  raised), tundra 
photo of Baymaud, story manne 

archaeology of an 
Arctic shipwreck, 
last comrnand of 
Roald Amundsen 

James 
Delgado marine archaeology, 

hiaoric photos of the 
ship, crew of the ship 



Content Analysis Chart 
Up Hem 19854997 

PU bllcnlon 
Up H m  
FeblMar IO85 
vot 1 no 2 
'Measure the 
Mystery of 
Canada's 
Other Coast' 

JundJu ly 
1085 vol 1 no 
4 "Birds of 
Bylotm 

OctINov 1085 
vol 1 no 6 
'Taking on 
Tanquary" 

D e d a n  1 O88 
vol 2 no 1 
front cover of 
magazine 

Image 
tundra with 
lake or bay in 
beckground 

trekkers skiing 
in front of 
rnountains, 
camp, on the 
side of a 
mountaln 
two hlkers on 
top of s peak 
with a huge 
sky in the 
background 

story 

story 

front 
cover 

Type of Story 

natural hlstory 
there is some 
mention of 
exploration in 
the region 
Trekking on 
Ellesmere 
lsland 

Type of Ad 

Northwest 
Territories and 
The Arctic 
Coast Tourist 
Association 

central 7 

eastern 
Arctic - 
Bylot 

csstern 
Arctic - 
Ellesmer 
Island 

I 

1986 1 NWT 

Author 

na 

Wayne 
Spencer 

Pat Morrow 

Wayne Spencer 

Pat Morrow 

Hlstotlcal 
IrniigerylStereotypm 
text in particular recalls the 
social history of the region 
1.8. explorers and the 
Northwest passage, 
Inuit ... uses words such as 
malestic and 
mernorable.. . photo not 
really that outstanding 

recalls historical expedition 
images.. .srnaIl people in 
the face of 'great" nature 

similar to Northwest 
Territories ad - "Big River' 
sublime 



Publication 

vol 2 no 2 "A 
Splendid Look 
et the Arctlc 
World' 

JundJuly 
1988 vol 2 no 
4 "Look ln Our 
Directionm 

AprlVMay 
1087 vol 3 no 
3 'A 
Landscape to 
Ponder: Ski 
Touring 
Au y uittuqm 

JundJuly 
IQ07 vol 3 no 
4 'Baffin's 
lnuit Culture: 
Step lnto 
Ariother 
World' 

Type of 
Imeige 
iceberg, 
wlndow of a 
wooden house 
in Siberla 

inukshuks and 
Inuit children 
inset under an 
inukshuk 

huge 
mountaln 
overpowerlng 
e small 
humen figure, 
pulllng 
equlpment 
through rough 
lce 
sketch of 
traditional 
lnuit camp 
with hunting 
equlpment 
and komotik, 
sketch of 
dogteams and 
komotlks, 
people looklng 
at the 
landscape 

S b r y  
ot Ad 
story 

story 

Type of Story 

the triortheast 
Passage of 
Arctic Russia 
emphasis on a 
clrcumpolar 
Arctic 
partial review 
of The Arctic 
World 
na 

ski trip from 
Pang lnto 
Auyuittuq 

Northwest 
Territories 
Pavilion (Expo 
88) and Petro- 
Canada 
na 

Northwest 
Territorles, 
Baffin Island, 
and the 
Federal 
Government 

Reglon 

circum- 
polar 
Arctic 

North- 
west 
Terri- 
tories 

Baffin 
Island - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Qaumm- 
aarviit 
Historic 
Park - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 
Baftin 
Island 

Author 

Rosemary 
Allerston 

Robert 
Henderson 

Fred Bruemmer 1 iceberg reminiscent of 
rnany exploration images 

Mike Beedell, 
Robert Hsnderson 

photo by Mike Beedell is 
one that appears in his 
book The Magnetlc North 



I n -  
Imcrge 
kayaking 
through ice, 
bones, walrus, 

Sbry 
or Ad 
story 

Type of Story Year 

1987 

- 
1987 

1988 

1989 

Type of Ad Region 

high 
eastern 
Arctic - 
Ellesmere 
Island 

not listed 

high 
eastern 
Arctic - 
Baffin 
Island 

Nort hwest 
Territories 
- high 
Arctic 
primarily 
eastern 
high 
Arctic 

Author 

Steve 
Barnett 

not listed 

na 

G w o v  
Strong 

Photographer 

eco adventure not listed 
vol. 3 no. 1 
"Kaya king 
Ellesmere's 
Coast" (Part 
of 'The 
Possible 

The Possible 
Dreem an 
annual travel 
supplement to 
Up Here 
published by 
Outciop - The 
Northern 

kayaking 
through ice 
end water.. . 
mountains 
with fog ln the 
background 

Steve Barnett 

I vol 3 no 1 
"The Possible 
Dream' 

Pubiishers 
Northwest I MayIJune 

1888 vol 4 no 
text 
supnrimposed 
on an Inuit 
farnily with a 
do0 tearn and 
kornotlk, 
skiers in front 
of mountains 
'Under the 
Midnlght Sun' 
landscepe 
painting by 
Toni Onley 

Territories, 
and federal 
Governrnent Spring ln the 

Baffin" 

in the tradition of the Group of 
Seven (Lawren Harris and A.Y 
Jackson's Arctic landscapes) 
but he was also recelved 
training in 191h century British 
watercolour techniques 

feature of 
artist Toni 
Onley 

story 

'Onley In the 
Arctlc: A 
Painter in the 
Weke of the 
Explorers" 



Publlcation 
Up Hem 
JanIFeb 1990 
vol. 6 no. 1 
"Canada's 
Northwest 
Territories 
Tours" Taken 
from me 
Posdble 
Dmam co- 
publlshed by 
Up Hem m d  I 
Tnvel Arctlc 

Image 
mtching birds 
in the süb 
BI'C~~C, 

kayaklng near 
Icebergs, 
h o l e  page 
devoted to 
tourism 
eds.. . The 
Arctic Coast, 
BaMn Island, 
Northern 
Frontler 
Country, 
Keewatin 
Trrrvel, 
Western Arctic 
visitors 
Association, 
Big River 
Country, 
fishing, 
viewing Musk- 
oxen on rocks, 
train in 
Northern 
Alberta, 
caribou 

Story 
or Ad 
storles 

Typa of Story 

adventure and 
eco tours 
across the 
Northwest 
Terriiories 

Type ot Ad Yeai 

1990 

Region 

Northwest 
Territories 
, Northern 
portions 
of 
Provinces 

huthor 

dl stories 
by Pearl 
Benyk 

Photographer 

Travel Arctic, 
Jerry 
Kobalenko, 
(Travel Atctic), 
GWNT Culture 
and Commun- 
ications, Bezel 
Jesudason, 
Eric, Wicherts, 
John Coburn 

ImagerylStereotypea 
The storles are obviously 
completely geared towards 
tourism publicity, landscape 
and wildlife shots 
predominate, advertising the 
North as a place of adventure 
and imagination.. . .very Httle 
mention of representation of 
technology 



PubIlcation 
Up H m  
MaytJune 
1800 vol 6 no 
3 'Speclal 
Section: 
Spectecular' 

NovtDec 1990 
vol 6 no 8 'Go 
Back in Timew 

NovlDec 1990 
vol 8 no 6 
'Our Land 
Claim 
Agreement: A 
Landmark for 
Our Future' 

AuglSept 
1001 vol 7 no 
4 'An Artist's 
Love Affair 
with the 

TY pe of 
Image 
diminutive 
skier with a 
large 
mountaln in 
the 
background 

family 
travelling on 
with a 
dogteam and 
komotik 
beside a 
mountain, 
Inuk, map, 
Inuit child 
hunter 
travelling on a 
snowmobile 
pullin0 a 
komotik 
across the ice 
toward an 

one landscape 
painting by the 
featured artist 

story 
or Ad 
story 

story 

Type of Story 

highlights of 
the 
'Spectacular 
North' - 
Virginie Falls, 
Great Slave 
Lake, 
Alexandria 
Fiord, barren 
grounds 
na 

feature of Alan 
C. Collier - 
artist 

Type of Ad 

Baffin Island, 
Northwest 
Territories, 
Arctic Hotline 

Tungavik 
Federation of 
Nunavut 

Reglon 

Northwest 
Territories 
and 
northern 
portions of 
the 
provinces 

Bafiin 
Island 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Northwest 
Territories 

Northwest 
Territories, 
Labrador, 
high Arctic 

na 

Fergus 
Cronin 

Photographer 

hont cover 
photograph - 
Mike Beedell 

na 

not listed 

same photograph used in 
his book me Magneüc 
North, very sublime 

awe inspiring landscape 
behind the family travelling 
on a komotik 

inspirlny landscape Le. 
something of which to be 
proud 



vol 8 no 2 'ln 
the Wake of 
Ghost Shlps' 

FeblMar 1903 
vol 9 no 1 
'Toonoonik 
Sahoonlk 
Outfittersn 

JundJul y 
1903 vol O no 
3 'At 25 Y ears 
Parks Corne 
of Age' 

m e  of 
Image 
cruise ship 
and zodiacs 
with tourists, 
serving 
champagne, 
viewing an 
iceberg from 
the cruise ship 
cllmber on an 
iceberg, bird 
cliffs, polar 
bear on the 
ice, travelling 
by mountalns 
in komotiks 
and 
snowrnoblles, 
fishing, floe 
edge 
8 landscape 
photos one 
with a person, 
other photos 
of park 
facll Hies, 
maps, 
features In 
select 
museums and 
visltors' 
centres 

story 
or Ad 
story 

story 

Typa of Story 

crulse through 
the Northwest 
Passage - 
following the 
path of 
explorers 

Parks in the 
Northwest 
Territorie: 

private 
outfitting 
cornpan! 

Year 

1992 

1993 

1993 

Reg Ion 

Northwest 
Passage - 
high Arctic 

Pond Inlet 
Baffin 
Island 

Northwest 
Territories 

Author 

Janet and 
Gordon 
Greene 

na 

not listed 

Greene 

Photographer 

Gordon 

0avid Reid 

Hl8torical 
I m agery/Stereotypes 
icebergs 

Economic 
Oevelopment 
and Tourism, 
Government 
of the 
Northwest 
Territories, 
Parks Canada 

not listed 
probably 

iceberg is reminlscent of 
many other sublime icebergs 



1904 vol O no 
0 'Bones and 
Dead Silencem 

Dec 18031Jan 
t 694 vol O no 
6 'Unlocking 
the Secrets of 
Marble Islandn 

MerchlApr 
1005 vol 11 
no 2 'On 
Franklin's 
Trail of Error" 
May/June 
1005 vol 11 
no 3 
'Unearthing 
Froblshei's 

vol 11 no4 
'Pangnirtung 
N W  

Image 
portrait of 
John Franklin, 
scenes from 
archaeological 
dig 

archaeological 
dig photos 

skull, filrning 
artefacts, 
using radar to 
find artefacts 

portrait of 
Martin 
Frobisher, 
archaeological 
digs 

aerial photo of 
the town and 
the fiord 

stoty 
or Ab 
story 

story 

story 

story 

Type of Story 

archaeological 
investigetion 
of Franklin's 
final 
expedition 

archaeological 
investigation 
of James 
Knig hts' camp 
Marble lsland 

what 
heppened to 
Franklin's iast 
expedition 
-- 
remains of 
Martin 
Frobisher's 
1578 
expedition and 
camp 
na 

Type of Ad 

not 
indicated.. .loc 
al phone 
nurnber is 
listed for 
information 

Year 

- 
19931 
1994 

19W 
1904 

1995 

- 
1995 

1995 

Reglon 

King 
William 
lsland - 
high 
eastern 
Arciic 

Marble 
lsland - off 
of western 
coast of 
Hudson 
Bay 
King 
William 
lsland 

Baffin 
lsland - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Baffin 
lsland - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Aut hor 

Rosemary 
Ailerston 

Ken 
Schmaltz 

Jim Green 

Jeanne L. 
Paîtison 

Photographer Historlcal 
lm agerylStereatypei 

Margaret 
Bertulu 
(Prince of 
Wales 
Northern 
Heritage 
Centre), 
Jimmy Porter 
not listed 

not llsted not of landscape but the 
photograph of th8 skull 
represents the stereotype of 
explorers not sunriving the 
high Arctic 

Dr. Reginald 
Auger (Laval 
University) 



Publication 
Up Hen, 
SepUOct 1905 
vol il no 5 
'Northern 
Light, Magic 
Llght' 

-- 
Story or  
Ad 
stoty 

ad 

ad - for 
the 
National 
Library's 
vide0 

Type of Ad Photogrephet Hlstorlcal 
ImagerylStereotypes 
tandscapes feature 
diminutive people, 
immense landscape, 
mountains, ice 

Image 
photos of features of 7 

Arctic 
photographers 

Northwest 
Territories 

Northwest 
Territories 
- western 

Northwest 
Territories 

Northwest 
Territories 

Eugene 
Fisher, Larry 
Anderson, 
Wayne 
Lynch, F m  
Hurcumb, 
Sherman 
Hines, 
Richard 
Hertimer, 
Brian Sytnyk 

photos taken 
and selected by 
photographers 

Arctic 
photographers 
, five 
landscape, 4 
with people ln 
scenlc 
positions, 
wildlife 
photographs, 
traditional 
technoloqy 
canoers at a 
waterfail, 
children in 
beaded 
jackets, 
mountein 
goats 
aeriel view of 
landscape and 
icefields 

JanIFeb 1896 
vol 12 no 1 
'Hot Springs. 
Cool Falls. 
Warm 
Srniles.' 

Northwest 
Territories - 
western 

not listed adventure and imagination 

National 
Library of 
Canada and 
the federal 
government 

not listed awe inspiring landscape 
vol 12 no 1 
"North: 
Landscape of 
the 
Imagination' 
MartApr 1998 kayaker at the 

boîtom of an 
iceberg, musk 
oxen, lnuk in 
front of an 
Igloo 

Northwest 
Territories 

cuiture and awe inspiring not listed 
vol 12' no 2 
'Call Before 
Dark" 

landscape 



P~bllcatlon 
up Herio 
Sept(0ct 1896 
vol 12 no 5 
'The Group of 
Seven's 
Arctic" 

Nov/Dec 1998 
vol 12 no 8 
'Rush 
Hour.. . ln 
Pond Inlet" 

Nov/Dec 1998 
vol 12 no 6 
'Inns North: 
Where 
Hospitality Is 
a Traditionn 

JanlFeb 1897 
vol 13 no 1 
"Exceed Your 
Limits" 

JanlFeb 1007 
vol 13 no 1 "In 
the Shadow of 
Thor' 

TYPS of 
Image 
landscape 
palntings by 
A, Y. Jackson, 
F. H, Varley, 
and tawren 
Harris 

tiny 
snowrnobile 
end komotik in 
front of an 
iceberg 

kayakers in 
front of snow 
i:apped 
rnountains 

caribou, 
children in 
beaded 
jackets, hiker 
with arms 
outspread on 
a peak, 
highway, 
through tundra 
skiing through 
a mountain 
pass, cloud 
capped 
mountains, 
siedge 

s1oiy 1 Type of story 

story 1 histofand art 
of the Group 
of Seven in 
and on the 
Atctlc 

to Auyuittuq 
National Park 

I ('wanna-bs 
adventurers") 

Type of Ad 

private 
outfitting 
company - 
Toonoonik 
Sahoonik 

lnns t or th 

Northwest 
Territories 
(Within Reach 
Yet Beyond 
Belief) 

- 
Year 

1996 

1996 

1997 

1997 

Reg Ion 

Baffin 
Island - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Baffin 
Island - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Northwest 
Terri tories 

Northwest 
Territories 
- now only 
Western 
wlth 
Nunavut 
indicated 
on the map 
in the ad 
Bafîin 
Island - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 
-- 

Author 

Jeanne L. 
Pattison 

na 

na 

Mi ke 
Vlessides 

Photographer 

not listed - but 
most likely 
Dave Reid 
owner of the 
ouffitting 
company 
not listed 

not ltsted 

Mi ke 
Vlessides, 
Andrew 
McCoy, Mike 
BeedeH 

influence of members of the 
Group of Seven on visual 
perceptions of the Arctic. 
Harris' Icebergs In Devh 
Stfait continues in the 
sublime tradition of 
expeditlon Imagery 
majestic iceberg, awe 
inspiring landscape 

awe inspiring landscape - 
ironic because 11 is most 
likely that the kayakers wlll 
be camping rather than 
planning their trip around 
available accommodation 
from lnns North 

sublime mountains.. . futility 
of man against nature 
Mike Beedell's photograph in 
this article is from his book 
The MagneUc North 



Publication 
Up Hem 
JanIFeb 1887 
vol 13 no 1 
'At the Edge 
of a Frozen 
World" 

MaylJune 
1887 vol 13 
no 3 
'S tedding 
Ellesmere's 
Icy Coast' 

SeptlOct 1097 
vol 13no5 
'Kayaking 
Koluktoo Bayn 

Image 
setting up 
camp at the 
floe edge, 
hoodoos on 
Baffin Island, 
Inuit child next 
to a komotlk, 
Pond Inlet, 
polar bear 
tracks, 
komotik stuck 
in water, 
iceberg 
reflecting In 
water, 
mountain and 
water 
landscape, 
posing in 
front of 
mountalns 
camp on the 
sea ice 
kayaking in 
front of a huge 
iceberg, sitting 
on the side of 
a hill 
overlooking a 
bay 

story 
or Ad 
story 

story 

story 

T y p  of Story 

Trip to the floe 
edge from 
Pond lnlet 

adventure trip 
on the sea ice 
off Ellesmere 
lsland 

adventure 
vacation - 
'not your 
average 
vacation 
getaway' 

Type of Ad Year 

1997 

1997 

1997 

Reglon 

Baffin 
Island, 
B ylot 
lsland - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Ellesmere 
lsland - 
high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Baffin 
lsland 
(northern) 
- high 
eastern 
Arctic 

Aut hor 

Jane George 

Keith Morton 

Brett 
Kullrnan 

Jean 
Niskanen, 
Jane George, 
Randy 
McLean, Mike 
Beedell 

Keith Morton 

Brett Kullman 

Hlstorical 
Imagery/Ster80types 
The iceberg photograph in 
partlcular (~eedell) is quite 
remlniscent of Herrls' 
/cetmg8 in Davis Smit 

massive awe inspiring 
landscape 

immense IandsGpe, water, 
sky, and Land meeting 



Canadian Geographic 
Content Analysis 

Tallied Numben for the Category of "Photographer" 

-. 

i Nurnber of Times 1 Listed 
Fred Bruemmer I 5 

! William Templeman I 1 
Mike Beedell 6 
John Foster 1 1 
Patrick Morrow 1 

i Peter Van Rhijn ' 1 
! Miller Comstock i 1 
: Ste~hen Krasen 1 
l J R: Page 1 
Gary Alt 1 

: Fran Hurcomb 1 
Richard Weber 2 

, John Dunne 2 
Donna Barrett 1 
lan Macpherson 1 
Dan Guravich 1 
Sandv Macdonald 1 

Kav Havcock 1 -- J - J - - -  

David Pelly 3 
F l t ~  Nicklin t r- - 

Wayne Lynch 2 
Pierre St. Jacques ? 
W. Doucette 1 
S J Bailey 1 
Nanisivik Mines 1 
Hans Blohm 1 
A. Lynch 1 
 ane et Foster 1 
Norman Hallendy 1 
Emmanuel Lowi 1 
Galen Rowell 1 
Patrice Halfev 1 



Eauinox 
Content Analysis 

Tallied Numbers for the Category "Type of Image" 

Type of image , Total 
Landwape with People (Photographs / 18 ' 
or Paintings) 

1 

I l 
, Landsca~e without People 14 
1 ~andscape with ~ e o ~ l e ' a n d  Animals 5 

Animals 14 , 
People (Including Paintings) 23 
Technology 18 
Maps and Scientific illustrations 12 
Plants 2 

Equinox 
Content Analysis 

Tallied Numbers for the Category "Type of Advertisement" 

Type of Advertisement Total 
Federal Government 2 
Territorial Governrnent 8 
Tourism Bureaus (Reqional) 1 

-- 

Private Companies 5 



Equinox 
Content Analysis 

Tallied Numbers for the Category "Photographer" 

1 Photographer Number of Times 
i i Listeci 

Peter W. R~chardson 1 

1 

1 Mike Beedell' 4 , 
i Kirk R. Johnson l 1 

R. Zanatta 

1 Gail Harvey 1 
Clifford Morrow 1 
Hans de Brurjn 1 
Fred Bruemmer 3 
Steohen J Krasermann 1 

1 I 

u/& Kmschmai 1 
Peter Bennett 1 
lan Stirling 1 
Barrv Ranford 2 

Bruce Coleman 1 1 
Bryan and Cherry 1 
Alexander 

B~I& Milne 1 
Dawn Goss 1 

' Stefan Nitoslawski 1 
! Vancouver Maritime 1 

Archives 
Michael Paris 1 

' Photogrriphh supplied b! The Stockmarhct I I I L  
- Photognphs supplird b: The Stockmarkct Itic 



Up Here 
Content Analysis 

Tallied Numbers for the Category "Type of Image" 

1 Type of Imago Total i Landscape w~th People (Photographs or 34 
Paintings) I 

L a n d s ~ a ~ e  without People 18 
1 ~andscape with people-and Animals 1 
; Animals 1 12 , 
l Peo~ le  (Includina Paintinus) 11 

Technology 6 
1 Maps and Scientific lllustrahons l0 - 
[ Plants 10 

Up Here 
Content Analysis 

Tallied Numbers for the Category "Type of Advertisernent" 

Type of Advertisement Total 
Federal Government 3 
Territorial Government 8 
Tourism Bureaus (Regional) 3 
Private Cornpanies 6 



Up Here 
Content Analysis 

Tallied Numbers for the Category "Photographer" 

Photographer / Number of Times 1 
1 Listed i 

[ Wayne Spencer 1 
4 

1 
' Pat Morrow 1 

, - - - -  - -  - 1 

: Robert 1 
1 1 1 

Henderson l 
- - -  - -  

Steve Barnett t 
Greaorv Strona 1 

' Bezef Jesudason 1 
Eric Whicherts , 1 
John Coburn 1 
Gordon Greene I 1 
NWT Economic , 2 

' Development and ' 
Tourism I 

Margaret Bertulu ' 1 
Jimmy Porter 1 
Dr Reginald 1 
Auger 
Mi ke Vlesstdes 1 
And rew McCoy 1 
Jean Niskanen 1 

1 

Jane George 1 
Randy Mclean 1 
Keith Morton 1 
Brett Kullman 1 



Results from the Marketing Section of the Survev 

Q 1. A) have own promotional materiais 
yes - 50 
no - 17 

B)  HOW' Regional Visiror Center 
Inquiries received direcrly 
Direct mail 
1-800 
Consumer show 
Trade show 
Purchase mailing lists 
Ot her 

salersidide present at ion 
Q3 Hostedtrade:'media 

'es - 30 
no - 30 
dor?'t know - 5 

QI  ;\ i GMi'T rssistance programs'' 
? - ves - -, 

no -39 
acn't know - 6 

B,I Rate GSUT programs. 
* 

DOOT - 2 
fair - 5 
m o u  - 9 - 
eu;e!ient - 5 

C E2j:- :o access - user fkiendly" 
?.es - 1 1 why helptll. not too much red tape 
nc - 14 why: too /on%. should be Iess paper work 

ci .AI Did rh r  projecrs help to increase business? 
;-es - 14 

no - 3 
aon'; know -6 



B) If yes, what percent? 
1-30 - 6 
21-40 - 2 
41-60 - 1 
61-80 - 0  
81-100- 1 

C) If no. why not? 
- too late 
- too soon to tell 
- business increases on its own 

Have rnarkerine plan. 
yes -30 
i10 - 22 

When sran planning for yearl 
Sept. - 7 
Oct. - 4  
50v. - 5  
Jan. - 3 

. Joint marketing? 
yes - 24 
no - 30 

B) Was it valuable? 
*;es - 17 
30 - 4 

C i '.huis 'ou conside: joint marketing'' -- ves - -3 

no - 3 
of marketing 
Corsumer s h w  
Trade show 
1 lagrrine ad. 
Explorers Guide 
T .A. marketing proq. 
Media ! Fam tours 
Xewspaper ad. 
Direct mail 
Orher - word of mourh 

Interner. web 
Stide show 
YelIo\v pages 
TV 
Lecture tours 

Prior vears 
14 



Rare effectiveness of marketicg methods. 
Good Resuits 

Consumer show 8 
GXWT trade show prog. 5 
GNWT magazine ad. prog.(co-op) 2 
Explorers Guide ads 7 
Zone Association 4 
Trade Show 11 
Consumer show 9 
Media I Fam tours 6 
Newspaper ad. 5 
Magazine ad. 15 
Direct mail 12 

Some Resuirs 
8 
5 
6 
6 
5 
7' - 
7 - 
6 
7 
1 O 
7 

';O Results 

Tourkm Association markering programs panicipated in. 
Posi rive Pro~rarns  Negative Promarns 
local trade show CO-op advenisin~ 
momber of Xunavut Tourism 
.Uctic Coast 
.*cric Traveler 
GhX'T 

Mosr imponant demcgraphic features for marketing initia~ives. 
Age - 21 
Incone 4 '  - 32 
S es - 5 

Eduîation - 12 
Cxc:?. ûi origin - 14 

Re: :r.:eresrsihobGies - 37 

A.. . A - ~  -. -,. 7m -... -am sx r  spent on markcing per year 
< cc- , * -  --  - -  O 
s:g:  - s p)rJQ 12 
j i +:llz. - SzGOo 1 

SZr jX ,  - SjÛ00 8 
, s;:. '- 9 ' 

-2 

1s it wonhwhile* ?es 2 1 - no 2 

don't hou -  i3  



Q 15. Marketing 
do your own? 33  
use an agency? 5 
both 10 

Q 16 What could he done to assist your marketing effons? 
- More money fiom gov't 
- trade show S 
- easier access to S 
- Newspaper ads. in larger papers - i. e. NY Times, Globe and Mail 
- Assistance in gening to consumer shows 
- more advenising 
- more cooperarion benveen operators 
- exposure in specific market areas 
- world-wide shows 

Q 17 N%at counries have you rnarketed to in the past? 
Germany S 
Japan - c 
France ï 

Ausrralia - 
J 

Italy 4 

i 

Holland 1 
Green1 and 1 
Spain i 
Europe 1 

Q i S Uz~rzines ricverised in 
Cp Hert Y 

Espiorer's Guide i - Above and Beyond 
Ex piore 4 
.Uctic Traveler 4 

3 

Crnadian Geoyapkc 5 
Outsicie - 

2 

Kanawa - -v 

Canoe - CI 

Backpacker - CI 

In Fisherman C1 - 
* Van! other rnagzzints nad on!! one curfittcr advenlsitg in :nem 



Appendix Three 











Personal Journal Notes 

These are selected entnes from my persona! journal. 1 have included those I feel 
are most relevant to the research. As a first time visitor to the high eastem Arctic. 
it was at times, difficult to separate myself into the 'researchet and the visitor. In 
the end, I have decided to include some of my experiences, perceptions. and 
opinions about the place. Although, I may have known a bit more about the region 
than other tour participants I do not feel this negates my experience in any way. I 
was experiencing the landscape and culture just as much as the other tour 
participants. Perhaps I was able to see beyond the romantic at times but I was 
also attracted to it. 

June 1 5th, 1997 (Iqaluit) 

Things are not really organized Street wise and nght in the miadle is a school 
which looks more like a lunar module with al1 of the sand and rock. Shelagh was 
right about the garbage. A little diff~cult to get used to. On the other hand. the 
view across the bay is wonderful. 

On the way back from dinner we visited dogs, mostly huskies. chained up sadly 
Pets are not treated the same here. 

June 17". 1997 

Wow. just plain. wow. The iast half hour of the flight into Pond lnlet was amazing. 

Judy (Judith) and I went out to one of the icebergs in the bay. At first we didn't 
want to cross any water but after a while we figured out it was unavoidable and 
tried it. The water pools are the most amazing blue and Vary from 2-6 inches 
deep. Every inclination you have is to not step in them but you do it anyway. The 
walk out was deceptively far. We finally got out there and it was magnificent. I 
climbed up the one side and had Judy take a picture of me. I tned to get higher 
but just suceeded in sliding down on my bum. 

Two men came out and chipped off huge chunks of ice for drinking water. Dave 
said later at dinner that Inuit are very superstitious about icebergs Le. where you 
ch@ off some ce. He said a few years ago there were some scientists here that 
were trying to detemine the age and core temperature of the icebergs but the 
elders warned them not to take tests as it would be a bad ornen. The scientists 
took the tests anyway and the following year there were no icebergs in the bay. 

June 18". 1997 

We travelled for quite a while and stopped at another iceberg. I climbed this one 
as well. Lamech (one of the guides) was at the top. He told me the elders say 
there are little people who [ive in every iceberg. You are not supposed to shoot 
the iceberg or something bad will happen. On the other side of the iceberg there 



was the most amazing blue water with huge chunks of ice in it. It looked like 
something out of a Frederic Edwin Church painting. 

When we reached the floe edge it waslis amazing. It is like the world simply ends 
and water extende as far as the eye can see. You would swear you see land far 
off in the distance but it is of course only ice. I was listening to music as we 
approached the fioe edge; actually the pulp fiction soundtrack. Music does not 
really belong here. I don't know how to explain it but it just seemed out of plaœ. 

The landscape behind us [the camp] is quite majestic with the mountains but very 
flat around us. After you are on the iœ for a while you start to notice the smallest 
oddity in the snow and ice. For exampie, a dropped tea bag, a black button 
etc.. . Or this could also be from being accutely aware of your surroundings. Either 
way, it is amazing. 

June 20'" 1997 

On the trip we also saw polar bear tracks which are very large. He walks pigeon 
toed In the front as well. Somehow, it was more mysterious to see the footpnnts 
rather than to actually see the bear. 

I wish I could capture in words the beauty of the mountains, the water. and the 
sky, but I think they are simply imprinted on your soul. You rejoice when the sun 
shines in the moming and quietly rejoice when the fog rolls in after it. The silence 
is stunning. It is Imly arnazing how still you can sit and listen to fippling water. or 
water thundering under the ice. Simple pleasures bnnging life down to the 
cornmon denommator. 

June 22na, 1997 

Matthias pused me into a puddle by the komotik and 1 had to change my boots 
again We decjded rny name should be kamik (many boots). 

As soon as we had unpacked Matthias asked me if I wanted to walk; he would 
show me something. We walked for a few minutes and came on a pile or rocks 
(the area 1s al1 moss and rocks really) which is a grave. The next on actually had 
bones including a skull in i t  We went around a ndge and there was a very large 
grave. He opened it up and I looked inside although every instinct told me not to. 
The body still had hair but there was a much older skull beside it. When we 
walked a little further and saw the name Rodger spelied in rocks on the ground. I 
asked Matthias if he knew the man. He said yes he was from Pond lnlet and about 
twenty years old. Obviously they treat death very differently here. We waiked 
toward an inelt and al1 of a sudden we were standing nght next to Stone ring 
houses - out of large Stones which would have skin roofs over them. You can 
still discem the sleeping platforms and the entranœs. It is a sobering expenence 
to stand near a dwelling at least 2000 years ola and know people ate. slept. and 
loved there. 



Looking at this landscape i find it amazing how ouf aesthetic taste changes over 
time. The whalers found this desclate and barren. yet we appreciate its beauty 
because it is so silent and partially because of its desolation. It seerns the more 
cornfortable life gets the more extreme we go to find solitude and beauty. 

The various histories of the area also complement or seem more enchanted by 
the severity or extremity of location and weather. 

It is a sobering thought to sit in a circle, allbeit on gas ans,  eating and 
conternplating the bones and rekes of a whaling station strewn around you. 
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